
VI-UG-Eng(H)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. a) How does  Jayanta Mahapatra describe Indian
Summer through evocative images.

OR

b) Analyse the theme of the poem  'Home coming'.

2. a) What picture of social exploitation do you find
in 'Six Acres and a Third' ?

OR

b) Sketch the character of Ramachandra Managaraj
in 'Six Acres and a Third'.

3. a) How does Whitman emphasize the necessity of
going  into the open nature ?

OR
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b) Write a critical  analaysis of the poem 'The Gift
outright'.

4. a) Discuss the theme of belonging in 'The Hairy
Ape'.

OR

b) Analyse  the character of Mildred Douglas in
'The Hairy Ape.

5. a) Discuss waiting for Godot' as an absurdist play.

OR

b) Comment on  Beckett 's use o f,  symbols in
'Waiting for Godot'.
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VI-UG-His t(H)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. a) Analyse  the features and significance of the
Treaty of Shimonoseki (1895).

OR

b) Write  a detailed note on Boxer Movement.

2. a) Review the causes and results of the Russo-
Japanese War of 1904-05.

OR

b) Trace the causes of Chinese Revelution of 1911.

3. a) Highlight the role of Japan in the First World
War and Paris Peace Conference.

OR

b) Ascertain the extent of success of the Washington
Conference (1921-22) in solving the problems
of East Asia.

4. a) Discuss the contributions of Sun-Yat-Sen to the
Natinoalist Movement of China.

OR

b) Narrate the factors leading to rise of militarism
in Japan.

5. a) Discuss the role of Mao-Tse-Tung in Communist
China

OR

b) Explain  the role of Japan in the Second World
War.

V-30-0.5 
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VI-UG-Ps y (H)-XIII

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours
The questions are of equal value

Answer all questions

1. a) Briefly  discuss the concep t, principles and
subjectmatter of Educational Psychology.

OR

b) Enumerate different goals of teaching and styles
of learn ing  exp lained  by  Educat ional
Psychologists.

2. a) What is cognition ?  Discuss the natu re of
cognitive abilities.

OR

b) Evaluate Piaget 's  theory  of Cognitive
development with examples.

3. a) How a positive learning  environment can be
created ?

OR

b) Discuss  different strategies for encouraging
motivation and thoughtful learning

4. a) W ho are g ifted ch ild ren  ? Dis cus s  the
educational programmes for gifted children.

OR

b) Discuss  different  educational programmes for
mentally retarded children.

5. a) What is test standrdization ? How can a test be
standardized ?

OR

b) Discuss the  advantages and limitations of Essay
and  objective type of tests with examples.

V-41-0.5 
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VI-UG-Edn (H)-XIII

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions

1. a) What do you mean by Educational Management.
Describe its scope. 5 + 5

OR

b) What is democratic management ? Discuss its
main features. 5 + 5

2. a) What is Managerial behaviour ? Explain the
social and cultural factors that affect managerial
behaviour. 2 + 4 + 4

OR

b) Discuss the important elements and functions
of school plant. 5 + 5

3. a) Define educational planning. Discuss the types
of educational plannning. 3 + 7

OR

b) Dis cus s  the s t rateg ies  in  e ducat ional
planning. 10

4. a) Explain communication as a process. Discuss
the types of classroom comunication. 5 + 10

OR
b) Discuss the importance of mass media in class

room learning with examples. 15

5. (a) What is Micro-Teaching ? Discuss its uses and
limitations in class room situation. 5 + 5 + 5

OR

b) Write short notes on the following : 7½ + 7½

(i)  Computer assisted instruction

(ii) Simulated teaching.
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VI-UG-Eco (H)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions any one Group

GROUP - A

1. a) What  do you mean by 'Economic System' ?
Bring out   the importance of comparative
economic analysis.16

OR

b) Discuss in details the social classes and social
relations under feudalims.

2. a) State and  exp lain Schumpeter's v iew on
capitalist development and its disintegration.   16

OR

b) What is Marxian 'Surplus value' ? Do you think
that this constitutes the root cause of capitalist
crisis ?
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b) Write  notes on any three of the following :

(i)   Simplex method

(ii)  Basic and feasible solution points

(iii)  Prisoner's delemma

(iv)  Pure and mixed strategies of a game

(v)   Concept of 'Degeneracy' in Linear
         programming  problem.

(vi)  Primal and Dual.

V-29-1 
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3. a) Dis cuss  the economic sign ificance o f
'Incentives'. Examine the role of profit under
socialism. 16

OR

b) Evaluate the role of communes in Chinese
economic development.

4. a) What is 'mixed economy' and discuss its salient
features ? Briefly discuss the working of mixed
economy in India. 16

OR

b) Examine the arguments  fo r and  agains t
privatisation in India.

5. a) State and explain 'Jayaprakash  Narayan 's
concept of 'total revolution'. 16

OR

b) Dis cuss  the caus es  o f the b reakdown of
socialism in USSR and East European countries.

[  2  ]

GROUP - B

1. a) Evaluate : 4 × 2

(i)  8( 5x 7) dx

(ii) 2

x.dx
2 x 3

b) 2 2a x . dx 8

OR

a) Solve the differential equation : 6

dy
y (1 x) x 0

dx
  

b) Solve the differential equation.

(i)  2 2 2 2( x yx ) dy ( y xy ) dx 0    4

(ii)  
dy dy

y x x y
dx dx

   6
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3. a) Discuss the properties of Cobb-Douglas (C–D)
function. Find the value of elasticity of factory

substitution ( )  for C–D functions. 8

b) Define C.E.S. function. Obtain the value of ' '

for 
1

Q A k (1 )L
          8

OR

Write  notes on any two of the following : 4 × 2

a) i) Properties   o f 'Linear Homogeneous
Function'

(ii) 'Adding-up' theorem

(iii) Properties of isoquants

(iv)  Average Revenue (AR) and Marginal
Revenue (MR)  relationship.

b) Examine  least cost combination of factors an
entrepreneur desires to minimise the total cost
fo r a given output level of 0

1 2q f ( x , x )
where the prices of inputs x1 and x2 in the market
are r1 and r2. 8
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2. a) Derive Slutsky equation and show, 'Income effect'
and  'substitution effect'  with a two  commodity
fixed income budget. 8

b) Find the optimum commodity purchases for a
consumer whose  utility function and budget
constraints are : 2 3

1 2 1 2U q .q and q 4q 10  
respectively.  8

OR

a) 2U x y  is a  ut ility  funct ion . Find  the
equilibrium bundle if x+2y=4. 8

b) (i) The demand law is 
20x

p 1



, find elasticity

of demand (ed)  with respect to price at the

point where  P = 3. 4

ii) The demand function is  P = 35 – 2x–x2 and

the  demand 0x 3 . Find the Consumer's

Surplus. 4

[  4  ] [  5  ]



4. a) State and explain 'Cobweb' model showing  the
stability of equilibrium. 8

b) Determine equilibrium price and quantity for a
market with demand and supply functions as
D=20–2P and S= 40–6P, If a  specific tax of
1(one) rupee per unit is imposed compute the
changes in equilibrium price and quantity. 8

OR

a) Write down the as sumptions o f perfect
competition. Examine the short run and long run
commodity market equilibrium under perfect
competition. 8

b) A monopolist has a demand function P=100– 4q
and total cost C= 50+20q. If the monopolist
produces  at  a constant  MC= 20, find the
maximum profit and the profit  maximising out
put of the monopolist.
(P= price, C = Total cost, q = out put  produced
MC= Marginal Cost) 8

[  6  ] [  7  ]

5. a) Discuss  'input -output' analysis of inter-industry
relations dis tingu ishing  'open'  and  'close'
system. 8

b) Maximise : Z = 6x + 4y

subject to :       2x + 4y < 48

                  4x + 2y < 60

                        3y  < 36 and

                   x > 0 ,  y > 0

Solve  the 'Linear programming problem' using
graphic method. 8

OR

a) Solve the game :

2 0 0 5 3
4 2 1 2 5
4 3 0 3 6
5 1 5 2 6

 
 
 
   
 

   

7
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VI-UG-Geog  (H)-XIII

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours
The questions are of equal value

Answer all questions.
Give maps and diagrams wherever necessary.

1. a) Give  a brief account of the factors affecting
distribution of population in India.

OR
b) Write short notes on :

i) Age-sex structure

ii) Urban popoulation.

2. a) Discuss the production and distribution of rice
in India.

OR

b) Elaborate the problems and prospects of Indian
agriculture.

3. a) Discuss  the production and distribution of Iron
Ore in India.

OR

b) Write short notes on :

(a) Production of coal

(b) Non-Conventional energy resources.

4. a) Describe the distribution and problems of cotton
textile industries in India.

OR

b) Discuss the growth and importance of railways
in the economic development of India.

5. (a) Discuss the major irrigation and power projects
in Odisha.

OR

b) Give  an account of the growth and distribution
of population in  Odisha.

V-38-0.3 
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VI-UG-Anth(H)-XIII

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the righ hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions.

1. a) Explain the scope of Research Method  and
describe the importance of Hypothesis.

OR
b) Write notes on the following :

i) Exploratory Research
ii) Explanatory Research.

2. a) Describe the techniques of field work.
OR

b) Write  notes on :
i) Case study method
ii) Geneealogy method
iii) Focused Group Discussion.

3. a) What is sampling ? Describe  the requirement
of sampling.

OR

b) Describe the importance of Tabulation and data
analysis.

4. a) Define statistical method and describe the use
of statistic in social research.

OR
b) Find out the mean value of the following data :

The average mark.
(Marks secured by ten students :
75,  55,  60, 55,  65,  70,  45,  50,  65,  55)

5. a) Write notes on :
i) Standard deviation
ii) Correlation
iii) Chi square test.

OR
b) Find out the value of correlation of the following

data.

Sl No . 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0
Stu d ent s
Heigh t in  cm

15 5 15 0 16 5 17 0 18 0 17 5 17 2 16 5 17 5 16 0

Stu d ent s
Weigh t in  Kg

5 5 5 0 6 5 7 0 8 0 7 5 7 2 6 5 7 5 6 0

V-37-0.3 
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VI-UG-Pol.Sc(H)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. a) Examine  Plato's concept of Ideal state.

OR

b) Make a critical assessment of Aristotle's views
on citizenship.

2. a) Examine  Machiavelli as  the first  modern
political philosopher.

OR

b) "Hobbes started with individualism, but ended
with absolutism." Comment.

3. a) " Locke laid  down the ess en t ial thes is  o f
Liberalism". (C.L. Wayper)– Elucidate.

OR

b) Explain  the views of Rousseau on state of
Nature  and the Social contract.

4. a) Examine  the contemporary relevance of Jeremy
Bentham.

OR

b) "J. S. Mill was a reluctant democrat"– Evaluate.

5. a) Explain Hegel's views on Sstate, Society and
War.

OR

b) "The history of all hitherto existing societies is
the history of classs struggles'– (Karl Marx)–
Comment.

V-31-1 
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VI-UG-Phil (H)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Expand the meaning of any one of the following
expressions of the Isopanisad :

a) " Isavasyam'  idam sarvam" (Mantra - I)

OR

b) Na karma  lipyate nare" (Mantra-II)

2. a) Explain the mean ing of " vidyaya amrtam


'asnute


" (Mantra- XI)

OR

b) Explain  the difference between sambhuti and
asambhuti in the light of Isopanisad.

3. a) Describe the upanisadic concept of Atman  .

OR

b) Explain  the status   of world accord ing to

upanisads


.

4. a) W hat   is vidya   ? Dist ingu is h  between

paravidya   and aparavidya

OR

b) Give  a note on upanisadic


 ethics.

5. Bring out  the sign ificance of the following  as
described in the Bhagabadgita.

(a) Asaktohi acaran


  karma  paramapnoti  purusa


(Ch. III : Verse - 19)

OR

b) Svadharme  n idhanam sreyah


 paradharma

bhayabahah    (Ch. III : VVerse - 35)

V-32-0.5 
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VI-UG-S ans(H)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions.

1. keÀesÿHeefve<eo: efJe<e³e efJeJes®eveb kegÀ©le ~ 20

DeLeJee

DeescedkeÀejm³e ceefnceeveb JeCe&³ele ?

2. meÒeme² ³³eeK³ee keÀe³³ee& : 12

DeefJeOee³eecevlejs Jele&ceevee: mJe³eb Oeerje: Hebef[leb cev³eceevee: ~
oêc³eceeCee: Heefj³eefvle cetæ{e DevOesvewJe veer³eceevee ³eLeevOee: ~~

DeLeJee

vew<ee lekexÀCe ceeflejHeves³ee ÒeeskedÀleev³esvewJe meg%eevee³ee Òesÿ ~
³eeb lJeceeHe: mel³eOe=efleJe&leeefme lJeen*vees Yet³eeVeef®ekesÀle: Òeäe ~

3. SkeÀm³e  GlkeÀueYee<e³ee DevegJeeob kegÀ©le : 8
ke À) $eÝleb efHeJevlew megke=Àlem³eueeskesÀ

iegneb ÒeefJeäew Hejces HejeOex ~

íe³eeleHeew yeḯeefJeoes Jeoefvle,
Heáeeive³ees ³es ®e ef$eCeeef®ekesÀlee: ~

Ke) Deelceeveb jefLeveb efJeef× Mejerjb jLecesJe ®e ~
yegef×b leg meejefLeb efJeef× ceve: ÒeûencesJe ®e ~~

4. cevegvee ÒeefleHeeefoleb Oece&m³e mJeªHeb efve©He³ele ~ 10

DeLeJee

cevegmce=l³eevegmeejb  GHeve³eveefJeefOeceeuees®e³ele ~

5. Ü³ees:  efìHHeCeer Òeos³ee : 5×2

mce=efle: , ceO³eosMe: , mJeeO³ee³e: , ®etæ[ekeÀce&

6. keÀe veece efJeÐee ? Dem³ee: mJe©Heb efve©He³ele 15

DeLeJee

DeLe&Meem$ecevegme=l³e $e³eerefJeÐeeb efve©He³ele ?

7. SkeÀm³e  GÊejb Òeos³eced 5

ke À) keÀes veece Fefvê³epe³e: ?

Ke) keÀe veece oC[veerefle: ?

V-34-0.5 



VI-UG-Stat (H)-XIII

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the righ hand margin indicate marks.

Answer all questions.

1. a) Explain  crude and standardised death rates ? In
what way is standardised death rate superior to
crude death rate ? Give  briefly  the direct and
indirect method of finding standardised death
rates. 12

OR

b) State the meaning of various columns of a life
table and explain how a life tab le can  be
const ructed  from data us ually  availab le.
Mention the uses of a life table explain  the
relationship between different columns. 12

2. a) Define  and compare various meas ures of
fertility. 12

OR

[  4  ]
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b) Solve  the fo llowing   min imal assignment
problem. 12

 Man  

     
  Job 1 2 3 4

I 12 30 21 15

II 18 33 9 31

III 44 25 24 21

I V 23 30 28 14

V-39-0.1 



b) Define "Reproduction Rates" and explain how
far they  may be looked upon as indices  of
population growth. 12

3. a) What is cont rol chart  ? Explain  the bas ic
principles underlying the control charts. Discuss
the role of control charts  in manufacturing
processes. 12

OR

b) Explain in detail X  and R charts with the basis
and assumptions on which X  and R charts are
developed. What purpose do  they serve ? What
are their advantages over the p chart. 12

4. a) So lve the fo llowing linear p rogramming
problem graphically.

Maximise   1 2z 6 x 11x 

Subject  to 1 22x x 104 

              1 2x 2x 76 

                1 2x 0, x 0  12

OR

b) Using simplex  algorithm solve the following
L.P.P. problem.

Maximize  1 2 3z 2x 5x 7x  

Subject  to  1 2 33 x 2 x 4x 100  

              1 2 3x 4x 2 x 100  

                      1 2 3x x 3x 100  

                  1 2 3x , x , x 0 12

5. (a) Solve the following Transportation problem by
North-West Corner rule. 12

To

W1 W2 W3 Supply

  F1 (2) (7) (4) 5
  F2 (3) (3) (1) 8
  F3 (5) (4) (7) 7
  F4 (1) (6) (2) 14

     Demand 7 9 18 34

OR

[  3  ][  2  ]
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VI-UG-Hindi  (H)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions.

1. MeyoMeefkeÌle mes keÌ³ee mecePeles nQ ? efkeÀ ue#eCee MeyoMeefkeÌle Hej ÒekeÀeMe
[eefueS ~ 12

DeLeJee

jme efve<HeefÊe mecyevOer efJeefYeVe Dee®ee³eeXkesÀ cele Hej SkeÀ meceer#eelcekeÀ
uesKe Òemlegle keÀerefpeS ~

2. efkeÀvneR  ®eej  DeuebkeÀejeWkesÀ ue#eCe Deewj GoenjCe oerefpeS : 5×4

DevegÒeeme , ³ecekeÀ , Mues<e , GHecee, ªHekeÀ, GlÒes#ee, J³eeflejskeÀ,
efJejesOeeYee<e,

3. Huesìes kesÀ ̀ DeeoMe&Jeeo' keÀer meceer#ee keÀerefpeS ~ 13

DeLeJee

Dejmlet kesÀ ̀ DevegkeÀjCe efme×evle' keÀes mecePeekeÀj efueefKeS ~



4. efyebye Deewj ÒeleerkeÀ keÀe Devlej mHeä keÀerefpeS 13

DeLeJee

mJe®íevoleeJeeo keÀer ÒecegKe ÒeJe=efÊe³eeW  Hej ÒekeÀeMe [eefueS ~

5. SkeÀ Deeuees®ekeÀ kesÀ ªHe ceW npeejer Òemeeo efÜJesoer kesÀ cenlJe keÀe DeekeÀueve
keÀerefpeS 12

DeLeJee

[e@ veiesvê keÀer meceer#ee keÀer efJeMes<eleeSB  efueefKeS ~

6. efvecveefueefKele ÒeMveeW kesÀ Deefle mebef#eHle GÊej oerefpeS ~ 1×10

ke À) veeceJej efmebn kesÀ efkeÀmeer SkeÀ Deeuees®evee ûevLe keÀe veece efueefKeS ~

Ke) ceneJeerj Òemeeo efÜJesoer ves efkeÀme Heef$ekeÀe keÀe mebHeeove efkeÀ³ee  ?

ie) ceneJeerj Òemeeo efÜJesoer ves efkeÀme Yee<ee kesÀ Òe®eej - Òemeej kesÀ efueS
Òeyeue Deevoesueve efkeÀ³ee Lee ?

Ie) ceneyeerj Òemeeo efÜJesoer peer kesÀ Üeje SkeÀ Devegefole ieÐe ke=Àefle keÀe
veece efueefKeS ~

*) vevo ogueejs yeepeHes³eer efkeÀme ³egie kesÀ meceer#ekeÀ Les ?

®e) `efnvoer meeefnl³e-yeermeJeeR Meleeyoer'  efkeÀmekeÀer HegmlekeÀ jner ?

í) veeceJej efmebn efkeÀme efJeMJeefJeÐeeue³e kesÀ ÒeesHesÀmej Les ?

pe) veeceJej efmebn kesÀ Üeje mebHeeefole efnvoer keÀer SkeÀ Heef$ekeÀe keÀe veece
efueefKeS ?

Pe) JeepeHes³eer peer efnvoer  meceer#ee kesÀ #es$e ceW efkeÀme keÀeJ³e kesÀ meceer#ekeÀ
kesÀ ªHe ceW Dee³es ?

_e) veeceJejpeer efkeÀme ÒekeÀej kesÀ Deeuees®ekeÀ nQ ?

V-34-0.3 
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VI-UG-Phy (H)-XIII

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.

Answer all questions

1. a) Briefly outline the inadequacies of classical
physics. 6

b) Using Heisenberg's  uncertainty relation find the
ground state energy of H-atom. 6

OR

a) Explain how Daviss ion-Germer experiment.
Conclusively established the wave nature of
electrons. 7

b) Distinguish between phase velocity and wave
velocity. Find a relation among the two. 5

2. a) Deduce Schrodinger's equation in momentum
space. 8

V-42 [Turn Over

c) Give the mathematical theory of Kroning-Penny
model. Explain how it successfully explained
band structure in solids. 12

V-42-0.5 
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b) If a wavefunction is initially normalised, show
that it remains normalised at a later time. 4

OR

a) State and prove Ehrenfest's theorem. 8

b) Prove that  the Hamiltonian  operato r is
Hermitian. 4

3. a) A particle encounters a potential well described
by 12

0V , a x a
V ( x )

0 | x | a
   

 


Solve  Schrodinger  equation fo r the above
potential to obtain the bound states.

OR

b) A particle is  confined to  a 3D-Box so lve
Schrodinger  equation to obtain the energy eigen
values and eigen functions. 12

4. a) What are Miller indices ? Determine the Miller
indices for planes with each  of the following
sets of intercepts a, b, –c. 2+4

b) Prove that c/a ratio of an ideal HCP  structure is
1.633. 6

OR

c) What do you mean by symmetry operations ?
Describe the principal symmetry operations
applicable to a 3-D lattice. 3+3

d) What  are the properties of a reciprocal lattice ?
How is it constructed from a direct lattice ?    4+2

5. a) What is Vander Waals - London interaction ? Is
it present in all solids ? 5+3

b) Explain Cohesive energy. 4

OR

[  3  ][  2  ]
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VI-UG-Chem(H)-XIII

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer all questions

1. a) State and explain Beer Lambert law. 2+4

b) A compound  having  molar extinction  co-
efficient 1000 dm3 mol–1 Cm–1 shows an optical
density of 0.01 in  a cell of path length of 1cm.
Calculate  the concentration. 2

c) What type of  electronic transition do you expect
in a keto compound in U.V. spcetra ? 2

OR

d) Explain  why ligh t rad iat ion  is  termed  as
electromagnetic radiation ? Explain the features
of electromagnetic spectrum. 4+4

e) What will be the wave number of a radiation
having wave length 310 nm ? 2

V-43 [Turn Over

5. a) Des cribe the bas ic p rinciple of paper
chromatograhy. How does  paper
chromatography d iffer from th in  layer
chromatography ? 5 + 5

OR

b) Write notes on : 5 + 5

(i) Benzidine rearrangement

(ii) Diels-Alder reaction.

6. a) Discuss any four synthetic uses of LiAlH4.
2½ × 4

OR

b) Discuss two synthetic uses of each of 5 + 5

i) CrO3

ii)  B2H6.

V-43-0.5 
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2. a) What is Hooke's law ? Derive the stretching
vibrational frequency of a bond

1 kr
2


  6

where the symbols have their usual meaning.

b) Calculate  the approximate frequency of C–H
stretching vibration from the following data.
      K = 5 × 105 gm. Sec–2

mass of C atom = 20 × 10–24 gm
mass of H atom = 16 × 10–24 gm. 4

OR

c) What is the range of IR spectrum ? 2

d) How will you distinguish between aldehyde and
ketone by IR spectra ? 4

e) Elaborate  on the molecular v ib rations in
spectra. 4

3. a) How many MNR signals you expect for the
following campounds ? 4
i) neo-pentane
ii)  propan -2-ol
iii) cyclohexane
iv)  2-Chloropropene.

[  3  ][  2  ]

b) Discuss the pmr spectra of ethylbromide 4

c) What  are the facto rs  which in fluence the
chemical shift ? 2

OR

d) Write notes on : 5 + 5

(i) Coupling constant

(ii) Shielding and deshielding of protons

4. a) Give important features of the mass spectra of
hydrocarbon. 5

b) The mass spectrum of 2-Butanol shows some
peaks at m/e value 45, 59 and 74. What should
be their corresponding  ions ? Explain it s
fragmentation pattern. 5

OR

c) Write  notes on : 5 + 5

(i) Nitrogen rule

(ii) Metastable peak
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VI-UG-C.S C.(H)-XIII

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions

1. a) Define Fuzzy logic. 2

b) How Fuzzy logic differs from CRISP set. 4

c) Discuss different inference rules in Propositional
Logic. 6

OR

d) Defien De-Fuzzyfications. 4

e) Discuss different  Membership Functions. 4

f) How the Fuzzy rules are generated ? 4

2. a) Define Artificial Intelligence. 2

b) Discuss the history of Artificial Intelligence. 4

c) Classify the Artificial Intelligence. 6

OR
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d) Write and explain A*  search procedure with a
suitable example. 8

e) Write short notes on : 4

i) Carnivals and Missionaries problem

ii) Water-Jug problem

iii) Heuristic function

iv) Informed search procedure.

3. a) Represent the given statement in conceptual
dependency.

"Gopal ate the ice-cream with a spoon" 6

b) Write short notes on : 6

i) Scripts

ii) Frames

iii) Knowledge Organisation and Management.

OR

c) Write a script on Supermarket. 12

4. a) Discuss pattern recognition 8

b) Write a program in LISP to find out the sum up
to a given number. 4

OR

c) Discus s Natural Languages  and  their
processing's. 8

d) Write a program in LISP to check out a given
number is PRIME or not. 4

5. a) Define Neural Network. 2

b) How Brain works. 4

c) Write a note on Applications of Expert System.   6

OR

d) Define Expert System. 2

e) Discuss Expert System Architecture 4

f) Discuss different Learning Techniques. 6

V-46-0.5 
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VI-UG-Com(H)-X
(FSA/ASP/MBF)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions  from any one  group

GROUP -A
( FSA )

1. a) What do you mean by Financial Statement
Analysis and its  interpretat ion  ?  State the
different types of financial analysis and discuss
the limitations of analysis and interpretation of
financial statement.

OR

b) Explain  Accounting Policies and regulation of
Financial  Accounting  and  write abou t
accounting choices and practices.

2. a) What  is common size Balance Sheet and common
size  Income Statement ? Explain the techniques
of preparing common size Balance Sheet.

OR
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b) Explain  the following terms and write their
importances.

i) Trading on Equity

ii) Operating Leverage

iii) Financial Leverage

iv) Creditor Turnover ratio.

3. a) What do you mean by Revenue ? How  is it
recognised and measured while reporting.

OR

b) i) Discuss various methods of valuation of
inventory.

ii) What are the different types of liabilities and
state how they  are valued  for report ing
purposes.

4. a) Discus s the concept  of Human Res ources
Accounting and explain its importance in the
present context  also state two methods for
valuing human resources Assets.

OR

[  2  ]

b) What do you understand by Social Accounting ?
Write its scope, need and benefits, also discuss
about the social cost benefit analysis.

5. a) Which company are the non banking financial
company. Discuss various guidelines prescribed
by RBI for them.

OR

b) What do you mean by Accounting Standards ?
What are the reasons for s low progress  of
standard setting in India ?

GROUP - B
( ASP )

1. a) What is communication ? Describe the various
s tages invo lved  in the p roces s o f
communication.

OR

b) Write notes on :

(i) Downward and upward communication

(ii) Grapevine patterns of communication

(iii) Barriers to Communication.

[  3  ]
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2. a) What do you understand by advertising budget ?
Discuss various methods setting advertising
budget.

OR

b) Discuss the various types of advertising with
example.

3. a) What is copywriting ? What approach do you
suggest for best copywriting ?

OR

b) What is an 'illustration' as used in an  advertising ?
Outline  the  essentials of a good illustration.

4. a) What are some of the functions of an advertising
agency  ? W hy do most  companies  us e
advertising agency ?

OR

b) Is advert is ing   wastefu l, unethh ical and
misleading ? Discuss.

5. a) What is sales promotion ? What measures would
you suggest for sales promotion of a consumer
product ?

OR

b) Write notes on the following :

i) Trade fairs and exhibitions

ii) Consumer contests

iii) Coupon sampling

iv)  POP  analysis.

GROUP - C
( MBF )

1. a) What do you mean by Merchant Banking ? State
the functions of Merchant Banking with special
reference to Indian market.

OR

b) Discuss the role of Merchant Banking in fund
raising by :

(i) Alternative to public issue

(ii) Public deposits.

[  4  ]



[  6  ]

2. a) Discuss in detail  about the different types of
credit rating and state clearly rating methodology
cautions.

OR

b) Explain in detail :

i) Project life cycle.

ii) Analysis of cap ital cost and analys is of
financial projections.

3. a) What do you mean by working capital and its
analysis. Write in detail the concept of working
capital. Discuss various sources  of working
capital.

OR

b) Explain :

i) Terms Loans

ii) Working capital loans

iii) Maximum possible limits of bank finance.

[  7  ]

4. a) Write  the concepts  of  Lease Financing. Discuss
the factors you consider while taking Leasing
decisions.

OR

b) Discuss in detail the concepts of mutual fund
and give their classification and their operation
in India.

5. a) Define Port folio  management  ? Write the
concepts, principles and various steps of port
folio management.

OR

b) Define venture capital. Write the s copes,
importances and necessary steps involved to
provide venture capital.
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VI-UG-Bot(H)-XIII

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. a) Give an  account of the meristematic tis sue
system.

OR

b) Write  notes on the following :

(i) Organization of shoot apex

(ii) Complex tissues.

2. a) Describe briefly the organization of vascular
bundles.

OR

b) Write  notes on the following :

(i) Mechanical tissues.

(ii) Sclereids and fibres.
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3. a) Discuss on anomalous secondary growth in dicot
stems with two examples.

OR

b) Write  notes on the following :

(i) Lenticels

(ii) Ventilating tissue system.

4. a) Give a detailed account of microsporogenesis.

OR

b) Write  notes on the following :

(i) Structure of ovule

(ii) Tetrasporic embryosac.

5. a) Give an  account o f the d ifferent  types of
endosperm formation.

OR

b) Write  notes on the following :

(i) Totipotency

(ii) Xenia.

V-44-0.5 
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VI-UG-Zool(H)-XIII

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Give an account of different types of Lipids.

OR

Write  notes on any two of the following :

a) Denaturation of protein

b) Disaccharides

c)  -helix structure of polypeptide.

2. Describe the reactions and energetics of -oxidation
of fatty acid.

OR

Write  notes on any two of the following :

a) Enzyme classification.

b) Energetics of Krebs cycle

c)  Glycogenolysis.
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3. Describe the basic steps of genetic engineering
OR

Write  notes on any two of the following :
a) Southern blotting
b) DNA polymerase
c) Gene cloning.

4. What is mononclonal antibody ? Discuss hybridoma
technolo lgy  fo r the product ion  of monoclonal
antibody. Add a note on the application of MAB.

OR
Write  notes on any two of the following :
a) DNA probes.
b) Transgenic animals
c) Mechanism of tissue culture.

5. Discuss  causes and control measures of climate
change.

OR
Write  notes on any two of the following :
a) Bioindicator
b) Vermiculture

c) Garbage management.

V-45-0.5 
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VI-UG-BBA(H)-IX
(FMS / MR)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions from any one group.

GROUP - A
( FMS )

1. a) W hat is  money  market  ?  W hy there is a
crit ical need for money market instruments,
explain. 4+12

OR

b) Write short notes on the following 8+8

i) Foreign Exchange Market

ii) Functions of DFHI.

2. a) W hat  do  you  understand by  lis ting  o f
s ecurities ? Dis cus s the advantages and
disadvantages of listing. 4+8+4

OR
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b) "The suitability of data processing methods
depends on the volume of data to be processed".
Comment. 16

3. a) What is a conjoint analysis ? Explain the steps
involved in its use. 16

OR

b) What is discriminant analysis ? What  is it used
for ? Explain. 16

4. a) What is factor analysis ?  What is it used for ?   8

OR

b) What is cluster analysis ? What is it used for ?
Elaborate. 8

5. a) Discuss the role of a computer in research work
in the present days. 16

OR

b) What are the different bases of classifiying
reports  ? Are these mutually  exclus ive ?
Elaborate. 16
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b) How do operations on a stock exchange affect
the economic life of a nation ? Is it necessary to
control the stock exchange  ? 12+4

3. a) Briefly explain the methodology adopted by
credit rating agencies in India. 16

OR

b) Write short notes on the following. 8 + 8

(i) Credit syndication service

(ii) Due Deligence.

4. a) Briefly discuss the various types of mutual
funds. 16

OR

b) What are factors that are analysed by venture
capitalists while deciding on investments. 16

5. a) Discuss the advantages and limitations of lease
financing . 16

OR

b) i) How is hire purchase financing  different
from lease financing ? 8

ii) Explain   the tax implicat ions  o f hire
purchase financing. 8

GROUP - B
( MR )

1. a) Explain briefly the basic steps in conducting
marketing reasearch. 16

OR

b) What is a questionnaire ? Explain its importance
in marketing research ? Explain the general rules
that must be taken into consideration  while
preparing a questionnaire. 16

2. a) Define tabulation. How is it useful in condensing
the data ? Explain the various parts of an ideal
table. 16

OR

[  3  ][  2  ]
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VI-PG-Odia-XVII

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions

1. K) aý¬^ ]ß̂ òe  _eòPd _â\û^ Keò CyûeY i Úû^ \éÁòeê
ùiMêWÿòKe aòùgæhY Ke ö 16

@[aû
L) ]ß̂ òe iõmû I ̂ òdcûakú iµKðùe @ûùfûP^û Keö

2. K) CyûeYe _âKéZò \éÁòeê IWÿò@û Êe]ß̂ òe aMðúKeY Keö      16

@[aû

L) AõeûRú ]ß̂ òMêWÿòK IWÿò@û bûhûe f òL^ _âKâòdûùe Kò_eò
C_ù~ûMú ùjûA[ûG, CùfäL Ke ö

3. ù~ ùKøYiò \êAùMûUòe iõlò̄  Uò®Yú ùfL : 4 × 2
K) \ßò-Êe ]ß̂ ò
L) aûMþ~ªe aòbò̂ Ü @õg
M) iõaé� Êe]ß̂ ò

N) RòjßûMâe Kû~ðý

O) ]ß̂ òMâûc û
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VI-PG-Pol .Sc.-XVII

2017
Full Marks - 40

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions

1. a) What is political sociolisation ? Discuss various
agencies of political socialisation. 12

OR

b) What is political recruitment ? Discuss methods
of political recruitment.

2. a) What is social mobility ? Discuss various factors
responsible for social mobility. 12

OR

b) Discuss the role of caste in Indian society for
social stratification. 12
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3. Write notes on any two of the following. 16

a) Modes of political participation

b) Theories of political  communication

c) Power as a factor of social stratification.

d) Role of political culture.

V-57-0.5 
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VI-PG-Phy-XVII

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions

Draw diagrams wherever necessary

1. a) Discuss Heisenberg's interpretation of origin of
Weiss molecu lar field . Relate the exchange
integral  to the Weiss constant and ferromagnetic
curie temperature.8+2

b) Briefly describe the classical picture of magnetic
resonance. 3

c) What  are excitons ? Dis tingu is h between
Frenkel and Mott-Wannier excitons. 1+2

OR

a) Obtain an  expres s ion  fo r paramagnet ic
susceptibility of free electrons on the basis  of
Pauli paramagnet is m. W hat  are o ther
contributions to the observed susceptibility of a
paramagnetic substance. 8+2
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b) What  information does Bloch equation contain ?
Write  down the same equation clearly stating
the meaning of the symbols contained in it.    1+2

c) How are colour centres produced in a solid. 3

2. a) Calculate the local electric field at an atom inside
a di-electric solid by calculating the depolarising
field, the Lorentz field and the field of dipoles
of cubic  symmetry. 4+4+4

OR

b) What are ferro-electric crystals and how do you
classify those materials ? Discuss the condition
for polarization catas trophy. Dis t ingu is h
between first order and second order transitions
with one example each. 1½+1½+5+4

3. a) Give an elementary treatment of BCS theory
of superconductivity. Obtain the gap equation
at T=00K. 8+4

OR

b) Write notes on the following : 4 ×3
i) Cooper pairs
ii) SQUIDS
iii) Meissner effect.

V-58-0.3 
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VI-UG-Geol(H)-XIII

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions

1. Outline the basic principle of Remote sensing. 12

OR

a) Applicat ion o f Pho togeo logy in Geological
Mmapping. 6

b) Application of photogeology in ground water
studies. 6

2. Give a detail account of ground water provinces of
India. 12

OR

Write  notes on the following :

a) Hydrological cycle 6

b) Types of Aquifers. 6
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3. Des cribe the various methods of  groundwater
exploration. 12

OR

Write  notes on the following :

a) Sea water Intrusion 6

b) Tubewell failures causes. 6

4. Give a detail account of the geological considerations
in the selection of Dam and Reservoir sites. 12

OR

Write  notes on the following :

a) Engineering properties of soils. 6

b) Building stones with examples. 6

5. What are the various types of soil erosion ? Describe
the various methods of soil conservation. 12

OR

Write  notes on the following :

a) Earthquake resistant structures 6

b) Geology of Bridge site. 6

V-47-0.3 
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VI-PG-Odia-XVIII

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions

1. ]ß̂ òe \úNðZû Kjòùf K'Y aêS ? \úNðZû I \ßòZß c¤ùe [ôaû
_âùb\ \gðûA \ò@ ö 16

@[aû

Êe fje KûjûKê Kj«ò iPòZâ aêSûA ùfL ö

2. ù`û^úcþ I @ûùfûù`û^þ c¤ùe [ôaû _û[ðKý ^òeì_Y Ke ö   16

@[aû
@ûA._ò.G.e iùuZMêWÿòKe iìP^û _â\ û^ Ke ö ùijò ] ß̂ ò iaê
iéÁ ò ùjaû_ûA ñ  @ûc aûM þ~ªe ùKCñ @õg cû^u ê aýajûe
Keû~ûG ?

3. ù~ ùKøYiò \êAùMûUòe iõlò̄  Uò®Yú ùfL : 2×4
K) @MâÊe ö
L) ùK¦âúdÊe ö
M) ]ß̂ òe cêLeZû û

N) ]ß̂ òe akûNûZ û
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IV-PG-Pol. Sc.-XVIII

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions

1. a) Examine t he nat u re and  op erat ion al
dynamics  o f t rade un ions  in the Indian
po litical system. 12

OR

b) Briefly  po in t  out  the growth of women's
Movement in India and discuss the major  issues
highlighted by these movements in  recent times.

2. a) Make  a critical analysis of the changing rural
power structure in the aftermath of the 73rd
Constitution Amemdment.

OR

b) What do you mean by sustainable development ?
Evaluate the approach or init iatives of the
Government to promote and achieve the goals
of sustainable development.

V-62 [Turn Over
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3. Briefly answer any two of the following : 8 × 2

a) Do you think peasant movements have protected
the interests of peasants in India ? Justify your
answer.

b) Explain   the nature o f Youth and Student
Movements in India.

c) "India's political culture maintains a dialogue
between tradition and modernity"– Evaluate.

d) Explain the positive impact of globalization on
Indian society.

V-62-0.5 



IV-PG-Math-XVII

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions

1. a) Use graphical method to minimize the time needed
to process the following jobs on the machines
shown below, i.e. for each machine find the job
that should be done first. Also calculate the total
time needed to complete both the jobs. 8

Job 1 Sequence of A B C D E
machine time 2 3 5 5 2

Job 2 sequence of C A D E B
machine time 5 5 2 3 5

OR

b) Using the p rinciple of dominance, solve the
following  game. 8

Player B
3 2 4

Player A 1 4 2
2 2 6
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b) Determine x1, x2 and x3 so as to
Maximize z x x x x x     1

2
2
2

3
2

1 24 6
Subject to x1 + x2  2

           2x1 + 3x2  12

           x1, x2,  0 8

5. a) Use Wolfe's method to solve the QPP. 8
maximize  2 2

1 2 1 2Z 8 x 10x x x   
subject to 1 23 x 2 x 6 

              1 , 2x x 2

1 , 2x x 0

OR

b) Use Beale's method to solve the following NLPP :

Minimize z x x x x x    6 6 2 2 21 1
2

1 2 2
2

Subject to x1 + x2  2

           x1, x2,  0 8
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2. a) Use dynamic p rogramming   to s olve the
following problem.

Minimize  2 2 2
1 2 3Z y y y  

Subject to  1 2 3y y y 15  
             1 2 3y , y , y 0 8

OR

b) Use dynamic programing to solve the LPP

Miximize   1 2Z x 9x 
 Subject to   1 22x x 25 

                2x 11
               2 , 2 ,x x 0 8

3. a) Tasks  A, B, ...., H, I constitute a project. The
notation X < Y means that the task X must be
completed before Y is started. With the notation
A < D, A < E, B < F, D < F, C < G, C < H, F < I, G < I
Draw  a graph to represent  the sequence of tasks
and find the minimum time of complete of the
project,when the time (in days) of completion
of each task is as follows : 8

Task A B C D E F G   H    I

      Time (days) 8 10 8 10 16 17 18   14  9

OR

b) Consider the following  project.

Time estimate in weeks

   Activity   Optimistic most Pessimistic Predecessor
likely

A 3 6 9 None
B 2 5 8 None

C 2 4 6 A

D 2 3 10 B

E 1 3 11 B

F 4 6 8 C,D

G 1 5 15 E

Find the path and standard deviation. Also find the
probability of completing the project by 18 weeks. 8

4. a) Obtain  the set  of necessary and sufficient
conditions for the given NLPP and solve : 8

Minimize
z x x x x x x      2 24 2 8 2 12 2001

2
1 2

2
2 3

2
3

Subject to x1 + x2 + x3 = 11
           x1, x2, x3  0

OR
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IV-PG-Com-XVII (FM/AS M)

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions from any one section.

SECTION - A
(FM)

1. a) X Ltd. has  a s hare cap ital of Rs. 10,00,000
divided into 1,00,000 shares (equity) of Rs.10/-
each , fully paid. It  has a major expansion
programme requiring an investment of another
Rs. 5,00,00. The management is considering the
following alternatives for raising this amount.

(a) Issue of 50,000 equity  share of Rs.10/- each

(b) Issue of 50,000 12% preference shares of
Rs 10/- each.

(c) Issue of 10%  debenture of Rs, 5,00,000/-
The company's earning  before interest and
tax (EBIT)  are Rs. 40,00,000 p.a. You are
required to calculate the effect of each of
the above  modes  of financing on EPS
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Write  notes on the followings :  7 + 7

a) Sales Forecast

b) Sales organisation.

2. It is not only sufficient to employ qualified personnel
in the Organisation. You have to motivate them to
get the desired result". Justify the statement. 13

OR

Write notes on the following : 6½ + 6 ½

a) Sales meeting and Sales contest.

b) Compensation policies.

3. What  do you mean by 'control' ? How control process
helps managing expenses of sales personnel ? 13

OR

Write  notes on the following. 6½ + 6½

a) Evaluation of Sales force management as a tool
of control

b) Effect  o f Sales vo lume and  it s  cos t on
profitability.
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(earning  per share) assuming that EBIT will
increase by  Rs, 1,00,000 and tax ratio is
@50%. 14

OR

b) Explain the factors which influence the dividend
decision of  the company. 14

2. a) Prepare an  est imate o f working  Cap ital
requirement o f DCM Ltd. adding  10%  for
contingencies from the following information :

Estimated cost per unit of production is Rs. 170
(includes  raw material Rs.80, Direct labour
Rs. 30 and overheads excluding depreciation
Rs. 60). Selling price is Rs. 200 per unit. Level
of activity  per annum Rs. 1,04,000 units.Raw
material in stock :- average 4 weeks. Credit
allowed by the suppliers :- average 4 weeks,
Finished stock :- average 4 weeks, Work -in-
progress  :- average 2 weeks (as sume 50%
completion stage), Credit allowed to Debtors :-
average 8 weeks, Lag in payment of wages and
overheads "- 1.5 weeks and cash at Bank is
expected  to be Rs. 25,000.

You may assume that p roduction is carried
on evenly throughout the year (52 weeks) and
wages  and overheads accrue s imilarly. A ll
sales are on credit  only. 13

OR

b) W hat  is  working  cap ital ?  Dis cus s  it s
significance in a concern. 13

3. a) "Cash Budget is an appropriate  technique of
Cas h management". Explain  with  different
methods of preparing it. 13

OR

b) Write  notes on :

(i) ABC analysis of Inventory control. 6

(ii) Economic Ordering Quantity.  7

SECTION - B
( ASM )

1. What is Sales Budget ? How it is prepared ? Give
suitable illustration. 14

OR

[  3  ][  2  ]
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IV-PG-Com. -XVIII (S APM/IM)

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions from any one section.

SECTION -A
( SAPM )

1. a) Of what use is the industry life cycle approach
to an industry analyst. 13

OR

b) What do you mean by technical  analysis ?
Which single indicator is the best and why you
think so ? 13

2. a) What does the coefficient of determination tell
us  that it s s is ter statist ic , the correlation
coefficient, does not tells us ? 5

b) In what ways does the  Sharpe system for
generating efficient portfolios differ from the
Markowitz system. 8

OR
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2. Discuss in detail about the organising and controlling
system of international marketing. 13

OR

Explain  in detail how marketing information system
plays a vital  role in International Marketing. 13

3. Discuss the  emerging issues and developments in
international marketing inthe context of Ethical and
social phenomenon . 13

OR

Critically examine the followings : 13

a) Impact  o f g lobalizat ion  on  In ternational
Marketing.

b) W.T.O. its operation and achievements.
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c) Stock R and S display the following return over
the past two years. 13
Year Stock R Stock S

Return (%)          Return (%)
2013 10 12
2014 16 18

i) What is the expected return on a portfolio made
up of 40 percent R and  60 percent  S ?

ii) What is the   (S.D) of each stock ?

iii) What is the covariance of stocks R and S ?

iv) Determine the coefficient correlation of stock
R and S.

v) What is the portfolio risk of a portfolio made
up of 40 percent  R and 60 percent S ?

3. a) What is the essential difference between the
s harpe and  Treynor Indexes  of port fo lio
perfo rmance ? Which  do  you  th ink is
preferable ? Why ? 14

OR

b) Given   the fo llowing  in format ion: Sales
Rs. 10,000, Operating cost  Rs 8,800, Interest
expens es  Rs. 200, Takes  40 percen t ;
Number of shares 50

Calcu late EBIT, EBT, EAT, EPS, DPS.
If ass ets - 25,000 liabilities =  Rs. 2,500 and
equity Rs. 2500.
Also calculate Return on assets. 14

GROUP - B
(IM )

1. a) Explain  in detail about the promotion decisions
through international  advertising. 7

b) Study the relation between sales promotion and
public relations in the context of Internationals
Marketing. 7

OR

Write  notes on the following :

a) international logistic decisions 7

b) Selection of foreign distribution in the light of
international marketing. 7
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IV-PG-Math-XVIII

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

Symbols used have their usual meanings

1. a) Prove that the sum  
1
p  and the product

111
p


 
 

   are  both divergent, as p runs through

all the prime numbers. 4

b) Let  1 20 ......     be a sequence of real
numbers, such that n as n     , and let
(an) be a sequence of complex numbers. Let

n
xn

A(x) a
 

  and  (x)a complex valued

function defined for x 0 . Then prove that

a An
n

k

n k k    

  

1

( ) ( ) ( )

            A
n

n n n




 
1

1( ) ( ) ( )      (1)

If  has a continuous derivative in (0, ) and
1x   , then show that equation (1)
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4. a) Find the type of 2 3
71y x x over F  8

OR
b) i) Let  n a positive integer. Suppose that there

is a prime q dividing n–1 which is greater
than n 1. If there exists an integer a such
that an–1 1(mod n) and g.c.d.(a(n–1)/q –1, n)
then show that 'n' is prime. 4

ii) Let q = 2r, and let the elliptic curve E over
Fq have  equation 2 3y y x  . Express the
co-ordinates of –p  and 2p in terms of the
co-ordinates of p. 4

5. a) If n 3  mod 4, then prove that n is a strong
pseudoprime to the base b if and only if it is an
Euler pseudoprime to the base b. 4

b) Prove  that if k=4, and  if generalized fermat
factorization works for a certain t, then simple
fermat  factorizat ion (with k=1) would have
worked equally well. 4

OR
c) Prove  that A carmichael number must be the

product of at least three distinct primes. 4

d) Factor 8051 using 2
0f ( x ) x 1 and x 1    by

rho method. 4

V-63-0.5 



  can be written as
1

n n

x

1xn

a ( ) A (x) (x ) A (t ) ( t )dt .
 

       4

OR

c) Let f be a multiplicative arithmetical function,

and let the series 
n 1

f ( n )



  be absolutely convergent.

The P
n 1

f ( n )




   (1+f (p) + f (p2 )+.....) prove

the identity

where  the product on the R.H.S. is absolutely
convergent. If  f is completely multiplicative then

show that 
1

n 1

f ( n ) [1 f ( p )]






   4

d) If x is sufficiently large, then show that

x

( x )lim 4 log 2
x / log x


 4

2. a) If S is  a bounded, convex symmetric set of
measure nV ( S) 2 , then prove that there exists
a lattice point, other than the orig in, in  the
closure of S. 8

OR

b) If   is a lattice with determinant 0  ,and p is
a closed bounded, convex, symmetric set of
measure n2 | |   , then p contains a point of
  different from origin. Prove this. 8

3. a) Let   2
a bA M (z / Nzc d  ) and set D = ab–bc.

Then prove that the following statements are
equivalent. 8

i) g.c.d. (D,N) = 1

ii) A has an inverse matrix.

iii) If x and y are not both 0 in z/Nz then

   x 0A y 0

iv)  A gives a 1 to 1 correspondence of (z/Nz)2

with itself.
OR

b) Suppose we know that our adversary is using
an enciphering  matrix A in the  26-let ter
alphabet . We in tercep t the ciphertext
"WKNCCHSSJH", and we know that the first
work is "GIVE". Find the  deciphering matrix
A–1  and read the message. 8
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IV-PG-Com. -XV (ME)

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer all questions

1. a) Explain the stages of production and significance
of the stages analysis. 13

OR

b) Explain  the laws of production with one variable
factors. 13

2. a) Define the meaning of return to scale. Explain
increasing  return , cons tan t  return , and
diminishing return to scale. 13

OR

b) State why is the short run Average Cost curve is
U-shaped. 13
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3. a) Wht  is inflation ? Explain the effects of Inflation.
14

OR

b) What is meant by  "Businesses Cycle" ? Explain
any two theories of  Business cycle. 14
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IV-UG- Eng(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q. No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Give  short answers to any four of the following.
7½ × 4

a) Write a brief  note on the concept of Rasa.

b) What conflict does a Hero face while performing
his Dharma.

c) Discuss how Shakuntala's two companions boost
the love affair between  Dus hyan ta and
Shakuntala.

d) How does Dushyanta visit Kanva's asharm and
fall in love with Shakuntala ?

e) How does Draupadi react to her staking in the
game  of Dice ? Who is the person who supports
her and why ?

f) Under  what circumstances was the little clay
cart of Charudatta's son turned into a cart of gold.

g) Draw  a brief  character sketch of Vasantasena.

h) Discuss  Kovalan-Madhavi relationship. How
does Madhavi's  mother exploit Kannagi ?

Group - B

2. Discus s the distinctive  featu res of Indian Epic
poetry. 12½

3. Comment on the stock characters and the role played
by them in  classical Indian Drama 12½

4. Describe the parting scene at Kanva's ashram when
Shakuntala leaves the hermitage to enter Dushyanta's
palace. 12½

5. Discuss Dushyanta-Shakuntala love affair in Kanva's
ashram. 12½

 6. Explain the game of Dice in the Mahabharata and
its subsequent  consequences. 12½

7. Discus s Charudutta-Vasantasena relations hip in
'Mrcchakatikam'. 12½

8. Narrate the circumstances leading to  Kovalan's
punishment  by the King. How did Kannagi prove
Kovalan's innocence. 12½
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IV-UG- His t(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q. No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following. 7½ × 4

a) Write a note on the Social Crisis of 17th Century
Europe.

b) Estimate the political currents of the English
Revolution.

c) Give an account of the Intellectual currents of
18th Century European Politics.

d) Analyse the development of science during
Renaissance period.

e) Discuss the origin of Mercantilism.

f) Explain  the Agricultu ral Background  of the
Industrial Revolution.

g) Review the political currents of the American
Revolution.

h) Write a brief  essay on the economic issues of
the American Revolution.

Group - B

2. Describe the Economic Crisis of Europe in the 17th
Century. 12½

3. Examine the Political Dimensions of 17th Century
European Crisis. 12½

4. Give a note on Parliamentary Monarchy. 12½

5. Form an estimate  on the patterns of absolutism in
Europe. 12½

 6. Discuss the impact of Modern Science on European
society. 12½

7. Evaluate the impact of Mercantilism on European
Economy. 12½

8. Ass ess the social significance of the American
Revolution. 12½
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IV-UG-Eco(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write notes on any four of the following. 7½ × 4

a) Producer  surplus in the long run.

b) Price controls  and shortages.

c) Facto r p rice determinat ion  under general
equilibrium analysis.

d) Monopoly and resource allocation.

e) Regulation of monopoly.

f) Product  differentiation.

g) Strategic  entry deterrence.

h) Wage  variation.

Group - B

2. Discuss  how short run price o f a commodity is
determined in a competitive market. Do you think
increase in demand for a commodity always leads to
rise in its price in the short run ? 12½

3. Derive  the long run supply curve of constant cost
industry working under perfect competition. 12½

4. Explain the allocation of resources in an economy
using general equilibrium model. 12½

5. Illustrate a mathematical model of production and
exchange under General  Equilibrium analysis.
12½

 6. Dis cuss  the cond itions  under which  p rice
discrimination is both  possible and profitable.12½

7. Analys e Cournt's  duopoly model. What are its
limitations ? 12½

8. Examine the difference between income effect  and
substitution effect of rise in wage rate. Discuss their
impact on labour supply. 12½
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IV-UG-Pol. Sc(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.
which is icompulsory.

Group - A

1. Write notes on any four of the following. 7½ × 4

a) Significance of New Institutionalism.

b) Relation between political culture and political
system.

c) Proportional Representation

d) Functions of political party.

e) Process of  democratisation in post communist
countries.

f) Distinguish between federation and confederation.

g) Basic elements  of party organisation.

h) Recent trends in party system of developing
countries.

Group - B

2. Define political culture and examine A lmond 's
classification. 12½

3. Discuss the significance of electoral system and
briefly examine the first past the post system of
representation. 12½

4. Discus s the Sarton i's view on  classificat ion of
political party. 12½

5. Discuss the development of Nation state in Post
colonial countries. 12½

6. Discuss the historical evolution of Nation-State in
European country. 12½

7. Analyse the process Democratisation in developing
country. 12½

8. W hat is  Federation  ? Examine it s  merit s and
demerits. 12½
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IV-UG-ODI(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. ù~ ùKøYiò PûeòùMûUò e Uò®Yú ùfL : 7.5 × 4

K) ùfûK iõÄéZòe iõmû

L) ùfûK iûjòZýe _eòbûhû

M) Kû¦YûMúZùe ̂ ûeú Rúa^e KûeêYý

N) ùfûK KûjûYúùe PeòZâ

O) "R^gîZò'e Êeì_

P) _âaû\ I _âaP^ c¤ùe _û[ðKý

Q) iwúZ bò�òK ùfûK^ûUK

R) Kù‹A ^ûP û

Group - B

2. ùfûK iõÄéZòe aòaò] ùa÷PòZâý iµKðùe _~ðýûùfûP^û Ke ö
12.5

3. ùfûK iûjòZýe iõmû I Êeì_ iµKðùe aòg\ @ûùfûP^û Keö
12.5

4. ùfûKMúZ ùfûKRúa^e ÊZüÇì�ð SeYû – Gjûe ~[û[ðZû
@ûKk^ Ke ö 12.5

5. C\ûjeY ij IWÿò@û ùfûKMúZ MêWÿòKe ùa÷gòÁý \gðû@ ö
12.5

6. IWÿò@û ùfûK KûjûYúe iûcûRòK @ûùa\^ iµKðùe @ûùfûP^û
Ke ö 12.5

7. IWÿò@û _âaû\ I _âaP^ c¤ùe ùiû\ûjeY _û[ðKý ^òeì_Y Ke ö
12.5

8. fúkû-bò�òK IWÿò@û ùfûK ^ûUK MêWÿòKe _eòPd _â\û^ Ke ö
12.5
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IV-UG-Sans (CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. DeOeesefueefKeles<eg kesÀ<eebef®eled ®elegCee¥ GÊejb Òeos³eced 7½ × 4

ke À) megoMe&ve Ûom³e otjeJemLee: ÒekeÀeMeveer³ee: ~

Ke) mecegêiegHlem³e jep³eefJemleejb DeefYeuesKeeOeejsCe efueKele ~

ie) ceevoemeesj-ÒemlejeefYeuesKem³e ce²uee®ejCeb efJeJes®eveer³eced ~

Ie) meÒeme²b J³eeK³eele ö
peerefJe<³eecees  ³eeJeoerefMe<³eefme lJeb
Jejmleg ces JejCeer³e: me SJe ~

*) DevegJeeo: keÀjCeer³e:
Þes³e½e Òes³e½e ceveg<³ecesl³e
mleew mecHejerl³e  efJeefJeveefkeÀ Oeerj: ~
Þes³ees efn OeerjesçefYe Òes³emees Je=Ceerles
Òes³ees cevoes  ³eesie#esceeod Je=Ceerles ~

®e) G×&cetueDeOeesMeeKeceéeledLeJe=#em³e ©HekeÀeLe&ced Gvedceew®e³e ~

í) cejCeevevlejced peerJeelceve: keÀe ieefle Ye&Jeefle ~

pe) efJecetæ{e veevegHeM³eefvle HeM³eefvle %eeve®e#eg<e: ö Dem³ee: DeeMe³eb
mebÒemeej³e ~

Group - B

2. ©êoecve:  efieCee&jÒemlejeefYeuesKem³e meeefnefl³ekeÀcetueb efve©He³ele ~  12½

3. mecegêiegHleÒe³eeieDeefYeuesKem³e SsefleneefmekeÀ cetu³eb  efJe®eej³ele ~  12½

4. efìHedHeefCe efueKele ö
pe³eoecedve,  DeeìefJekeÀjep³eced,  efHeäkeÀHegjced ~ 12½

5. ³eMeesOece&Ces: jep³eefJemle=efleb Heje¬eÀceb ®e JeCe&³ele ~ 12½

6. veef®ekesÀleme:  Deelece%eevele=<eCeeb HeefþleebMeceJeuecy³e  JeCe&³ele ~12½

7. jLe©HekeÀm³e oece&efvekeÀcenlJeced le=leer³eJeuueerDeeOeejsCe oer³ele ~ 12½

8. Deelceve: mJe©Heb YeieJeledieerlee DeeOeejsCe efueKele ~ 12½
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IV-UG- Soc(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following. 7½ × 4

a) Discuss the meaning and nature of Liberalisation

b) Analyse the historical context of Globalisation.

c) Write a short essay on rising inequality.

d) Examine the impact of Globalisation on Health.

e) W hat is  In formation  and Communicat ion
Technology ? Discuss its impact on every day life.

f) Explain the impact of globalisation on women.

g) Highlight briefly the impact of Globalisation on
Education.

h) What is privatisation ? What are its features.

Group - B

2. Define globalisation and discuss its  features. 12½

3. Examine the cultural dimension of Globalisation.
12½

4. Discus s the technolog ical dimens ion o f
contemporary globalisation. 12½

5. Highlight briefly on anti globalisation movements.
12½

 6. Describe the impact of Globalisat ionon  Tribal
people.

7. Discuss the meaning and nature of consumerism.
12½

8. Analyse b riefly  the polit ical dimens ion o f
Globalisation. 12½
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IV-UG-Anth(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write short notes on any four of the following :     6×4

a) Evolutionism.

b) Diffusionism.

c) Culture Area.

d) Colonialism.

e) British Social anthropology.

f) American  cultural tradition.

g) Religious theory of Durkheim

h) Functionalism.

Group - B

2. Discuss about  classical evolutionism. 9

3. Describe neo-evolutionism 9

4. Explain about diffusionism. 9

5. Write in  detail about  Fieldwork t rad ition  o f
Anthropology. 9

 6. Write an essay on Functionalism. 9

7. Delineate on structurealims of Levi Strauss. 9

8. Explain symbolism and interpretative approach. 9
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IV-UG- Stat(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following. 6 × 4

a) Explain Type-I and Type-II errors. What do you
mean by size of errors.

b) Define Most Powerful test and uniformly Most
Powerful test.

c) Explain clearly the concept of a ''Critical Region"
and "power of a test" in statistical inference.

d) Explain the use of Neyman-Pearson Lemma in
obtaining the bes t  crit ical region by  an
illustration.
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e) Define "Likelihood Ratio Test". Under what
cricumstances would you recommend this test ?

f) Derive the Sign Tes t  stating clearly  the
assumptions made.

g) Derive the run  tes t s tating  clearly  the
assumptions made.

h) Set up a non parametric procedure for finding
the confidence interval for the median o f a
distribution.

Group - B

2. W hat  are simple and  composite s tatis t ical
hypothesis ? Give examples . Define null and
alternate hypothesis. How is a statistical hypothesis
tested. 9

3. State and prove Neyman Pearson Lemma for testing
a simple hypothesis against a simple alternative.      9

4. What are level of significance and power of a test ?
Find the most powerful test for testing given value
of the parameter against another given value in a
Poission distribution. 9

5. Show that the  "likelihood Ratio Test" for testing
the equality of variances of two normal distributions
is the usual F-test 9

 6. Let x1, x2 , x3......xn  be a random sample from a
normal population with unkown mean   and known
variance 2 . Develop the  likelihood Ratio test for
tes t ing  0 0H :    (specified) agains t  (i)

1 0H :    and  (ii) 1 0H :  . 9

7. Explain  the main difference between the parametric
and non parametric approaches to the theory of
statistical inference. 9

8. Develop the Mann-W hitney-Wilcoxon test and
obtain the mean and variance of the test statistic T.
How is the test carried out for large samples.
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IV-UG-Edn(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following. 6 × 4

a) Explain the concept of curriculum.

b) Explain the term 'ph ilosophical bas es' o f
curriculum.

c) Point out the guiding principles of NCF -2005

d) What is educational guidance.

e) What is Placement service.

f) Explain  activity centredness as a principle of
curriculum construction.

g) What is directive counselling ?

h) Follow-up-sevice.

Group - B

2. Describe  briefly different types of curriculum. 9

3. Dis cuss  any  three p rincip les  of curiculum
construction. 9

4. Explain  NCF-2005 with res pect r to curricu lar
area. 9

5. Describe the  meaning and nature of Guidance. 9

 6. Des cribe occupational information  serv ice as a
guidance service in schools. 9

7. 'Objectives'  is  an importan t  component o f
curriculum. Discuss. 9

8. Discuss the role of teacher in organising guidance
services in school. 9
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IV-UG-Psy(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following. 6 × 4

a) Discuss the cogn itive perspectives o f the
abnormal behaviour.

b) Explain briefly about the DSM-IV classification.

c) What do you mean by obsessive-compulsive
disorder ?

d) What is meant by dependent personality ?

e) Des cribe the d ifferen t characteris tics  o f
Schizophrenia.

f) What are the symptoms of depressive disorders.

g) What is dissociative personality disorder ?

h) Briefly  discuss on the psychodynamic therapy.

Group - B

2. What is meant by abnormal behaviour ? Discuss the
behavioiural and cognitive perspectives of abnormal
behaviour. 9

3. Dis cuss  the various assessment techniques  of
maladaptive behaviour. 9

4. What  are the symptoms of anixiety disorder ?
Discuss its causes and treatment. 9

5. What is bipolar affective disorder ? Discuss its causes
and symptoms. 9

 6. What do you mean by paranoid disorder ? Discuss
the causes of the disorder. 9

7. Dis cuss the  caus es of anxious and avoidance
personality disorder. 9

8. Describe the causes and treatment of schizophrenia.
9
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IV-UG-Geog(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following. 6 × 4

a) Vital Statistics.

b) National Sample Survey.

c) Population density

d) Mortality

e) Factors of migration

f) Urban population

g) Literacy

h) Demographic transition.

Group - B

2. Discus s the natu re and  s cope of popu lat ion
geography. 9

3. Give a brief account of factors affecting the world
distribution of population. 9

4. Describe the growth of population in India since
Independence. 9

5. What is fertility ? Discuss d ifferent  measures of
fertility. 9

 6. Give a comparative account  of age-sex structure
between developed  and developing countries of the
world. 9

7. Discuss Malthu's population theory. 9

8. Bring out the  salient features of population policy
in India. 9
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IV-UG-Geol(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write notes on any four of the following. 6 × 4

a) Concept of Stress and strain

b) Salt dome

c) Difference between Fault and Joint

d) Recognition of Unconformity in the field.

e) Types of sear zone.

f) Rules of 'V'

g) Determination of strain in rocks.

h) Recognition of Faults in the field.

Group - B

2. Give  a detai l accoun t  o f the  deforma t ion
mechan is m. 9

3. Class ify fo lds on  the basis of d ip  isogon and
plunge. 9

4. Give a suitable scheme of classification of faults. 9

5. Describe the different types of  unconformity with
neat sketches. 9

 6. Describe various types of foliation. Add a note on
their  relation with major structures. 9

7. Give an account of the Top and Bottom criteria. 9

8. Describe  various types of lineation. Add a note on
their relation with major structures. 9

.
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IV-UG-Hindi(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. efkeÀvneR ®eej ÒeMveeW kesÀ GÊej oerefpeS ~ 12½ × 4

ke À) Yee<eeHeefjJeÊe&ve kesÀ yee¿e  keÀejCeeW Hej ÒekeÀeMe [eefueS ~

Ke) Yee<ee efJe%eeve keÀer HeefjYee<ee osles ngS GmekesÀ  efJeefJeOe DebMeeW keÀer
peevekeÀejer Òeoeve keÀerefpeS ~

ie) OJeefve ³ev$e keÀe ef®e$e yeveekeÀj GmekesÀ efYeVe-efYeVe  DebieeW keÀe mebef#eHle
Heefj®e³e oerefpeS ~

Ie) mJeefvece keÀer HeefjYee<ee osles ngS GmekeÀer efJeMes<eleeSB efueefKeS ~
mebmJeve kesÀ meeLe GmekeÀe mecHeke&À mHeä keÀerefpeS ~

*) JeekeÌ³e keÀer HeefjYee<ee osles GmekesÀ DeefveJee³e& leÊJe Hej efJe®eej
keÀerefpeS ~
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®e) osJeveiejer efueefHe keÀer efJeMes<eleeSB  efueefKeS ~

í) DeLe& HeefjJeÊe&ve keÀer efoMeeSB keÌ³ee keÌ³ee nQ ? mHeä keÀerefpeS

pe) mLeeve Deewj Òe³elve kesÀ DeeOeej Hej efnvoer J³ebpeveeW keÀe JeieeakeÀjCe
keÀerefpeS ~

Group - B

2. efìHHeCeer efueefKeS : (efkeÀvneR leerve) 6 × 3

ke À) meb³egkeÌle JeekeÌ³e efkeÀmes keÀnles nw ? meesoenjCe mHeä keÀerefpeS ~

Ke) DeLe& efJemleej keÌ³ee nw ?

ie) efnvoer ceevemJejeW  keÀe mLeeve meef®e$e GuuesKe keÀerefpeS ~

Ie) JeekeÌ³e HeefjJeÊe&ve kesÀ keÀesF& SkeÀ keÀejCe efueefKeS ~

*) De%eeve kesÀ keÀejCe efkeÀme lejn OJeefve HeefjJeÊe&ve neslee nw ~

®e) mJej Deewj J³ebpeve ceW Devlej  keÌ³ee nw ?

3.  Deefle mebef#eHle GÊej oerefpeS (efkeÀvneR yeejn) 1 × 12

ke À) efnvoer kesÀ DeOe&mJej keÌ³ee keÌ³ee nw ?

Ke) meb³egkeÌle mJej keÀe GoenjCe oerefpeS ?

ie) peye yee³eg ÒeJeen keÀce ³ee DeuHe neslee nw Gme J³ebpeve keÀes keÌ³ee
keÀnles nw ?

Ie) He-HeÀ kewÀmee J³ebpeve nw ?

*) æ[ , æ{ efkeÀme lejn keÀer OJeefve nw ?

®e) efceÞe JeekeÌ³e keÀe SkeÀ GoenjCe oerefpeS ?

í) ef¬eÀ³ee nerve JeekeÌ³e keÀe Òe³eesie keÀneB neslee nw ?

pe) i³eejn Meyo keÀer GlHeefÊe mebmke=Àle kesÀ efkeÀme MeJo mes ngF& nw ?

Pe) osJeveeiejer efueefHe keÀe DeejbYe keÀye mes ceevee peelee nw ?

_e) HesÀHeÀæ[s  keÌ³ee keÀece keÀjles nQ ?

ì) efkeÀme efueefHe mes osJeveeiejer efueefHe keÀe GodYeJe ngDee nw ?

þ) Yee<ee ceW ³eeÎef®íkeÀ  keÀe keÌ³ee DeLe& neslee nw ?

[) Meyo Deewj Heo ceW keÌ³ee Devlej nw ?

æ{) mebmke=Àle kesÀ efkeÀme Oeeleg mes `Yee<ee' Meyo yevee nw ?
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IV-UG-Phy(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following. 6 × 4

a) Evaluate i i( i )

b) Is the function *f ( z) z  analytic ? Justify..

c) Prove that 
m n 1

mn
1 z dz

2 i
   

 
d) Determine the nature of the singulanities of the

following  function and evaluate the residues
there at for a > 0.

    f z
z a

( )
( )



1

2 2 2
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 6. a) Graph ically  p lo t 
2kxf (x) ae ,k 0  . Hence

evaluate its  Fourier transform and plot. 5

b) Find the Laplace transform of te sin2 t . 4

7. a) Show that the Laplace transform of the second
order different ial equat ion for SHM is an
algebraic equation. 5

b) Find the inverse Laplace transform of

2
1

( s k )
, s > k. 4

8. a) What does the following equation represent

0EdQ Q
dt RC R

   sin wt ?  How do you solve

this equation by Laplace's transform ? 5

b) State and prove convolu tion  theorem for
Laplace's transform. 4

 V-81-0.5 



e) Evaluate the Fourier transform of a Divac delta
function.

f) If F(k) is  the Fourier transform of f(x), then
show that

* *dx f ( x ) f ( x ) dk F ( k ) F ( k )
 

 

 
g) Find the Laplace's transform of 2 t2e

h) Graphically plo t the motion  represented  by
t tx(t) Ce Ce , 0     and  s how that  the

resulting motion is weakly damped.

Group - B

2. a) Develop the Taylor expansion of ln (1+z) and
show that

ln (1+z) =
n 1

n
n 1( 1)

z
n





 4

b) Provew that |z1|–|z2| < |z1+z2| < |z1|+|z2 | 5

3. a) Show that n
0

C

2 i , n 1( z z ) dz 0 , n 1
  

 
 

where the contour C encircles the point z = z0 5

b) Expanding 
z

3
f ( z )

e

z


  abou t  o rigin  in a

Laurent expansion,  indentity the principal part

and the residue at z = 0. 4

4. a) Find the poles of 4
f ( z )

1

1 z



4

b) Evaluate 
2

0

d
a b cos

 
   for a > |b| 5

5. a) If the Fourier transform of  f(x) is F(k) and the

Fourier transform of  1
df ( x )

F ( k )
dx

 , s how

that 1F ( k ) ik F ( k )  5

b) Evaluate the Fourier sine transform of axe .     4
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IV-UG-Chem-(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following. 6 × 4
a) Determine the number of upaired electrons on

the basis of  CFT  of  the following.
3

2 6[Fe( H O) ]  , 4 3
6 3 6[Fe (CN ) ] ,[Co ( NH ) ]  ,

2
4 4 3 4[ CoCl ] [ Ni ( CO ) ] and [ Cu ( NH ) ] 

b) Write the experimental evidences in  favour of
Weiner's  co-ordination theory.

c) Predict which of the follolwing will be coloured
in aqueous solution.

3 2 3 3 3Fe , Mn , Sc , Ti , V , Cu     

Give  reasons for each.
V-82 [Turn Over
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7. Explain

i) The properties of Zn and Hf are very similar.   2

ii) Sm2+ is  a good reducing agent while Ce4+ is a
good  oxidising agent. 2

iii) The earlier actinide elements s how h igher
oxidation states than most of the lanthanides.

iv) Magnetic moment of lanthanides are calculated
by  taking into  account of sp in and o rbital
contribution. 2

8. a) W hat   do  you  mean by  es sen t ial trace
elements . ? 3

b) Discus s the relations hip between  relative
abundance of the elements and their biological
importance. 6

9. a) Narrate the role p layed by myoglobin and
haemoglobin in biological systems. 6

b) What are main sources of mercery pollution ?
What  are effects of mercury on human life. 3
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d) The Latimer diagram for iron is shown as

2 2.2 v 3 0.77 v 2 0.47 v
4FeO Fe Fe Fe

0.057 V

  



Discuss  its usefulness in deciding the stabilities
of different oxidation states.

e) Explain Lan thanide contraction. Discuss  its
cause and effect.

f) What are  actinides ? Describe their  chemistry
of oxidation states.

g) Discuss the important features of Na+– K+pump.

h) Discuss the role of carbonic anhydrase in living
systems.

Group - B

2. a) Describe  the factor which affect the magnitude
of crys tal field  s p litt ing  in  coord inat ion
compounds. 5

b) Explain the  splitting of d orbitals in square
planar complex. 4

3. a) Compare CFT with MOT. 5

b) Explain labile and  inert complexes  with
examples. 4

 4. What are transition elements ? Discuss  (i) variable
oxidation  s tates   (ii) co lour o f metal ions .
(iii) and  magnetic behaviour of transition metal atom
or ions. 9

5. a) Starting from pyrolusite how will you prepare
KMnO4.

b) Strating  form Chromite, how will you prepare
potassium chromate. 3

c) How Al2CoO4 is prepared from cobalt (II)
nitrate ?

6. What  are lanthanoids ? Discuss their electronic
structure and similarities of their properties.       9

[  3  ][  2  ]
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IV-UG- BBA (H) -IV (CMA)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer All questions

1. a) What do you mean by Cost  Accounting  ?
Discuss the advantages and four imiportant
limitations of cost accounting. 4+8+4

OR

b) The following  data are related to  the
manufacture of a standard product during the
month of January 2017. 16

                                                   `
Raw material consumed 30,000
Direct labour 22,000
Factory overheads 16,000
Administrative overheads : 20% on factory cost

Selling overhead ,` 1 per unit
Units produced  — 17,000
Units sold          — 16,000
Selling price  per unit  ` 7

V-80 [Turn Over
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b) The ratios relating to Posco India Ltd. are given
as follows. 4×4

Gross profit Ratio  : 15 per cent
Stock velocity  : 6 months
Debtors velociety : 3 months
Creditors velocity : 3 months

Gross profit for the year  ending Dec. 31.2016
amounts to ` 60,000. Closing stock are equal to
opening stock.

Find out :

a) Sales

b) Closing stock

c) Sundry Debtors

d) Sundry Creditors.
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You are required to prepare a cost sheet from
the above information, showing the profit per
unit as well as total profit.

2. a) Explain different methods of pricing issue of
materials with their merits and demerits. 16

OR

b) i) What do you understand by ABC analysis ?
What are its advantages. 8

ii) For a certain work order, the standard time
is 20 hours, wages `5 per hour, the actual
time taken  is  13 hours. Find  the wages
payable to one worker under Halsey and
Rawan Premium plan. 8

3. a) What  do you understand by abs orption of
overhead ? Briefly explain the different methods
of absorption of factory overhead. 4+12

OR

b) Work out  the Machine hour rate fo r the
following machine whose scrap value is nil.      16

Details Amount (`)
Cost of machine 1,90,000
Freight and installation charges 10,000
Working life five years
Repairs and maintenance 40% of deprecisation
Annual power expenses @25 paise per unit 6,000
Eight hoursly day charges :
i) Power 24
ii) Lubrication oil 20
iii) Consumable stores 28
iv) Wages 80

4. a) i) Explain the importance of reconciliation of
cost and the financial accounts. 8

ii) Prepare a p roforma Reconciliation
Statement starting with profit as per Cost
Accounts. 8

OR
b) Define Management Accounting. Discuss the

limitations of Management Accounting. 4+12

5. a) What is working capital ? What factors would
you take into consideration in estimating the
working capital needs of concern ? 16

OR

V-80 [Turn Over
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IV-UG-Com(CC)-VIII (IT)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.

which is compulsory.

SECTION - A

1. Answer any four  of the following : 7½ × 4

a) Calculate service tax payable by Fair Tours and
Travels :

`

i) Package tours to Australia 30,00,000
ii) Package tours to Vaishno Devi 15,00,000
iii)  One day package tour to Shimla 4,00,000
iv) Non package tour to Kerala 4,50,000
v) Hotel Booking charges 1,00,000
vi) Touring to American Embassy

New Delhi 50,000
vii) One day nonpackage tour

 to Naina Devi 70,000
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b) List the general exemption form service tax

c) Composition scheme

d) Small dealers

e) What  are the provisions  of CENVAT under
Central Excise.

f) Defferentiate between  excisable  goods and
goods.

g) Discuss  the basic custom duties.

h) Explain  the exemptions from beggage under
Custom Act.

SECTION - B

2. Explain in  brief the provision regarding payment
and filling of returns in case of service tax. 12½

3. What is VAT ? Discuss its features. 12½

4. Dis cuss  CENVAT credit  in  relat ions to  capital
goods. 12½

5. Discuss the general procedure of central excise
valuation of goods. 12½

6. Explain in detail the various custom duties levied
under the Custom Act, 1962. 12½

7. Dis cuss  the res triction  on imports under the
Custom Act. 12½

8. Dis cuss  the res t rict ion on  exports under the
Custom Act. 12½

 V-88-3.5 
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IV-UG-Com (H)-V (BS)
( Back )

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer All questions

1. Write notes on the following : 4 × 4

a) Secondary Data

b) Limitations of Statistics

c) Characteristics of an Ideal Average.

d) Limitations of Geometric Mean.

OR

a) Mean and standard deviation of 200 items are
found to be 60 and 20.If two items are wrongly
taken as 3 and 67 instead of 13 and 17, find the
correct mean and standard deviation. 8

Fit a strait line trend by method of least square to the
following data 16

Year : 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

Production 100 120 118 136 124 140

5. Write note on : 8 × 2

a) Features of Normal Distribution

b) Baye's theorem.

OR

a) 8 conis are tossed simultaneouly find the chance
of obtaining

i) at least 6 heads

ii) No heads.

b) A bag contains 5 white and 3 black balls. 4 balls
are drawn at random. Find the probability that
2 are white and 2 are black. 8
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b) The following resu lts were obtained in  two
organisations relating to payment of wages to
workers.

Organisations.
C D

No. of workers 550 600

Average monthly wages 60 48.50

Variance in distribution of wages 100 144

Find the  average monthly wages  and the
variablility in wages of all workers  in two
organisations taken together. 8

2. Find Karl Pearson's coefficient of correlation from
the following data. 16

X 45 44 50 53 66 30 48
y 42 40 41 42 56 30 43

OR

Define regression. W hy are there two regres sion
lines. 4+12

3. Calculate cost of living index number from the
following data. 16

Price
Items    Base Year Current Yeat Weight
A 30 47 4

. B 8 12 1
C 14 18 3
D 22 15 2
E 25 30 1

OR

Write notes on : 4 × 4

a) Uses of Index number

b) Fishers ideal index

c) Cost of living index

d) Splicing index.

4. What is Secu lar trend ? How does it  differ from
seasonal variation ? 4 + 12

OR

V-165 [Turn Over
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IV-UG-Bot(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.

which is compulsory.
Give labelled diagrams wherever necessary.

Group - A

1. Write  notes on any four of the following. 6 × 4

a) Historical perspective of DNA

b) Watson-Crick's base pairing rule

c) Cell Organelle DNA

d) Semiconservative DNA replication

e) Genetic Code

f) Ribozymes

g) m-RNA

h) Steroids.

Group - B

2. Dis c us s  DNA  as  the carrier  o f gen et ic
in format ion. 9

3. Discuss the Nucleosome. 9

4. Describe the chemistry of DNA synthesis. 9

5. Discuss the Central Dogma. 9

 6. Describe RNA editing and m-RNA transport. 9

7. Discuss various steps of Protein synthesis. 9

8. Describe the regu lat ion  o f transcript ion in
Prokaryotes. 9
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IV-UG-Zool(CC)-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.

which is compulsory.
Draw labelled diagrams wherever necessary.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following. 4 × 6

a) General structure of monosacchardies

b) Glycogenolysis

c) General structure of amino acids

d) Glycolysis

e) Ketogenesis

f) Write on ly  the ext ra s teps  requ ired  fo r
-oxidation of structured fatty acids with odd
number of carbon atoms.

g) Deamination

h) Transamination.

Group - B

2. Briefly describe the 4 basic s tructural levels  of
organization of prtoteins. 9

3. Give an account of simple lipids. 9

4. Discuss citric acid cycle with energy balance of the
cycle. 9

5. Illustrate -oxidation of saturated fatty acids with
even numbers of carbon atoms. 9

 6. Define urea cycle in detail. 9

7. Give a detailed account o f s hu tt le  s ys tems
you have studied for transport of electrons from
extramito  chondrial NADH to en ter in to
electron-transport system. 9

8. Describe different steps involved in palmitic acid
biosynthesis. 9
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IV-UG-Math(CC)-VIII
(Arts/Sc)

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q. No. 1.

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following. 6 × 4

a) Write down the approximate representation of
2
3 correct to four significant figures and then find :
i) Absolute error,
ii) Relative error
iii) Relative percentage error.

b) Obtain an interval which contains a root of the
equation f(x) = cos x – xex = 0.

c) Solve the following s ystem of equat ions by
Gauss-Jordan method
2x + y + z = 10
3x + 2y + 2z = 18
x + 4y + 9z = 16

V-87 [Turn Over

7. Using Euler's method find out y(0.02), given that

dy
dx

x y y  2 0 1, ( )

Taking h = 0.01. 9

8. Solve numercally :

dy
dx

y x x y z   , ,0

by using Ruenge-Kutta method of order 2 choosing
h = 0.1  for  y(0.1) and y(0.2). 9
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d) Show that E and E
1
2

1
2

11    , .

e) Find  the value of 
1

1 20

1

z x
,  taking

5 subintervals by Trapezoidal Rule, correct to
5 significant figures.

f) Evaluate numerically  
z dx

x10

1
 using Gauss-

Legendre three point formula.

g) Solve 
dy
dx

x y y  2 0 1, ( ) , by Picard's method

upto 3rd approximation.

h) Write the general form of fourth order Runge-
Kutta formula and the value of the parameters
as per Kutta's formula and classical formula.

Group - B

2. Describe Newton-Raphson method for comuting a
simple real root of the equation f(x) = 0. Give its
geometrical in terp retation . Prove that  the
Newton-Raphs on  method has s econd order
convergence. 9

3. Using Lagrange's formula, find the polynomial of
maximum dgree determined by the set of points :

(–5,  87),  (–1, 7),  (0,  –3),  (2,  –1).

4. Derive Newton's fundamental interpolation formula.
Construct the divided difference table for the data :

f(10) = 335,  f(0) = –5,  f(8) = 21,  f(1) = – 14 and
f(4) = –15. 9

5. Solve the system of linear equations

5x1 – x2 + 0x3 =  9
– x1 + 5x2 – x3 = 4

– x2 + 5x3 = –6
by Gauss-Jacobi iteration method. 9

6. Evaluate  I f e dxx( )  z 2

0

1

numerically by
i) mid point rule
ii) trapezoidal rule
iii) Simpson's 1

3 rule. 9
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IV-UG-His t(H)-IV
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value

Answer all questions

1. a) What do you mean by Metternich system ?
Discuss its working in the European politics
from 1815 AD-1848 AD.

OR

b) How far was the orientalist rule responsible for
the outbreak of the French Revolution of 1848.

2. a) Assess the role Mazzini and Garibaldi in the
Unification of Italy.

OR

b) Narrate briefly the main events leading to the
Unification of Germany.

V-167 [Turn Over
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3. a) Analyse the results of the Crimean War.

OR

b) Discuss the Domestic policy of Napoleon III.

4. a) Review the Domestic Policy of Bismark as the
Chancellor of the German Empire.

OR

b) How the diplomatic background of European
powers led to the outbreak of the First World
War.

5. a) Give an account of the First World War.

OR

b) Narrate the causes and consequences of the
Russian Revolution of 1917.
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IV-UG-Pol .S c(H)-IV
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours
The questions are of equal value

Answer all questions

1. a) What is International Politics ? Discuss its nature
and importance.

OR

b) Define National Power. Dis cus s  various
elements of National Power.

2. a) Non-alligned Movement is irrelevent to-day.
Examine.

OR

b) Write a crit ical note on  Pos t -Cold  war
international system.

3. a) Explain the compos it ion and  functions of
General Assembly of the UN.

OR

V-168 [Turn Over
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b) Analyse the different problems and prospects
of the UN.

4. a) Briefly  examine the Indo-US relat ions
Since 2000.

OR

b) Examine Indo-China relationsh ip since UPA
government.

5. a) Examine the steps taken at the International level
to protect environment.

OR

b) "Politics of Gender inequality has given birth
to Feminist Movement". Examine.
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IV-UG-Phil (H)-IV
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours
The questions are of equal value

Answer all questions

1. a) Explain Anekantavada of Jainism.

OR

b) Explain Jaina theory of Ethics.

2. a) Discuss the theory of Pratitya samutpada of
Buddhism.

OR

b) Dis cuss  the doct rine of Anatmavada o f
Buddhism.

3. a) Give a classification of Nyaya inference and
explain each form with exampes.

OR

b) Give an account of Vaisesika conception of
abhava.
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4. a) Examine Sankhya conception of Purusa.

OR

b) Examine Sankhya theory of evolution.

5. a) How does Kumarila explain error ? Discuss.

OR

b) How does Ramanuja a explain God ? Discuss.
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IV-UG-Soc(H)-IV
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours
The questions are of equal value

Answer all questions

1. a) Define  urban sociology and discuss its scope
and subject matter.

OR

b) Discuss the nature, scope and subject matter of
Rural sociology.

2. a) Write a short essay on rural urban contrast and
continuum.

OR

b) Bring out the difference between rural and urban
society.

3. a) Define poverty and discuss the measures taken
for the abolition of poverty

OR

V-170 [Turn Over
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b) Define  casteism and discuss it as a  both rural
and urban problem.

4. a) Discuss the factors affecting urbanisation

OR

b) Analys e the mean ing and characterist ics of
urbanisation.

5. a) Analyse the success and failure of community
development programme.

OR

b) Dis cuss   the various  ru ral development
programme in brief.
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IV-UG-Odia(H)-IV
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. K) "@bò~û^' ̂ ûUKe K[ûaÉê I PeòZâ PòâZYùe [ôaû HZòjûiòK
iZý @^êi§û^ Ke ö 15

@[aû
gòÌú Rúa^e \ûeò\âý I KûeêYý beiû ^ûUKùe Kò_eò
_âZò̀ kòZ ùjûAQò @ûùfûP^û Ke ö

L) i_âiw  iekû[ð ùfL : 5
– G @_cû^ Qûcêue ^êùjñ, eûRûe ^êùjñ, _âRûe ^êùjñ–
iûeû jò¦ê RûZòe @_cû^ ö

@[aû

ù~ùZ[e ceòaò ùaûfò bûaòPò– ùiùZ[e a�ôaûe Azû
ùcûe @]ôKeê @]ôK ùjûA CVòQò ö

2. K) "@ûMûcú' ̂ ûUKe ̂ ûcKeYe iû[ðKZû _âZò_û\  ̂Keö  15
@[aû

"~ êM PeòZ aé�û«'ùe iZýe _âZòÂûKê Kò_eò _âû]û^ý _â\�
ùjûAQò _â\gð̂  Ke ö

V-171 [Turn Over

L) i_âiw iekû[ð ùfL : 5
@ûRòKûfò bqò @ûC bŠûcò bòZùe Z`ûZþ GKûùaùkùK
KcòMfûYò, _âûd ^ûjó Kjòùf Pùk ö

@[aû
eûRûKê ù^A _âRû I _âRûKê ù^A eûRý, G eûRýe ~ûaZúd
iµ�ò _âRûe ^êùjñ, eûRûe ö

3. K) "_ûjûWÿe @ûc ôK[û' GKûuòKûùe ^òjòZ c^Éû� ßòK \òM
iõ_Kðùe @ûùfûP^û Ke ö 15

@[aû
@û\òc _ò_ûiû cYòhKê Kò_eò @cYòhùe _eòa�ð̂  Kùe
"@ûaòÃûe' GKûuòKû @û]ûeùe _â\gð̂  Ke ö

L) i_âiw iekû[ð ùfL : 5
~ûjû Kjòùa a û Z ò@ûeòùa, @ûcKê iò̂ û Kj òùa– _ ê@
Sò@MêWÿûK iûc^ûùe Zûu aû_ûcû'uê icûùfûP^û Kùf
ùicû^u ]ûeYû K'Y ja @ûc _âZò ö

@[aû
ù~ ^òR _âûYKê elû Kùe ùi Zûjû jeûG Gaõ ù~ Zêc
^ òcò� ^òR _âûYKê jeûG ùi Zûjû elû Kùe ö

4. K) ^ûUK I ùfûK ̂ ûUK c¤ùe iûcý I ùa÷hcý \gðû@ö     10
@[aû

ùfûK ^ûUKe _âKûe ùb\ @ûùfûP^û Ke ö
L) GKûuòKûe iõmû, Êeì_ I _âKûeùb\ CùfäL Keö     10

@[aû
IWÿò@û GKûuòKû iûjòZýe Cù̂ àh I C�eY iõ_Kðùe iìP^û \ò@ û
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IV-UG-Eng(H)-IV
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. Write short notes on any five of the following :     5×5

i) Imapct of American war of Independence on
literature.

ii) Romantic Movement in British on literature.

iii) Importance of the year 1789.

iv) Impact of Industrial Revolution literature.

v) Rise of Novel in British literature.

vi) First generation Romantic Poets.

vii) Victorian Morality

viii)Bronte Sisters.
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2. a) Sketch the character of Pip. 12

OR

b) Write an essay on the setting of the novel 'Great
Expectations.

3. a) 'The Mayor of Casterbridge'reveals a structural
pattern that relies heavily on co incidence.
Discuss. 12

OR

b) Is Michael Henchard responsible for his own
fate ? Discuss with  reference to the text.

4. a) De Quencey's essay "On the Knocking at the
gate in Macbeth" foreshadows the psychological
approaches of much later criticism. Discuss.     12

OR

b) Bring out the central idea of "A piece of Chalk'.

5. a) A ttempt  a crit ical appreciation  of 'Dover
Beach '. 12

OR

b) Make an assessment of Byron as a poet with
reference to the part of child Harold's pilgrimage'
that you have read.

6. Annotate the following 7

a) The Gods of the earth and sea
Sought thro' Nature to find this tree;
But their search was all in vain
There grows one in the Human Brain.

OR

b) Thou wilt renew thy beauty  morn by morn;
I earth in earth forget these empty courts,
And thee returning on thy silver wheels.
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IV-UG-Anth(H)-VII
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours
The questions are of equal value

Answer all questions

1. a) Discuss the meaning and definition of social
anthropology   and write o ther branches  of
anthropology.

OR

b) Discuss the relationship of social anthropology
with  other social sciences.

2. a) Elaborately discuss on the meaning, concept and
type of family with suitable example.

OR

b) Write the definition of kinship. Discuss  the
usages and behaviour of the kinship.

3. a) What is religion ? Briefly  discuss on the types
of primitive religions.

OR
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b) Discuss the similarities and difference between
religion and magic.

4. a) What is economic organisation ?Write the states
of economy.

OR

b) What is subsistence economy ?Give details
about the mode of exchange of primitive mode.

5. a) Write the  concept, meaning and definition of
political organisation. Discuss the po litical
power and functionaries.

OR

b) Briefly discuss on the  crime and punishment in
primitive society.
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IV-UG-Geog(H)-VII
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours
The questions are of equal value

Answer all questions

1. a) Define resource and discuss its types.
OR

b) "Resources are not, they become". Elaborate the
statement.

2. a) Classify and describe the types of agriculture
on the basis of availability of land and water.

OR

b) Explain Von  Thunen's  agricultural location
theory.

3. a) Give an account o f world  distribu tion and
production of iron ore.

OR

b) Discuss the world distribution and production
of coal with special reference to India.
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4. a) Write the factors of localisation of Industries.

OR

b) Elaborate Weber's industrial location theory.

5. a) Discuss the  problems and prospects of railways
in India.

OR

b) Give an account of India's export trade.
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IV-UG-Bot(H)-VII
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. a) Give  an account of the  life history and affinities
of Lepidodendron.

OR

b) Write  notes on the following :

(i) Rhynia major

(ii) Geological time scale.

2. a) Discus s on  the o rigin  and  evo lut ion o f
pteridophytes.

OR

b) Write notes on the following :

(i) T.S. of stem of Lycopodium

(ii) Strobilus of Selaginella.
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3. a) Dis cuss   on  the morphological natu re o f
sporocarp of  Marsilea.

OR

b) Write notes on the following :

(i) Protostele

(ii) T.S. of stem of Equisetum.

4. a) Describe the life history of Ginkgo.

OR

b) Write notes on the following :

(i) T.S. of coralloid root of  Cycas

(ii) Ovule of  cycas.

5. a) Give an account of the life history of Gnetum.

OR

b) Write notes on the following :

(i) Polyembryony in pinus

(ii) Male cone of  pinus.
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IV-UG-Zool(H)-VII
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. a) Give  an  illustrated account of the  ultra structure
of a typical sperm.

OR
b) Write  notes on any two the following :

(i) Internal fertilization
(ii) Fate maps
(iii) Gastrulation in  frog.

2. a) W hat  is  tadpo le ? Give an  account  o f
metamorphosis in anuran tadpole.

OR
b) Write  notes on any two the following :

(i) Nature of  primary organizer.
(ii) Mechanism of regneration.
(iii) Cell lineage.

3. a) Describe the structure  and function of thyroid gland.

OR
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b) Write  notes on any two the following :
i) Mechanism of action of peptide hromones.

ii) Pineal gland

iii) Neurohypophysis.

4. a) Discuss the endocrine control of mens trual
cycle.

OR

b) Write  notes on any two the following :

i) Endocrine functions of Pancreas.

ii) Diabetes mellitus.

iii) Simple goiter.

5. a) What  is immunity ? Write an essay on innate
immunity.

OR

b) Write  notes on any two the following :
i) Structure of Immunoglobulin

ii) MHC complex

iii) Hypersensitivity.
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IV-UG-Math(H)-IV
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

symbols used have their usual meaning.

1. a) Find  a real root of the  equation x3 – x = 1by
Bisection method which lies in[ 1, 2], correct to
two significant figures.

OR

b) The polynomial 3p( x) x 2 x 1    has a zero
between 1 and 2. Find this zero correct to three
significant figures by using secant method.

2. a) Using Lagrange's formula, find the polynomial
of maximum degree determined by the set of
points.: (–5,87), (–1, 7), (0, –3), (2, –1)

OR
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b) Given  1 0x x ih ,i 0 ,1,2 ,....n    are equally
spaced nodes with constant spacing h. Then

prove that 0 1 2 nf [ x ,x , x ......x ] = 
n

0
n

f ( x )

n!h



3. a) Evaluate 

1

0

dx
1 x  by compound Simpson's 

1 rd
3

rule with 8 equal subintervals.

OR

b) Evaluate  

1
2x

0

e dx  by  Gaus s - Legendre

3-point rule.

4. a) Solve the d ifferent ial equation  2dy
xy

dx
  ;

y(2)=1 by Euler's method. Determine y(2.1) by
choosing h=0.05. compare your result with exact
solution.

OR

[  2  ]

b) Solve : 
dy

x y , y (0) 0
dx

    by Euler's method

taking  h = 0.2 and find y (0.4)

5. a) Solve the following system of equations by
Jacobi's method.

8x + 2y–2z = 8

x – 8y + 3z = – 4

2x + y + 9z = 12

OR

b) Solve the following system of equations by
Gauss-Seidel method.

1 2 310x 2 x 6x 16  

1 2 33 x 10x 5x 29  

1 2 34x 5x 10x 13   

Starting with initial guess  ( 0 ) Tx (1,1,1)  do

two iterations.
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7. a) If A isany finite subset of vectors in Rn , then

prove that the convex hull of A is the set of all

convex combinations of vectors in A.

OR

b) Obtain  all the basic solutions to the following

system of linear equations :

1 2 3x 2 x x 4  

1 2 32x x 5x 5  

8. a) Use simplex method  to maximize

1 2z 5 x 3 x 

subject to the constraints :

x1 + x2  2

1 25 x 2 x 10 

1 23 x 8x 12 

1 2x , x 0

OR
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6. a) A company has three operational departments
(weaving, processing and packing) with capacity
to produce three different types of clothes namely
suitings, shirtings and woollens yielding a profit
of Rs. 2, Rs 4 and Rs 3per metre respectively.
One metre o f su iting requires 3 minutes  in
weaving, 2 minutes in processing and 1 minute
in  packing. Similarly one meter of shirting
requires  4 minutes in weaving, 1 minutes in
processing and 3 minutes in packing. One meter
of woollen requires  3 minutes in each department.
In a week total run time of each department is
60, 40 and 80 hours for weaving, processing and
packing respectively.  Formulate  the L.P.P. to find
the product mix to maximize the  profit.

OR

b) Solve  the following L.P.P. graphically

Maximize  1 2z 7 x 3x 

Subject to  constraints  :  1 2x 2 x 3 

                                   1 2x x 4 

                                   10 x 5/ 2 

                                  20 x 3/ 2 

[  5  ][  4  ]



b) Use  two-phase simplex method to

maximize   1 2 3z 5 x 4 x 3x  

subject to the constraints : 1 2 32x x 6x 20  

                             1 2 36x 5x 10x 76  

                               1 2 38 x 3x 6 x 50  

                                      1 2 3x , x , x 0

9. a) Use  duality to solve the following L.P.P

Minimize  1 2z 15x 10x 

subject to constraints : 1 23 x 5 x 5 

                               1 25 x 2 x 3 

                                  1 2x , x 0

OR

b) Obtain  the dual problem of the following primal
problem.

Minimize  1 2 3z x 3x 2 x  

subject to constraints :  1 2 33 x x 2x 7  

                               1 22x 4 x 12 

                             1 2 34x 3x 8x 10   

        1 2x , x 0  and x3 is unrestricted.

[  6  ]

10. a) Use Vogel's Approximation method to obtain an
initial basic feasible solution of the transportion
problem.

D E F G available

A 11 13 17 14 250

B 16 18 14 10 300

C 21 24 13 10 400

Demand 200 225 275 250

OR

b) Solve  the following assignment problem.

I II III I V

A 10 12 19 11

B 5 10 7 8

C 12 14 13 11

D 8 15 11 9
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IV-UG-Eco(H)-IV
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. a) Find  the partial derivatives of
2 2z 4x 4 xy y  

b) Given the function  
3 2x 2x y

z
x y





determine the degree of homogenity.

c) Find 2 2dy
of x y 3x 5 y

dx
  

d) State Euler's theorem.

OR

e) Define  function. Find  the limit of the function

t 3 2
x 1
L 3x 2 x x 4


  

f) If 2
21U x x  is a utility function and the  budget

constraint is 1 2x 2 x 4  , find the equilibrium
bundle of two goods which would maximize utility.
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5. a) What  is time series ? Explain  the different
components of a time series.

b) For the following  values of production in Birla
Tyres during 2009-2016. Fit a straight line trend
and from the data  estimate production for 2017.

Year 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Production
(in thousand) 80 90 92 83 94 99 92 100

OR

c) Discuss  the theorems of probability.

d) Calculate price index for 2016 with 2011 as the
base using both  Laspeyers and Paas che's
method.

              2011              2016
Commodies Price Quantity Price Quantity
       A 5 80 6 120
       B 4 70 5 100
       C 3 60 5 74
       D 12 20 9 32

 V-166-0.2 



2. a) If the demand function is 2P 35 2 x x    and
0X 3  find the consumer's surplus.

b) If the supply curve is 0P 9 x and x 7   ,
find the Producer's  surplus.

c) Write a  note on Cramer's rule.

d) Evaluate  2
4x 5 dx

2x 5x 2



 
OR

e) Find the ranks of  the following  matrix.
1 2 1

A 0 1 1
2 1 3

 
 
 
 

f) What do you  mean by definite integral ?Write
down the properties  of definite ingtegral.

3. a) If the average mark secured by  25 boy students
in an examination  is 64 and the average mark
secured by 15 girls students is 70, then workout
the average marks of  all the students.

b) Prove that for any two  positive real numbers :

A.M. >  G.M. >  H.M.

OR

c) Discuss the relative merites and demerits of
various measures of dispersion.

d) Calculate mode from the following data.

Marks below 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

No of Student s. 4 6 24 46 67 86 96 99 100

4. a) Calculate  the coefficient  of correlation of the
following data.

x 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

y 2 5 6 4 3 2 4

b) Prove that  correlation coefficient is independent
of change in origin and scale.

OR

c) What is regression analysis ? Why are there two
regression lines in case of a bivariate series ?
When do the two regression lines coincide ?

d) The following informations are given :
Mean value of X = 53.2
Mean value of Y =  27.9
Regression coefficient of Y on X = –1.5
Regression coefficient of X on Y = –0.2
What  is the most likely value of Y, when X = 60 ?

[  3  ][  2  ]
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IV-UG-Edn(H)-VII
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours
The questions are of equal value

Answer all questions

1. a) Explain the concep t educational evaluat ion.
Describe different techniques of educational
evaluation. 5+10

b) Explain  norm referenced  and  criterion
referenced tests. 7½ +7½

2. a) What is meant by reliability of a test ? How does
its differ from the validity of a test ? Describe
the s plit -half method  fo r determin ing the
reliability of a test.  2½ + 2½ + 10

b) What  is achievement test ? Describe the tools
for measuring achievement of pupils. 3+12

3. a) Des cribe the general princip les  o f  tes t
construction and standardization. 10 + 5
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b) Describe the methods of  interpreting test scores
and reporting the test result. 10 + 5

4. a) Define median  and state its uses. Calculate median
from the following distribution 2+ 3+10

Class interval (CI) frequency (f)

10-19 2
20-29 3

30-39 6

40-49 8

50-59 10

60-69 7

70-79 3

80-89 1
———
N = 40

OR

b) Write notes on : 7½ + 7½

i) Scope of educational statistics.

ii) Ogive and its uses.
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IV-UG-Eco(S EC)-II

2017
Full Marks - 40

Time - 2 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer two questions from each group.

Group - A

1. Discuss basic principles of Banking. 7½

2. Analyse  the recent trends in Indian Banking 7½

3. Write  a note on Net Banking. 7½

4. Analyse  the importance of Micro Finance. 7½

Group - B

5. Analys e  the s t ructure  o f Ind ian  Banking

system. 12½

6. Discuss the recen t changes in  the functions of

Commercial Banks. 12½
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7. Analyse  various types of  Bank Accounts and  their

relative merits. 12½

8. Discuss the functions of money market and capital

market. 12½
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IV-UG-Com (EL)-IV (Aud)
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. What do you understand by auditing ? Discuss briefly
its objectives. 6 + 4

OR

Write short notes on the following : 10 + 10
a) Audit note Book
b) Audit working papers.

2. What do you unders tand  by the term 'In ternal
Check' ? Discuss the system of internal check as to
cash receipts and cash payment. 6+7+7

OR

How would vouch the following ? 5×4

a) Patents
b) Wages
c) Plant and machinery
d) Credit sales
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3. What do you understand by 'divisible profits' ?
Discuss the duties of a company aud itor in this
connection.

OR
State in brief the powers and duties of a company
auditor. 20

4. Explain   the s pecial points  while aud it ing  the
accounts of a non government aided college.

20

OR

Outline the procedure and strategies of auditing the
accounts of a Nationalised Commercial Bank.     10+10

5. What  is Investigation ? Discuss with examples the
mode of investigation when fraud is suspected in  a
non profit company 6+14

OR

Write  short notes on the following : 10+10

a) Tax audit

b) Management audit.
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IV-UG-His t(SEC)-II

2017
Full Marks - 40

Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer three questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write  short notes on any two of the following :      7½×2

a) Difference between tangible and intangible
heritage.

b) Antiquity  Smuggling

c) ASI

d) Red Fort

Group - B

2. Describe briefly about two archeological sites of
India of International  importance. 12½
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3. Throw some light on the legal aspects of heritage
sites in India with  regards to its conservation and

preservation. 12½

4. Point  out the  iss ues  and challenges faced in

preserving India's  intangible  heritage. 12½

5. Discuss in detail the relationship  between cultural

heritage, landscape  travel and recent trends. 12½
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IV-UG-His t(SEC)-II

2017
Full Marks - 40

Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer three questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write  short notes on any two of the following :      7½×2

a) Difference between tangible and intangible
heritage.

b) Antiquity  Smuggling

c) ASI

d) Red Fort

Group - B

2. Describe briefly about two archeological sites of
India of International  importance. 12½
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3. Throw some light on the legal aspects of heritage
sites in India with  regards to its conservation and

preservation. 12½

4. Point  out the  iss ues  and challenges faced in

preserving India's  intangible  heritage. 12½

5. Discuss in detail the relationship  between cultural

heritage, landscape  travel and recent trends. 12½
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IV-UG-Pol .Sc.(SEC)-II

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions

Group - A

1. a) Discuss functions of Chairman of Panchayat

Samiti in Odisha. 7½

OR

b) Discuss functions of Estimate Committee. 7½

2. a) CAG of India.  Discuss its functions. 7½

OR

b) Role of  media and Law making in India.

Group - B

3. a) Give a sketch of preparation  of a Bill in the

legislature. 12½

OR
V-91 [Turn Over
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b) Analyse the composition and function of Public

Accounts Committee.

4. a) Give a detailed analysis of Budget preparation

in a Parliamentary form of government. 12½

OR

b) Discuss the role of Judiciary in law making.
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IV-UG-BBA(C)-IV (E.S .)

2017
Full Marks - 70
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Give an account of the structure and function of
ecosystem.

OR

b) Write notes on any two of the following :

i) Grass land ecosystem.

ii) Food web

iii) Energy flow in the ecosystem.

2. a) Describe the causes, effects and contol measures
of Water Pollution.

OR

b) Write notes on any two of the following :

i) Cyclone

ii) Photochemical smog

iii)  Green house effect.
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3. a) Give an account o f ro le o f in formation
technology in environment and human health.

OR
b) Write notes on any two of the following :

i) Water borne diseases

ii) Air borne diseases
iii) Pollution growth.

4. a) What is Biodiversity ? Discuss the methods of
conservation of biodiversity.

OR
b) Write notes on any two of the following :

i) Mineral as natural resource
ii) Forest as natural resource

iii)  Biodervisity at local level.

5. a) Discuss on Water Act and Air Act.
OR

b) Write notes on any two of the following :

i) Environment Protection Act
ii) Public awareness for environment protection

iii) Wile Life Protection Act.
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IV-UG-ODI(S EC)-II

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions.

1. ù~ ùKøYiò  \êAUòe iõlò̄  C�e \ò@ :  7½×2

K) aòmû_^e aòKûg]ûeû iõ_Kðùe iìP^û  _â\û^ Ke ö

L) aòmû_^e @ûagýKZû I CùŸgý aêSûA \ò@ ö
M) iûjòZý I aòmû_^ Kò_eò iõ_Kðgúk aêSûA \ò@ ö

N) cûAùKf ù_ûUðûe (Michel Porter) KòG ?

2. ù~ ùKøYiò \êAUòe \úNð C�e \ò@ :  12½×2

K) aòmû_^e iõmû _â\û^ Keò Gjûe CùŸgý iõ_Kðùe ~ûjû
RûY ùfL ö

L) aòmû_^ iõ_Kðùe MYcû¤ce bìcòKû ^ò‰ðd Ke ö

M) ù~ûMûù~ûM _âZòÂûùe aòmû_^ Kò_eò  iûjû~ý Kùe aêSûA
\ò@ ö

N) aòmû_^e aòaò]Zû @ûùfûP^û Ke ö

O) aòmû_^e AZòjûi iõ_Kðùe @ûùfûK_ûZ Ke ö
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IV-UG-ODI(S EC)-II

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions.

1. ù~ ùKøYiò  \êAUòe iõlò̄  C�e \ò@ :  7½×2

K) aòmû_^e aòKûg]ûeû iõ_Kðùe iìP^û  _â\û^ Ke ö

L) aòmû_^e @ûagýKZû I CùŸgý aêSûA \ò@ ö

M) iûjòZý I aòmû_^ Kò_eò iõ_Kðgúk aêSûA \ò@ ö
N) cûAùKf ù_ûUðûe (Michel Porter) KòG ?

2. ù~ ùKøYiò \êAUòe \úNð C�e \ò@ :  12½×2

K) aòmû_^e iõmû _â\û^ Keò Gjûe CùŸgý iõ_Kðùe ~ûjû
RûY ùfL ö

L) aòmû_^ iõ_Kðùe MYcû¤ce bìcòKû ^ò‰ðd Ke ö

M) ù~ûMûù~ûM _âZòÂûùe aòmû_^ Kò_eò  iûjû~ý Kùe aêSûA
\ò@ ö

N) aòmû_^e aòaò]Zû @ûùfûP^û Ke ö

O) aòmû_^e AZòjûi iõ_Kðùe @ûùfûK_ûZ Ke ö
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IV-UG-Sans (S EC)-II

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions.

1. Ü³ees©Êejb oer³eleeced :  7½×2

ke À) ®elegLeexç¹s efJe<keÀcYekeÀm³e mece³eefve©HeCem³e efkebÀ leelHe³e&ced ?

Ke) keÀe ie=efnCeerHeob ³eeefvle ?

ie) MekegÀvleuee³ee: efJeoe³ekeÀeues keÀCJecegves: Heer[e keÀer¢Meer Deemeerled ?

Ie) Je=#eeved Òeefle MekegÀvleuee³ee: Jeelmeu³eb keÀer¢kedÀ Deemeerled ?

2. Ü³eesªÊejb oer³eleeced : 12½×2

ke À) JesoMeyom³e keÀesçLe&: ? Jesom³e efkebÀ cenÊJeb  efJeJe=Cegled ~

Ke) ogJeeMeeHem³e  keÀe YetefcekeÀe ?

ie) MekegÀvleuee³ee: efJeoe³ekeÀeues DeeÞecem³e DeJemLee keÀer¢Meer Deemeerled ?

Ie) MekegÀvleueeb Òeefle keÀCJecegves: keÀ: GHeosMe: Deemeerle ?
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IV-UG-Sans (S EC)-II

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions.

1. Ü³ees©Êejb oer³eleeced :  7½×2

ke À) ®elegLeexç¹s efJe<keÀcYekeÀm³e mece³eefve©HeCem³e efkebÀ leelHe³e&ced ?

Ke) keÀe ie=efnCeerHeob ³eeefvle ?

ie) MekegÀvleuee³ee: efJeoe³ekeÀeues keÀCJecegves: Heer[e keÀer¢Meer Deemeerled ?

Ie) Je=#eeved Òeefle MekegÀvleuee³ee: Jeelmeu³eb keÀer¢kedÀ Deemeerled ?

2. Ü³eesªÊejb oer³eleeced : 12½×2

ke À) JesoMeyom³e keÀesçLe&: ? Jesom³e efkebÀ cenÊJeb  efJeJe=Cegled ~

Ke) ogJeeMeeHem³e  keÀe YetefcekeÀe ?

ie) MekegÀvleuee³ee: efJeoe³ekeÀeues DeeÞecem³e DeJemLee keÀer¢Meer Deemeerled ?

Ie) MekegÀvleueeb Òeefle keÀCJecegves: keÀ: GHeosMe: Deemeerle ?
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IV-UG-C.Sc (H)-VII (Back)

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right hand-margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions

1. a) What are File Management System ? Discuss
different types of file organizations with their
advantages and disadvantages. 12

OR

b) Write short notes on the following : 12
i) Multiple Indexing
ii) Hashing
iii) File Management System
iv) Problems of sharing files.

2. a) Write short notes on the following : 12
i) Data Dictionary
ii) Schema
iii) View
iv) DDL.

OR
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b) Describe the term view with example. What is
the criteria for which a table can be  mainpulated
through views ? 6

c) Write short notes on the following : 6
i) DDL Vs. DML
ii) Database Administrator.

3. a) Explain in details about Hierarchical Model in
Database structure. 12

OR

b) Write short notes on the following : 6
i) DBTG Set
ii) Integrity Rules.

c) How Insertion, Deletion, Update operations are
done in a hierarchical model ? How are they
anomalies ? 6

4. a) Define funct ional dependencies  and multi
valued dependency. Discuss the normalization
bas ed  on  functional and  mult i valued
dependencies. What is  de-normalizat ion  ?
Where it  is used. Explain the concept with
suitable examples. 12

OR

b) Discuss the various security measures taken at
several levels to protect the database. 6

c) What is concurrency control ? What are the
update problems in concurrent processing ?
Dis cuss one method for preventing deadly
embrace. 6

5. a) Let 'G' be a connected  p lanar graph with
20 vertices and the degree of each vertex is 3.
Find the number of regions in the graph. 6

b) How many simple non-isomorphic graphs are
possible with 3-vertices ? 6

OR

c) Write  short notes on the following : 8
i) Spanning Tree

ii) Cut sets

iii) Eulerian path
iv) Weighted Graph.

d) What is the chromatic number of complete
graph Kn ? 4

V-177-0.2
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IV-UG-Com(CC)-IX(CMA)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 7½×4

a) Distinguis h between Cost Accounting and
Management Accounting.

b) Dist ingu is h between allocation  and
apportionment of overhead expenses.

c) What is ABC analysis ? What are its merits ?

d) What are the essentials of a good wage system ?

e) What is 'Marg in of Safety' ? How can it be
improved ?

f) What is Job Costing ? What are the main features
of job order costing ?

g) Distinguish between Fixed budget and Flexible
budget.

V-95 [Turn Over
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8. Define Marginal Cost. State characteristics  and
assumptions of marginal costing. 12½
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h) Give a list of possible causes of material price
variance and Labour effciency variance.

Group - B

2. W hat  is  Cos t  Accoun t ing  ? W hat  are it s
object ives ? 12½

3. "There is generally divergence between financial
profits and cost profits" Explain this statement and
give reasons for such divergence. 12½

4. Discuss b riefly the objectives and limitations of
Budgetary Control. 12½

5. A product passess through two distinct processes
A and  B. It is estimated that  in each  process  10%
of the total input is lost and 5% comes out as scrap.
Prepare neces s ary ledger accounts from the
following : 12½

Process A Process B

Material used 4,000 units 50 units
Cost per unit (Rs) 80 120
Wages in (Rs) 1,20,000 1,60,000
Manufacturing

overheads 25% of wages 30% of wages
Sale of Scarp

@ Rs/unit 80 90
Output units 3,500 2,900

[  3  ][  2  ]

6. A company  f u rn is hes  you  the fo llowing
information : 12½

Year 2014 (Rs) Year 2015 (Rs)

Sales 8,10,000 10,26,000
Profit 21,600 64,800

You are to Compute :

a) P/V ratio

b) Fixed cost

c) Profit or loss when sales are Rs. 6,48,000

d) Sales to earn a profit of Rs 1,08,000.

7. In a brass factory standard mixture of a component
consists  of 60% copper and  40% of zinc. The
standard loss is 10% of input. From the following
informat ion calculate Material Cos t Variance,
Material Mix Variance and Material Yield Variance.

            Actual Standard
Copper 25kg @ Rs 15/per kg. 30 kg
Zinc-25 kg @ Rs 10/per kg 20 kg
Actual price and standard price remains unchanged.

Actual output 43 kg 12½
V-95 [Turn Over



IV-UG-Phy(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following :

a) Define Photo electric effect and outline the laws
of photo electric emission. 2 + 4

b) Define work function and calculate the energy
of a photon of wevelength 6000 A0 in terms of
electron volt. 2 + 4

c) Write down the expression for the wave number
and explain  the spectral s eries o f  hydrogen
atom. 1 + 5

d) Write down the limitations  of Rutherford 's
atom model and the pos tulates o f Bohr's  atom
model. 2 + 4
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e) Obtain the expres sion  fo r the de-Brog lie
wevelength associated with an electron at a potential
difference of V-volts and obtain its numerical
value in terms of amstrong unit. 3+4

f) Establish the relation UpUg = c2 where the
symbols have thur usual meanings. 6

g) Explain the non-existasnce of an electron in the
nucleus in the light of uncertainty principle.       6

h) Estimate the energy released in the process of
interaction of a neutron with uranium-235.          6

Group - B

2. Define Compton shift. Deduce an expression for it in
terms of sine of the angle of scattered Photon.    2+7

3. Deduce Rurherford's scattering formula for alpha
particles. 9

4. Define Critical Potent ial. Describe Franck-Hertz
experiment to demonstrate the existance of discrete
energy status of an atom. 2 + 7

5. Employing Uncertainty Principle estimate the ground
state energy of a harmonic oscillator. 9

6. Outline the properties of nuclear force and describe
the stability of nucleus explaining N-Z graph. 4+5

7. Estab lis h  the s emi-emperical mas s  fo rmula
explaining the s ignificance of various facto rs
involved in it. 9

8. With  a neat  schemat ic d iagram des cribe the
construction and working of a nuclear veactor.

2+5+3
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IV-UG-Chem(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following :

a) What happens when 2 × 3

i) Nitroalkane is heated with Sn and Conc. HCl.

ii) Methylcyanide is  t reated with Na and
alcohol.

iii) Methylamine is  heated with  CHCl3  and
ale.KOH.

b) Write notes on the following : 3 × 2

i) Gabiel Phthalimide synthesis.

ii) Holfmann's eltimination reaction.

V-97 [Turn Over

6. a) Give two methods of preparation of Furan. 4

b) Explain why electrophilic substitution ractions
in furan preferentially occurs at 2 or 5 position.
Write halogenation and nitration reactions in
furan. 3 + 2

7. Explain the following reactions with mechanism.
3  × 3

a) Knorr-pyrrole synthesis.

b) Friedlander's synthesis

c) Bischler-Napieralski reaction.

8. a) Elucidate the structure of Nicotine and confirm
it by one method of synthesis. 5 + 2

b) Give medical importance of Quinine. 2

 V-97-0. 5
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c) How will you synthesize ? 3 × 2

i) P-Naphthol from Naphthalene

ii) Anthraquinone from Anthracene.

d) i) What are heterocyclic compounds ? Give
their classification. 1 + 3

ii) How will you p repare fu roic acid from
furan ? 2

e) Explain the following reactions. 3 × 2
i) Hantzseh synthesis of pyridine

ii) Madelung synthesis of indole.

f) Write a note on  electroph ilic subst itu tion
reactions of isoquinoline. 6

g) i) What are alkaloids ? Discuss their biological
action. 1 + 3

ii) Write a note on Emde's modification. 2

h) i) W hat  are terpenes  ? Give their
classification. 1 + 2

ii) Write one method of synthesis of Neral. 3

Group - B

2. a) How will you distinguish 10, 20 and 30 amenes
by Hinsberg reagent ? 5

b) Write a no te on  Hoffmann's  exhauslive-
methylation. 4

3. a) Discuss two methods of preparation of benzene-
diazonium chloride. 5

b) How will you synthesize the following componds
using  benzenediazonium chloride ? 4

i) Phenol

ii) Benzonitrile.

4. a) Write a note on Mannich reaction. 5

b) Give two  methods  o f p reparat ion o f
Naphthaline. 4

5. Elucidate the structure of Anthracene and confirm it
by one method of synthesis. 7 + 2

[  3  ][  2  ]
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IV-UG-Bot(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Synecology.

b) Homoestasis.

c) Precipitation.

d) Community dynamics.

e) Ecological Niche

f) Food chain

g) Energy flow

h) Biome.

V-98 [Turn Over

Group - B

2. Explain the interrelationship between  biotic world
and its environment. 9

3. Discuss soil as one important ecological  factor. 9

4. Explain  hydro logical cycle and say why it  is
important for the ecosystem. 9

5. Describe light as an ecological factor 9

6. Ment ion  how s uccess ion is  neces s ary   fo r
establishment climax community. 9

7. Write an essay on  ecological pyramid. 9

8. Briefly discuss the phytogeographical division of
India. 9

9. Discuss  energy flow  in ecosystem through a model
of your choice. 9

 V-98-0.5
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IV-UG-Zool(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer five questions incliding Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Prions

b) Phagolysosomes

c) Oxysome particle

d) Lysosome

e) Histone proteins

f) S-phase

g) cdk cyclin

h) Types of tumors.

V-99 [Turn Over

Group - B

2. Give a detailed account  on various methods of
transport across cell membrane. 9

3. Des cribe  the st ructu re and  funct ion  o f
mitochondria. 9

4. Discuss the ultrastructure of nucleus and add a note
on function of nucleolus.

5. Describe  the differnt stages of cell cycle during
somatic cell division. 9

6. Briefly explain the extrinsic and intrinsic pathway
of apoptosis. 9

7. Describe the structural components and function of
tight junctions and desmosomes.. 9

8. Discuss the mechanism of vescular transport. 9
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IV-UG-C.S c(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following :

a) Define Network. Dis cuss the goals  of the
Network in briefly. 2 + 4

b) W hat  are the bas ic components  o f data
communication ? Explain different data flow.    6

c) How many types of transmission media exist ?
What are they ? 6

d) Discuss the different types of guided media in
briefly. 6

e) Discuss  the different SONET layers in briefly.
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f) What do you mean by Frame relay ? Explain
frame relay operation. 6

g) How are congestion  control  and quality of
service related.

h) What is Ethernet ? Describe the traditional, Fast
and Gigabit Ethernet ?

Group - B

2. State  and explain the d ifferen t layers of OSI
reference model. 9

3. a) Dist inguish between   data rate and  signal
rate. 4½

b) Define block coding and give its purpose. 4½

4. Which of the three multiplexing technique is
common for fibre optic  links ? Explain the reason.     9

5. Explain the reason for moving from stop-and-wait
ARQ protocol to the goback-NARQ protocol. 9

6. What are the common fast ethernet implementation
and common gigab it ethenet implementations ?
Explain. 9

7. What do  you mean  by X.25 and Frame relay ?
Explain briefly. 9

8. Write  short notes on the following : 9

a) DSL

b) ATM

c) Virtual Circuit Network.
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IV-UG-Math (CC)-IX (Arts/Sc)

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer five questions including  Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 7½ × 4

a) Examine the  cond itional and   abs o lu te
convergence of the following series.

n
n 1n 1

n!( 1)
10






b) If na  is abso lu tely  convergen t , any

rearrangement of na  has  the  same sum. prove it.

c) Examine the convergence of  the integral

   
0

sin x

x



  0 1  
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5. If {fn} is a sequence of functions  defined on E and
|fn(x)| < Mn  for all x E , n N  where  {M|n} is a
s equence o f pos itive cons tan ts .  Prove that

n
n 0

f ( x )



  congverges absolutely and uniformly on

E if nM  converges. 12½

6. State  and prove Merten's theorem.  12½

7. If  {fn}  be a sequence of continuous functions on
E C  converging uniformly to f on E. Then prove
that f is continous on E. 12½

8. Show  that the function 
1
xe , x 0f ( x ) ,

0 , x 0

  
 

 has

derivatives of all orders at x 0  but it does not have
a taylor expansion. 12½
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d) Show that the  gamma function

t p 1

0

I ( p ) e t


   dt  converges for p >0.

e) Show  that the sequence {fn} defined by

n 2
xf ( x ) ( 0 x 1)

1 nx
  


 converges

unifo rmly  to  a limit  function  f but  :

' '
n

n
lim f ( x) f ( x )


  is true if x  0

f) Let (fn) be a sequence  of function in R [ a, b]
converging uniformly to f. There f R[ a ,b ]

and prove that
b b

n
n a a
lim f ( x) dx f ( x)dx


 
g) Show that for  – 1 < x  1

log (1+x)=  
2 3 4 5 n

n 1x x x x xx ....... (1) .......
2 3 4 5 n

      

Also prove that 1 1
2

1
3

1
4

2    ........ log

h) x , x QIf f (x ) 0 , x R Q



 

then  prove that 
2 2b

a

b af ( x ) dx
2



Group - B

2. If f B[ a, b ]  be continuous over [ a, b] except over
a finite set. Then prove that  f is integrable. 12½

3. Let 1 , 0 , x 1f ( x ) x , 1 x 2
 


 

using fundamental theorem of calculus, verify that

the function F, defined by  
x

0

F( x ) f ( t ) at ,   x [ 0 ,2 ]

is differentiable on [ 0, 2] and F '=f on [ 0, 2]         12½

4. Find  the po intwise limit o f fn(x)  if it exists and
examine for uniform convergence of

2nx
nf ( x ) nxe ,  x [ 0 ,1]

[  3  ][  2  ]
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IV-UG-MIL(O)-II
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions.

1. K) _VòZ _âa§ @ ê̂ieYùe ]cð ijòZ icûR I iûjòZýe iõ_Kð
CùfäL Ke ö 20

@[aû

L) Êû]ú^ bûeZe ^ûMeòK bûaùe ùKCñ ùKCñ aòhd _âZò
iùPZ^ ùjaû a òù]d _V òZ  _ âa§ @^ êieYùe
@ûùfûP^û Ke ö

2. i_âiw aýûLû Ke ö 10

K) ù\ge _ì‰ð Êû]ú^Zû _ûAñ fXÿê fXÿê ù\g _ûAñ @ûcôakú
ù\aûVûeê @]ôK ùMøea @ûC cYòh _ûAñ K'Y [ûA_ûùe ö

@[aû

L) @k_Kê ajêZ cYò ~òG Êdõ i«êÁ ejò~ûG, iKk _âKûe
aò̂ deê ùi ^òe«e ajòÃéZ ùjûA ejò[ûG ö

ùbøZòK \éÁòeê "ù\-ù^' KûeaûeKê ^úZò eìù_ ]eò ù~Cñ
còkûcògû _âZòÂòZ ùja,  Zûjû ~[û[ð aògßbâûZéZße eì_ùeL
ùaûfò Kjòja ^ûjó ö @û~ðý Ehò-KY×-^òMðZ ùijò cjûKûaý
aògßaûiúuê  C\þùaû]^ ù\C @Qò– ùj cû^aMY, Zêù¸
"@céZiý _êZâûü'–@céZe i«û^ ö iêZeûõ G aògßùe Zȩ̂
_âùZýKue iÚû^ I c~ðýû\û ejò@Qò ö ùZYê aýqòe aýqò
_âZò ùMûÂúe ùMûÂú _âZò I RûZòe RûZò _âZò ic\gòðZû I
ùiøjûŸðý GK iê\ éXÿ @û¤côòK  Z[û ù^ ÷ZòK bò�ò C_ùe
_âZòÂòZ ö

8. K) eû]û^û[ Kûaýeê Kaòu ù\gûcôùaû]e _eòPd \ò@ö    15

@[aû

L) `Kúeùcûj^u C_^ýûiùe _âZò̀ kòZ icKûkú^ icûRe
PòZâ  _â\û^ Ke ö

 V-181-0.1 
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3. K) "i_ðRYûY' KaòZûeê Kaòu bqòc�ûe _eòPd \ò@ û 20

@[aû

L) "\ êù~ðý]^e eq^\ú i«eY' Ka òZûeê @aiû\M âÉ
\êù~ðýû]^e Pò«û]ûeû _âKûg Ke ö

4. i_âiw  aýûLýû ùfL 10

K) ùcûje _eûùd _òZû ùZûe @ûC ù^ûjê
ùZûje _eûd _êZâ Rù^à Rù^à ùjC û

@[aû
L) Zûjûeò ^ûùc Zȩ̂  ^ûc, @\ýû_ò ùjûAQò R^c,

ù~ùa iùMûZâ ù\âûj ^[û«û ^û[ Kj,
KòµûAñ jê@«û G Kâc ùj,

5. ù~ ùKøYiò ùMûUòKe bûa iõ_âiûeY Ke : 10

K) Bgße  ~ûjû Ke«ò _âûYúe cwk_ûAñ

L) Zêkiú \êA _Zâeê aûùi

M) @Zòbqò ùPûee flY û

6. ù~ ùKøYiò  _ûù�ûUò aûKý gê¡ Keò ùfL : 5

K) \ûŠùe ùMûUòG ]kû aûQêeúUòG ùWÿAñ ùWÿAñ ~ûCQò,

L) _é[ôaú iõ_Kðùe iaê ùfûKcû^ue iûcû^ý ùbøùMûkòK
mû^ ejòaû CPòZ ö

M) Zûue \ìeûaiÚû  ù\Lôùf aòKk fûùM ö

N) ùKûY ûK ð C›aùe G  ah ð ajêZ ùfûKcûù^ ù~ûM
ù\A[ôùfö

O) iaðiû]ûeY iÚû^ùe ]ìcâ_û^ Keòaû @^êPòZ ö

P) C^aòõi gZû±úùe _ûAK aòù\âûj ùjûA[ôfû ö

Q) \òMû´e aûaêì @ûRò cû'  ZûeòYòuê \gð̂  Kùf ö

7. bûa iõùl_Y Ke  : 10

aògß bâûZéZße _âZòÂû ^ òc ò� @Ì ùKùZ\ò̂  ùjfû _âak
_âùPÁû Pûfò@ûiê@Qò ö i¹òkòZ RûZòiõN Z[û @û«RðûZòK
i¹ òk^úe Gjûjó flý ö icMâ _é[ôaúe  @]ôaûiúMY
ù\g-Kûk-_ûZâ ̂ òaðòùghùe Kò_eò _eÆe bâZéZß iìZâùe
aû§ò ùjûA _eÆee ^òeû_�û I iêLgû«ò a¡ð̂  Keòùa,
Gjò CùŸgýùe Cq @^êÂû^cû^ C\ýcgúk ùjûA_WÿòQ«ò ö
@ûù¸cûù^ @û^¦e ijòZ Gbkò C\ýcKê @bò̂ ¦^ RYûC
@Qêñ ö cûZâ ùi[ô iùw iùw  KjòaûKê Azû jêG, ùKak

[  3  ][  2  ]
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IV-UG-Phy (P)-VII
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 75

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer all questions

1. a) Explain  the origin of various spectral  lines of
hydrogen atom on the basis of  Bohr's atomic
model. 7½

b) How does  the motion of the nucleus affect the
wavelength of spectral  lines  and account for
the discovery of deuterium. 7½

OR

c) Explain  the origin of continuous x-ray  and
d is cus s b riefly the s ign ificance of s hort
wavelength  limit . Point ou t the  important
difference between continuous x-ray    and
characteristic x-ray. 7+3

d) Write notes on Mosely Law. 5

V-182 [Turn Over



2. a) What is Compton effect. Derive an expression
for the change of  Wavelength of the incident
photon. 2+10

b) The Wavelength of an x-ray  photon is doubled
on being  scat tered by  900 . Find  out  the
wavelength of incident photon. 3

OR

c) State and explain Heisenberg's uncertainty
principle. 7½

d) Es timate the ground   state energy of the
d imensional harmonic os cillator using
Heisenberg's uncertainty principle. 7½

3. a) Define eigen functions and eigen values. Show
that eigen values corresponding to Hermitian
operator is real. 2+2+4

b) Explain  o rthonormality  o f eigen funct ions
and es tablis h the communicat ion relation
between   the position and  corres ponding
momentum. 4+3

OR

c) What is one dimensional potential step. 3

d) A particles of energy  E encounters a potential
step of height V0. Find   the reflection and
transmission co-efficient for E>V0 . 6+6

4. a) Give an account of nuclear force. Briefly explain
the charge, size , spin of the nucleus.     6+3+3+3

OR

b) With a neat s chematic diagram explain the
construction  and working of G.M. counter. 15

5. a) State postulates of special theory of relativity
and derive Lorentz transforrmations. 2+8

b) Derive length contraction formula. 5

OR

c) Derive time dialation formula and discuss its
results. 7

d) Establish the variation of mass with velocity.   8
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IV-UG-Chem(P/El)-VII
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 75

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions

1. a) State and  exp lain  Kohlrausch 's law of
independent migration of ions. 2+4½

b) Discus s the titration curves obtained in the
conductometric titration of  (i) strong acid with
strong base   (ii) AgNO3 with KCl. 6

OR

c) Explain  the variation of equivalent conductance
with concentration for strong electrolytes. 6

d) Give a brief account of buffer solution 6½

2. a) What are reversible electrodes ? Describe the
construction of a standard hydrogen electrode.
How is the electrode po ten tial o f Zn/Zn2 +

electrode determined. 1 + 2 + 2½

V-184 [Turn Over
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c) How will you prepare 2½ × 2
(i) Glycine from chloroacetic acid.
(ii) Adipic acid from diethyl malonate ?

d) Write  notes on : 3½ + 4
(i) Isoelectric point
(ii) Gabriel phthalimide synthesis of alanine.

6. a) What  happens when furan reacts with
(i) SO2 in presence of pyridine  2½
(ii)  H2 in presence of nickel.  2½

b) Electrophilic  substitution occurs at C–2 position
in case of pyrrole. Explain 5

c) Explain why  pyrrole is more basic than furan. 2½

OR

d) Explain  the following  with examples. 2½×4
(i) Antipyretics
(ii) Antimalarials
(iii) Antacids
(iv)Antihistamines.

e) What is mustard gas ? Write one of its uses.     2½

 V-184-0. 5 



b) What is quinhydrone electrode ?  How is the
pH  of a so lution determined by using this
electrode. 1 + 6

OR

c) Explain  phase and component with suitable
examples. Derive phase rule. 4 + 3

d) How is the solubility product of the sparingly
soluble salt  determined by EMF method.      5½

3. a) How  is  d iborane ob tained  from boron
trichloride ? Discuss  the bridge structure of
diborane. 2+4

b) Give an account of hydrides of nitrogen. 6½

OR

c) Write  notes on : 6+6½

i) Interhalogen  compounds.

ii) Silicones.

4. a) Name two ores of nickel. How  is the metal
extracted from its  important o re? Write the
composition of German Silver. 1+6½+1

b) How is  sodium nitropruside prepared ?  How is
it used to detect sulphide  ion in qualitative
analysis. 3+1

OR

c) Explain  the role of myoglobin  during oxygen
transport. 4

d) How is  potassium cobaltinitrate prepared ?
Explain its structure. 3+1½

e) How does KMnO4 act as an oxidising agent in
alkaline medium. 2

f) Give an oxidising property of K2Cr2O7  in acidic
solution. 2

5. a) How is  methyl  magnesium iodide prepared ?
Starting from it how will you prepare (i) ethyl
alcohol and  (ii) acetaldehyde ? 2½ × 3

b) How will you synthesize (i)  ethyl meth ly
ketone and   (ii) 4-methy l u racil from
acetoacetic ester. 2+3

OR
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IV-UG-Zool(P/EL)-VII
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 75
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal values
Answer all questions

1. a) Describe  the structure and  functions of Thyroid
gland.

OR
b) Write notes on any two of the following :

i)  Chemical nature of hormones

ii) Mechanism of actioin of protein hormones.

2. a) What is fertilization ? Describe the mechanism
of fertilization.

OR
b) Write notes on  any two of the followig.

i) Oogenesis.

ii)  Types of cleavage

iii)  Structure of sperm.

3. a) Discuss  the causes, effects and control measures
of Air Pollution.

OR
V-183 [Turn Over

b) Write notes on any two of the following :

i) Food Chain

ii) Biotic components of ecosystem
iii) Types of biodiversity.

4. a) Give an account of the various  renewable
resources and add a note on its conservation.

OR

b) Write notes on any two of the following :
i) Conservation of Wildlife.

ii) Cell mediated  immunity.

iii) Vermitechnology.

5. a) Write  an essay on agiculture and add a note on
its economic  importance.

OR

b) Write  notes on any two of the following :

i) Sustainable agriculture
ii) Histogram

iii) Arithmetic mean.
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II-PG-ODI-VI

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions.

1. K) gòÌú Zûu iûjòZýùe KÌ^û @ù_lû aûÉaZûe ùgâdKê Kò_eò
C_f²ò KeòQ«ò, _VòZ GKûu òK û @af´^ùe a òP ûe
Ke ö 12

@[aû

L) "cKŸcû' GKûuòKûùe IWÿògûe Mâûcý Rúa^e ^òzK PòZâ
Kò_eò _âZòaò́ òZ; @ûùfûP^û Ke ö

2. K) "ùMŠû'ùe @û]ê̂ òK cYòh Rúa^e Êeì_ Kò_eò _â\gòðZ;
\gðû@ ö 12

@[aû
L) "@^êgûi^' GKûuòKûe bûa]ûeû aòùgæhY Ke ö

3. ù~ùKøYiò \êAùMûUòe i_âiw iekû[ð ùfL : 4 × 2
K) @û_Y KûjóKò ùi gì̂ ýZû bòZùe @ûiò _j�ôùf ? @û_Y

KûjóKò iaê aýa]û^ bûwò GùZ ^òKUKê ùcûe @ûiòùf ?

L) ùcKþ@_þUû UòKòG Leû_ ùjùfaò IKòf bìcòKûùe cYògue
cŸðeûR KQò c¦ ^êùjñ ö
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M) icùÉ jûZú ù\LêQ«ò iaê cêjì�ðùe û cûZâ VòKþ Keò jûZúKê
G ~ûG ùKjò ù\Lô ^ûjû«ò ö

N) c\^ ùcûj^u  ^ûñùe bf _âji^ PûfòPò ö Bgßeu  ̂ ñûùe
iaêVò GKû _âji^, GK bŠûcò ö

4. ù~ ùKøYiò PûeòùMûUòe iõlò̄  C�e ùfL : 2 x 4

K) iêùe^þ cjû«òu ̂ ûUýKéZò MêWÿòK K'Y ?

L) KµûCŠe aûaê M\û]euê  KûjóKò iûUòð̀ òùKUþ ù\aûKê c^û
Kùf ?

M) "ùiZê'ùe còiþ iúcû eûdu _eòYZò K'Y ùjfû ?

N) MR ùMûa¡ð̂  iòõ _\aú iµKðùe ùa÷KêY×ue Kò ]ûeYû
[ôfû ö

O) "iKûke ùcN' ùe \ûµZý Kkje ùjZêUò KY ö

P) ^úkû\âò bìhY jeòP¦^u ̂ ûUýKéZò MêWÿòK CùfäL Ke ö

Q) iZý QWÿû Z @^ý KòQò cêñ Kùj ^ûjó – Gjû Kjò KûjûKê
KjòQ«ò ö

R) "KkuòZ iì~ðý'– gúhðKe ccð K'Y ö
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II-PG-Pol.Sc-VI

2017
Full Marks - 40

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer all questions

1.a)Elite theory developed in part as a reaction to
Marxism– Do you agree ? Give reasons. Discuss
the limits  of Elite theory.12

OR

b)"Histo ry is the grave-yard of Aristocracy"–
Pareto. In the light of the preceding statement
critically discuss the concept of 'Circulation of
Elites".

2.a)Explain the nature of Public Policy.12

OR

b)Examine the ways by which the legislature and
judiciary  exercis e their in fluence on policy
implementation.
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3.Write  notes on  any two of the following :8 × 2

a)Elites and Non-Elites

b)Elites and Political Stability

c)Role of the PMO in the policy process.

d)Importance of public policy.

e)'Fact/vaue' constraints to policy-making.

 V-191-0.5
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II-PG-Phy-VI

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) What  is anamolous zeeman effect ? Explain  it
applying perturbation theory. 16

OR

b) Find   the energy  levels of a particle in  one
dimensional ossillator potential  using WBK
method. 9

c) Write a note on cold emission. 7

2. a) What  do you mean by transition probablity ?
Deduce expressions for a constant perturbation
and harmonic perturbation. 4+4+4

OR

b) Define and interprete Einstein's A, B, coefficient
of spontaneous and induced emission. Deduce
expressions for these coefficients. 2+2+8
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3. a) Discuss Born approximation in scattering theory
and derive an expression for the s cattering
amplitude 6(  Discuss the condition for
validity of Born approximation. 10+2

OR

b) Discuss  partial wave  analysis of elastic and
inelast ic  scattering  and show that opt ical
theorem is valid in both Cases. What  is the
physical significance of optical theorem.

6+3+3
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IV-UG-Geol(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1.Write notes on any four of the following :6 × 4

a)Uses  of Fossils

b)Index Fossils with examples.

c)Geological History of Brachiopoda

d)Dentition in Pelecypods.

e)Corals

f)Siwalik  Faune.

g)Forms of Grastropoda shells.

h)Suture lines of Cephalopoda.
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Group - B

2.Give  a detail  account  of the theory of organic
evolution.9

3.Describe  the morphology of a  Trilob ita with
examples.9

4.Describe the morphology of a  Pelecypoda shell with
examples.9

5.Discuss the evolution of Horse.9

6.Give a detail account of Gondwana Flora and their
significance.9

7.Describe the  morphology of Echinoids with neat
sketches.9

8.Give  a detail account  of Evolution of Trilobites.    9

 V-101-0.3
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II-PG-Math-VI

2017
Full Marks - 40

Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value.

Answer all questions.

1. a) For n  even, ass ume f(x) is  n+2 t imes
continuously differentiable on [ a, b]. Then prove
that

I f I f C n f some a bn n n
n n( ) ( ) ( ) [ , ]( )   3 2  

with  C
n

n dn

n




 z1
2

12

0
( )!

( ).....( )   

OR

b) Use Simpson's rule to evalute the integral

e x dxx cos
0

z
For 8 sub intervals and calculate the error En(f).
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5. a) For all integer k,

2 n itk
iktj

itk
j 0

2n 1 , e 1e
0 , e 1



   



The  condition eitk=1 is equivalent to k being an
integer multiple of 2n+1. Prove this.

OR

b) Given  the following values of f(x) and f '(x)

  x         f(x)        f '(x)
–1          1           –5
  0          1            1
  1          3            7

estimate the values  of f(–0.5) and f(0.5) using
the hermite interpolation.
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2. a) Consider the equation y1 = –y2, y(0) = 1. Calculate
y(2) by Euler's  method  fo r h=0.4,0.2 and
compare the error.

OR

b) Let m  1 be a given integer. In order that

nx x bp n
( h ) max ( Y) 0 
      h  0

hold  for all continuously differentiable function

Y(x), i.e. the method  an 1 j n 1
j 0

P
y y 



 
bj n j n j

j 1

P
h f ( x , y ) 


 , n  p be  consistent , it

is necessary and sufficient that

j bj j j
j 0 j 0 j 1

P P P
a a1, 1

  

         ...........(A)

And for (h) = O(hm) to be valid for all functions Y(x)
that are m+1 times continuously differentiable, it is
necessary and  sufficient that  (A)  holds and that

(
i i 1

j j
j 0 j 1

( j)
P P

j) a i b 1,i 1,2 ,......m.


 

   
Prove that.

3. a) Consider the  differential equation y' = 1 + y2,
y (0) 0 . Using Adams-Bashforth fourth order
method, find y(0.8) with step length h=0.2.

OR

b) Consider the backward Euler method :

n 1 n n 1 n 1y y h f ( x , y ), n 0    

Find the region of stability.

4. a) So lve the system Ax = b by Gaus s-Jacobi
method with

0
10 3 1 14 0

a 2 10 3 b 5 x 0
1 3 10 14 0

     
         
     
     

and  check the convergence.

OR

b) Solve the fo llowing   sys tem by Gaus s
elemination with pivoting :

0.729x + 0.81y + 0.9z = 0.6867
        x   +      y   +  z    = 0.8338
1.331x +1.21y + 1.1z  = 1.000

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-PG-Com-VI (MCOB)

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions.

1. a) Define  Leadership. Explain various styles of
leadership. 2 + 12

OR

b) Write  notes on on the following : 7 × 2

i) Informal group

ii) Group Dynamics.

2. a) What do you mean by conflict. Explain  various
sources of conflict in an organisation. 3+10

OR

b) Write notes on the following : 6½ + 6½

i) Interpersonal conflict.

ii) Interorganisational conflict.
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3. a) Discuss  the importance of effective  communication
for accelerating  the productivity of an industrial
unit. 13

OR

b) Explain  the term grapevine as a channel of
communication . State it s  benefit s  to
management. 5 + 8
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IV-UG-BBA(EL)-IV(HRM)

2017
Full Marks - 100

Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value

Answer all questions

1. Write  notes on any two of the following :

a) Manpower planning

b) Personnel management environment in India

c) Human Resource Development System

d) Operation of a personnel office.

2. a) What do you mean by development ? State the
need for development. How is it different from
training.

OR

b) What do you mean by career planning ? What
are its merits ?
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3. a) What  is  performance apprais al ? State its
objectives and importance.

OR

b) Explain the meaning and advan tages of job
enrichment. In what ways a job be enriched ?

4. a) W hat  do  you  mean  by  employees
compensation ? What are the objectives of
paying compensation.

OR

b) Explain the important features of labour welfare
programmes.

5. a) What is meant by collective bargaining ? State
its merits and weaknesses.

OR

b) Make cons tructive s ugges t ions  fo r the
min imis at ion and sett lement of indus trial
disputes.

V-118-1 
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IV-UG-ODI(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1.

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. ù~ ùKøYiò PûeòùMûUòe iõlò̄  C�e \ò@ ö 7½×4

K) RM^Üû[ \ûiu bûMaZ GK @^^é iéÁò @ûùfûP^û Ke ö

L) "eiKùfäûk' Kûaýeê Kaòue RM^Üû[ _âûYZûe _eòPd
\ò@ ö

M) "ÉêZò Pò«ûcYò'e _�\g ùaûfòe bûa aòùgæhY Ke ö

N) "_eRû' C_^ýûie ùfûK_âòdZûe KûeY \gðû@ö

O) "ùeaZú' MÌe i`kZû aòPûe Ke û

P) "a ûaûRò' ^ ûUKeê aûaûR ò P òeZ âe  ùa ÷gòÁý iõ_Kðùe
@ûùfûP^û Ke ö

Q) ^Uae iûc«eûdu icûùfûP^ûe aòùghZß \gðû@ ö
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R) P ò�e¬^ \ûiu _âa§ MêWÿ òKe a òb ò^ Ü \ òM  C_ùe
@ûùfûK_ûZ Ke ö

Group -B

2. RM^Üû[ \ûiu iûeÊZ _âZòbû iõ_Kðùe @ûùfûK_ûZ Keö    12½

3. "eiKùfäûk' Kûaýe ̂ ûcKeYe iû[ðKZû _âZò_û\  ̂Keö   12½

4. @û]ê̂ òK IWÿò@û KaòZûe @ûwòK I @ûcôòK eì_ _eòa�ð̂ ùe  Kaò
iyò\û^¦ eûCZeûd RùY _âcêL iâÁû \gðû@ö 12½

5. `Kúeùcûj^u MÌùe Z}ûkú^ icûRe aûÉa PòZâ `êUò CVòQò,
@ûùfûP^û Keö 12½

6. "\û^û_ûYò' C_^ýûieê akò\�e PeòZâ PòZâY Ke ö 12½

7. eùcg _ âi û\ _ûY òMâ ûjúu  ^ ûUýc û^ie @ûbòcêLý a òP ûe
Keö 12½

8. IWÿò@û _ âa§ iûjòZýKê Pò�eõR^ Kò_eò icé¡ KeòQ«ò CùfäL
Ke ö 12½
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IV-UG-Sans(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No.1.

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. DeOeesefueefKeles<eg  ®elegCee¥ ÒeMveeveeced GÊejb os³eced :  7½ × 4

ke À) jepenbmem³e Mew³e¥  ÒekeÀì³ele ~

Ke) Jemegceles: ieYe&OeejCe ÒekeÀejb JeCe&³ele ~

ie) keÀ: ceevemeej: ? jepenbmeceevemeej³ees: ³eg×JeCe&veb kegÀ© ~

Ie) Jemegceles: DejC³eJeemem³e keÀejCeb efueKele ~

*) keÀeocyejer DeeOeejsCe ³eewJevem³e  oes<eeved JeCe&³ele ~

®e) DevegJeeob kegÀ© :
ieYexéejlJeceefYeveJe³eewJevelJeceÒeefle ce©HelJececeeveg<eMeefkeÌlelJe½esefle
cenleer³eb  KeueJeveLe&HejcHeje meJee& ~
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í) YeeJeb mebÒemeejm³e  ÜeoMeJeekeÌ³ew:
efJeÐeeOeveb  meJe&Oeve ÒeOeeveced ~

pe) #egê efveyevOeb efueKele ÜeoMeJeekeÌ³ew:
GHecee keÀeefueoemem³e ~

Group - B

2. oMekegÀceejeCeeb Heefj®e³eb oer³ele ~ 12½

3. Jemegceles: meewvo³e¥ JeCe&³ele ~

4. Hejeefpeleceevemeej:  efkebÀ ke=ÀleJeeved ~

5. Deelcenl³eeke=ÀleJeleer JemegJeleer efveMeevles kebÀ ¢<ìdJee  efkeÀcekeÀjesled ~

6. ue#³ee½eefj$eb  JeeCeYeÆefoMee JeCe&³ele ~

7. JeeCeesef®í<e=peieledmeJe&ced - Dem³ee GkeÌles:  cecee&Le¥ ÒeceeCe³ele ~

8. mebmke=Àlesve efveyevOeb  efueKele keÀm³eef®eled SkeÀm³e ~
ke À) jeäŶee<ee mebmke=Àleced

Ke) ieCelev$eced ~
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IV-UG-Hindi(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions

1. ef vecveefuee fKe le ieÐeebMeeW  ce W mes efke Àvn eR  oe s keÀer meÒe me² J³e eK³ ee
ke Àere fpeS~ 6 × 2

ke À) legce ve peeves kewÀmes SkeÀ yenkeÀer ngF& leeefjkeÀe kesÀ meceeve cesjs Metv³e ceW
Gefole nes ie³eer nes, DeMeeskeÀ keÀer SkeÀ keÀesceue jsKee Fme efveefJeæ[
lece ceW cegmkeÀjeves ueieer ~

Ke) Deye keÀesF&  keÌ³ee efKeuee³esiee ? Jen peceevee otmeje Lee ~ Deye lees
meyekeÀes efkeÀHeÀe³ele metPeleer nw ~ meeoer-y³een ceW cele Ke®e&keÀjes,
ef¬eÀ³ee-keÀce& ceW cele Ke®e& keÀjes, Hetíes, iejeryeeW keÀe ceeue yeìesj
yeìesj keÀj keÀneB jKeesies ? yeìesjves ceW lees keÀceer veneR nw ~ neB, Ke®e&
ceW efkeÀHeÀe³ele metPeleer nw ?

ie) efme×sMJejer keÀer mecePe ceW veneR Dee jne Lee efkeÀ keÌ³ee keÀns ~ Jen
®eenleer Leer efkeÀ meYeer ®eerpeW þerkedÀ mes Hetí ues ~ meYeer ®eerpeW þerkeÀ mes
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Ke) `Gmeves keÀne Lee' keÀneveer efkeÀme ³eg× keÀer  He=ÿYetefce Hej efueKeer
ie³eer Leer ?

ie) keÀerjle efmebn keÀewve nw ?

Ie) yegefOe³ee efkeÀmekeÀer yeerJeer Leer ?

*) ueeue Heeve keÀer yesiece keÀewve nw ?

®e) `cegbMeer ®eefvêkeÀe Òemeeo  efkeÀme efJeYeeie  ceW keÀece keÀjles Les ?

í) Heepesye efkeÀmekesÀ meeLe ®eueer ie³eer Leer ~

pe) `efHelee' keÀneveer kesÀ keÀneveerkeÀej keÀe veece efueefKeS ~

Pe) `yeg×iegHle' keÀneB keÀe SkeÀ #eef$e³e Lee ~

_e) `efHelee'  keÀneveer ceW efHelee efkeÀme Heeræ{er  kesÀ ÒeleerkeÀ nw ?

ì) Ieesæ[e  keÀe veece keÌ³ee Lee ?

þ) efyejpet  keÀer ceeB vee®e osKeves kesÀ efueS keÀneB  peeleer nw ?
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peeve ues Deewj ogefve³ee keÀer nj ®eerpe Hej Henues keÀer lejn Oeæ[uues
mes yeelekeÀjs ~ Hej GmekeÀer efnccele vener bnesleer Leer ~ GmekesÀ efoue ceW
ve peeves kewÀmee Ye³ee mece³ee ngDee Lee ~

Ie) jele  nesve s Hej SkeÀle e  jespe  keÀer lejn i eueer kesÀ yeenj yee ³eeR
lejHeÀ keÀer otke Àeve kesÀ leKles  Hej Dee yewþe ~ jespe jemles  mes
iegp ejves Jeeues  Heefjef®ele   ueesi eeW ke Àes De eJeepe  os-oskeÀj Heeme
yegu ee ueslee Le e Deewj GvnW meÆs kesÀ ie gj Dee wj mesnle ke sÀ vegmKes
yele elee jnlee Lee  e ce iej Gme efove Jen JeneB y ewþe u e®ís keÀes
DeHe veer JewMvee s osJe er keÀer Gme  ³ee$e e keÀe  JeCe& ve meg veelee  jne p ees
Gmeves Hevên mee eue Henues keÀer Leer ~

2. efvecveefueefKele ÒeMveeW ceW mes efkeÀvneR ®eej kesÀ GÊej oerefpeS :12½ × 4

ke À) `Gmeves keÀne Lee' keÀneveer keÀer keÀLee GÎsM³e Deewj Mewueer Hej
Deeuees®evee keÀerefpeS ~

Ke) `DeekeÀeMe oerHe' keÀneveer kesÀ DeeOeej Hej ®ebHee kesÀ ®eefj$e keÀer
efJeMes<eleeDeeWe keÀes jsKeebefkeÀle keÀerefpeS ~

ie) `nej keÀer peerle' keÀneveer kesÀ veecekeÀjCe keÀer meeLe&keÀlee Hej efJe®eej
keÀerefpeS ~

d Ie) `ceueyes keÀe ceeefuekeÀ' keÀneveer keÀer meceer#ee keÀerefpeS ~

*) `keÀHeÀve' keÀneveer keÀer keÀLeeJemleg  Deeuees®evee keÀerefpeS ~

®e) `oesHenj keÀe Yeespeve' ceW ef®eef$ele vecve-ceO³e Jeieea³e HeefjJeej
keÀer ogo&Mee Hej Deeuees®evee keÀerefpeS ~

í) `efHelee' keÀneveer keÀer keÀLeeJemleg Hej efJe®eej keÀerefpeS ~

pe) yeeue ceveesefJe%eeve kesÀ DeeOeej Hej `Heepesye' keÀneveer keÀer meceer#ee
keÀerefpeS ~

3. efìHHeCeer efueefKeS : (efkeÀvneR oes) 4 × 2

ke À) Deeb®eefuekeÀlee Deewj ueeue Heeve keÀer yesiece

Ke) efmekeÌkeÀe yeoue ie³ee keÀer veeef³ekeÀe

ie) ve³eer keÀneveer Deewj keÀHeÀve

Ie) ceueJes keÀe ceeefuekeÀe keÀewve nw ?

4. Deefle mebef#eHle GÊej oerefpeS (efkeÀvneR ome) 1 × 10

ke À) Meenepeer keÀewve Lee ?
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IV-UG-Eng(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1

which is compulsory

Group -A

1. Give  short answers to any four  of the following :
 4 × 7½

a) Discuss  the signifiance  of race studies.

b) How does the feminist study distinguish between
sex and gender.

c) 'Dying is an art' – Elaborate the statement in
'Lady Lazarus'.

d) Discuss the  theme of sexism in 'The Color Purple'.

e) Throw light on the sisterhood between Celie and
Nettie in 'The Color Purple'.

f) What  does the pear tree in  the story 'Bliss'
symbolise ?

g) How  is Dopdi portrayed as a symbol of women
empowerment in Mahasweta Devi's 'Draupadi' ?
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h) What pathetic picture of the upper caste women
is presented in 'Amar Jiban'.

Group-B

2. What issues of Black Women are addressed in 'The
Color Purple'.12½

3. What is confessional writing ? Write a note on the
confessional  mode in  the writings of two women
writers. 12½

4. How does  Kate Millet's sexual po litics  analyse
the ro le o f pat riachy  in  s ociety, cu ltu re and
literatu re. 12½

5. Discuss major concerns in Emily Dickinson's poetry
on the basis of the  poems you have read. 12½

6. Dis cus s  the conflict  in  'Bliss ' by  Katherine
Mansfield. 12½

7. How does the story 'Draupadi' portray the oppressed
women of the deprive section of society. 12½

8. Write a crit ical summary of Ramabai Ranade's
'A testimony of our inexhaustible Treasures'.       12½
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IV-UG-His t(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1

which is compulsory

Group -A

1. Write short notes on any four  of the following.
  7½ × 4

a) Travelogues on Mughal polity.

b) Issues in the War of Succession.

c) Anti Hindu policy of Aurangzeb.

d) Jat and Satnami Revolts.

e) Mughal Paintings.

f) Peshwa Baji Rao I

g) Emergence of successor states.

h) Markets and transportation system under the
Mughals.
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Group-B

2. Give an account of the Persian and Vernacular literary
sources of information for the study of Medieval
India. 12½

3. Throw light on the growth of  Mansab system under
Jahangir and  Shah Jahan. 12½

4. Dis cus s  the territo rial  expans ion  and
consolidat ion of Mughal empire in the firs t half
of 17th  Cen tury. 12½

5. Trace the development of Mughal architecture under
Shah Jahan. 12½

6. Estimate the achievements of Shivaji. 12½

7. Discuss the factors responsible for the decline of the
Mughal empire.. 12½

8. Write  an  ess ay  on  the o rgan isation  o f craft
production and technological development during
the  Mughal period. 12½
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IV-UG-Eco(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1

which is compulsory

Group -A

1. Give  short answers to any four  of the following :
  7½ × 4

a) Distinguish between Public Finance and Private
Finance.

b) Explain the characteristics of Private Goods and
Public Goods.

c) Discuss the Canons of public expenditure.

d) Explain the effects of public expenditure on
production.

e) Discuss the Canons of taxation.

f) Explain  the causes of low level of taxab le
capacity in India.
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g) Discuss the effects of taxation on distribution.

h) Explain the  objective approach to Ability to Pay
theory of Taxation.

Group-B

2. Coincidence o f MSS with  MSB determines the
optimum size of public Budget. 12½

3. Discuss the role of Government  in respect of market
failure due to externalities. 12½

4. Explain  Wagner's law of Increasing State Activities.
12½

5. Discuss Peacock-Wiseman hypothesis of discrete
growth of public expenditure. 12½

6. Explain  Dalton's modern theory of Incidence of
Taxation. 12½

7. Equality in taxation implies equality in sacrifice.
Explain. 12½

8. Budget is  an  ins trument  o f economic po licy.
Explain . 12½
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IV-UG-Pol.Sc(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1

which is compulsory

Group -A

1. Answers any four  of the following.   7½ × 4

a) Explain how territoriality  of a nation-state is
affected by the process of globalization.

b) What is WTO ? What are its functions ? Explain.

c) Expand the concept 'State terrorism'.

d) Explain the causes of inter-state migration.

e) Discuss the changing  dimensions of human
security.

f) Mention the main provisions of  Kyoto protocol.

g) What do you mean by TNCs ? Briefly  point out
how they work to promote globalization.

h) Do you think the NPT, 1968 is discriminatory ?
Justify your answer.
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Group-B

2. "World Bank and the IMF are two  engines of
globalisation". Explain the statement with reference
to their role and functions. 12½

3. Define  g lobalization  and briefly discus s the
alternative perspectives. 12½

4. Give an  account  o f the s teps  taken by  the
international community  to  addres s various
environmental issues. 12½

5. Explain the cultural and technological dimensions
of globalization. 12½

6. What do you mean by nuclear proliferation ? Discuss
the  problems of nuclear proliferation. 12½

7. "'Governance without governmen is the contemporary
trend in global politics." Examine 12½

8. What  do you mean by  international terrorism ?
Discuss the causes of its growth in recent times.

12½
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IV-UG-Phi l(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1

which is compulsory

Group -A

1. Write short notes on any four of the following
concepts of the Bhagabadgita.   7½ × 4

a) Yoga

b) Karmaphala

c) Vikarma

d) Brahman as parama Aksara

e) Purusottama

f) Para Pr akrti


g) Sannyasa

h) Sattvika Sukha.

Group-B

2. What  do you mean by Yoga ? Discuss according to

the Bhagabagita. 12½

3. Explain the Gita's  concept of life  and death. 12½

4. Discuss Karmayoga of the Bhagabadgita 12½

5. What is Karma ? How is it different from  akarma

and vikarma ? Explain 12½

6. Give a note on  three gunas as described in the

Jnana vijnana  Yoga of the Bhagabadgita. 12½

7. What do you mean by Uttama Purusa


. Discuss. 12½

8. Expand  the meaning of the following. 12½

Kamyanam karmanam nyasam

                     sannyasam kavayo viduh

Sarvakarmaphalatyagam

                Pr ahustyagam vicaksanah


( Verse -II, Chap. XVIII )
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IV-UG-Soc(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1

which is compulsory

Group -A

1. Answers any four  of the following   7½ × 4

a) Discuss  the legal definition of crime.

b) What are the consequences o f personality
disorganisation ?

c) Discuss the relevance of Ecological theory of
deviant behaviour.

d) Dis t inguis h between  crime and  Juven ile
delinquency.

e) Discuss Durkheims contribution to the theory
of disorganisation.

f) Attempt a sociological definition of poverty.

g) Discuss the causes of Domestic violence.

h) Give your suggestions to control the problem
of Terrorism in India.

Group-B

2. Briefly  discuss the nature of social disorganisation.

12½

3. Give a sociologial analysis of the  problem of dowry
in India. 12½

4. Discuss  the causes of family disorganisation. 12½

5. Examine  Merton 's sociolog ical analys is on the

theory of  deviant behaviour. 12½

6. Explain psychological causes of crime. 12½

7. Analyse  the reformative theory of punishment.

12½

8. Describe  the causes of poverty in Indian society.

12½
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IV-UG-Anth(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1

which is compulsory

Group -A

1. Write short notes on any  four  of the following
  6 × 4

a) Field work tradition.

b) Etic and emic perspectives.

c) Rapport establishment.

d) Participant observation.

e) Report writting.

f) Interview.

g) Life history.

h) Authorship and publication.

Group-B

2. What  is the contributon of Malinowski about the
ethnographic approaches of field work tradition in
anthropology ? 9

3. Briefly discuss on the comparative and historical
methods of fieldwork tradition in Anthropology.  9

4. What  is Research Design? Briefly discuss the types
of  research design ? 9

5. Elaborately discuss on the types of sampling with
suitable examples. 9

6. Define the concept of survey and give the details
accounts o f relation of su rvey  method with
ethnographic methods of data collection 9

7. What is ethics ? Define and analyze ethical issues in
the context of human subject research. 9

8. Write  details about ethical importance of consent,

Privacy and confidentiality in research. 9
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IV-UG-Geog(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margn indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory

Group -A

1. Answer any  four  of the following 7½ × 4

a) Scope of  human geography

b) Cephalic Index

c) Origin of man

d) Social life of Bushmen

e) Culture

f) Sikh ism

g) Scheduled tribes.

h) Economy of Todas.

Group-B

2. Elaborate  the concept of  Possibilism. 9

3. Give an account of major races of India. 9

4. Describe the life and economy of Semangs. 9

5. Discuss the major languages of India. 9

6. Critically examine the impact of caste system on
Indian society. 9

7. Give an account of  the scheduled caste population
in India. 9

8. Highlight on the social  and economic life of Santals.

9
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IV-UG-Stat(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margn indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q.No.1
which is compulsory

Group -A

1. Answer  any  four  of the following  6 × 4

a) Describe  Semi average method of measuring
trend.

b) Dist inguis h between "Additive model"  and
multiplicative model in a time series  analysis
of data.

c) Describe how a straight line trend can be fitted
by principle of lease square.

d) What is a "Business cycle" describe the cyclic
variations occuring in business cycle.
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e) Describe "Simple Average Method" of obtaining
seasonal variation.

f) Define Index  number. What are the limitations
of Index number ? Why Index number is called
as an economic barometer.

g) What is Circular Test ? Show that fisher's Index
number does not satisfy circular test.

h) Explain "Base Shifting" Splicing and deflating
of Index number.

Group-B

2. Define Time Series. Ment ion  its  importan t
components with  illustrations and describe a method
of smoothing of time series 9

3. Fit a straight line Trend to the given data and obtain
the trend values 12½

Year         1975    1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981

production
intonnes       77     88 94  85 91  98 90

4. Describe the"Ratio-to-trend" method of measuring
the seasonal variation. 9

5. Describe  the  variate difference  method  for
determining  the irregular variations. 9

6. What do you mean by weighted index  number ?
Dis cus s the various  type o f weighted  Index
number. 9

7. What  are the criteria of a good index number ? Why
Fisher's Index  number is called an ideal index
number. 9

8. What  is cost of living index number ? What are the

steps of its  construction ? Mention its uses. 9
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IV-UG-Edn(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Differen tiate between  bas ic and  app lied
research.

b) Explain the characteristics of a good research
problem.

c) Describe the value of interview in data collection.

d) Discuss the nature of experimental research.

e) Briefly describe the uses of mean and median.

f) Mention six properties of normal probability curve.

g) Write down the value o f correlation in  data
interpretation.

h) Explain what is synopsis ?
V-116 [Turn Over

Group - B

2. What is action research ? Describe the various steps
in conducting action research. 9

3. Explain in detail the nature and characteristics of
qualitative research. 9

4. W hat  is hypo thes is  ?  Des cribe the main
characteristics of a good hypothesis. 9

5. Define rating scale and give an account of different
types of rating scale with their specific use. 9

6. What is Content Analysis ? Explain the various steps
of content analysis. 9

7. Explain in detail the general format of a research
report. 9

8. Describe with example how quantitative data i.e
inferential statistics based on parametric tests are
analysed.
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IV-UG-Psy(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) What do you mean by assessment ? Briefly discuss
the nature and scope of human assessment.

b) Discuss different principles of test construction.

c) What is validity ? Discuss different types of validity.

d) Point out the differenes between  verbal and
nonverbal tests with examples.

e) How intelligence can be measured ?

f) Discuss the advantages and limitations of self-
report inventories.

g) Evaluate different techniques of grading and
reporting of performances.

h) Discuss the drawbacks of various interest inventories.
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Group - B

2. Discuss different parameters of assessment with
examples. 9

3. What  do you mean  by ps ychological scaling ?
Discuss various methods of scaling. 9

4. What is meant by Standardization ? How can a test
be standardized ? 9

5. Define reliab ility. Dis cus s differen t types  o f
reliab ility. 9

6. How pro ject ive tes ts  are us ed  to  as s es s
personality ? 9

7. Discuss the advantages and limitations of different
traditional tests. 9

8. Write short notes on any two of the following : 9
a) Development of test norms

b) Interpersonal interaction

c) Computer assessment

d) Alternative Assessment.
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IV-UG-Com(H)-VI(MA)
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) How does Management Accounting differ from
Financial Accounting ? 8

b) W hat are the limitations  o f Management
Accounting ? 8

OR

From the following particulars prepare statement of
proprietory fund with as many details as possible :
a) Stock Velocity                                  6
b) Capital Turn Over ratio                    2
c) Fixed Asset Turn Over ratio             4
d) Gross profit  Turn Over ratio           20%
e) Debtors velocity                               2 months
f) Creditors velocity                            73 days
The g ros s p rofit was  Rs 60,000. Reserves and
Surplus amounted to Rs 20,000. Closing stock was
Rs 5,000 in excess of opening stock. 16
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4. Discuss b riefly the objectives and limitations of
budgetary control. 8 + 8

OR
Write  notes on the following : 8 + 8

a) Master Budget

b) Flexible Budget.

5. The standard cost of a chemical mixture is as under :
8 tons of material A at Rs 40 per ton.
12 tons of material B at Rs 60 per ton.
Standard Yield is 90% of input.
Actual cost for a period is as under.
10 tons of material A at Rs 30 per ton.
20 tons of material B at Rs 68 per ton.
Actual Yield is 26.5 tons.
Compute all material variances. 16

OR
What are the possible causes of following variances ?

a) Material Price Variance 4 × 4
b) Material Quantity Variance

c) Labour Rate of Pay Variance

d) Labour Efficiency Variance.
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2. What is Fundflow Statement ? Explain its importance
and objectives. 6 + 10

OR
  The following schedule shows the Balance sheet in

condensed form of Phulera Ltd. in the begining and
at the end of the year 2015.

          Assets    1.1.2015 31.12.2015
Cash and Bank Balance 45,000 45,000
Sundry Debtors 33,500 21,500
Temporary Investment 55,000 37,000
Prepaid expenses 500 1,000
Stock in trade 41,000 53,000
Land and building 75,000 75,000
Machinery 26,000 35,000

2,76,000 2,67,500
Liabilities and  Capital
Sundry Creditors 51,500 48,000
Outstanding Expenses 6,500 6,000
8% Debentures 45,000 35,000
Depreciation Fund 20,000 22,000
Reserve for Contingencies 30,000 30,000
Profit  and Loss A/c 8,000 11,500
Capital 1,15,000 1,15,000

2,76,000 2,67,500

Additional information :
a) 10% Dividend was paid in cash.

b) New machinery for Rs 15,000 was purchased but
old machinery costing Rs 6,000 was sold for Rs 2,000
accumulated depreciation thereon was Rs 3,000.

c) Rs 10,000 8% debentures were redeemed by
purchas e from open market  Rs  96 for a
debenture of Rs 100.

d) Rs 18,000 investments were sold at book value

You are required to prepare Cash Flow Statement.   16

3. Give a comparative des cription of Absorption
Costing and Marginal Costing. 16

OR
A company has fixed expenses of Rs 90,000 with
sales Rs 3,00,000 and a profit of Rs 60,000 during
the first half year. In the second half it suffered a
loss of Rs 30,000.

Calculate :
a) The profit volume ratio break-even point and

margin of safety for the first half year.

b) Sales volume for the second half year assuming
that selling price and fixed expenses remained
unchanged.

c) The break-even point and margin of safety for
the whole year. 16
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IV-UG-S ans (CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No.1.

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. DeOeesefueefKeles<eg kesÀ<eeefáele ®elegCee¥ cegÊejb oer³ele :  7½ × 4

ke À) Yeer$eeLe&eveeb  Ye³ensleg: met$eb J³eeK³eele ~

Ke) DevleOeez ³esveeoMe&veefce®íefvle- met$eb J³eeK³eele ~

ie) ke=Àl³eeveeb keÀÊe&efj Jee-met$eb J³eeK³eele ~

Ie) <eÿer nslegÒe³eesies - met$eb J³eeK³eele ~

*) ³em³e ®e YeeJesve YeeJeue#eCeced-met$eb J³eeK³eele ~

®e) ve#e$es uegefHe ®e-met$ebJ³eeK³eele ~

í) mebmke=Àlesve DevegJeole :
iõÄéZbûhûKê ù\aZûcû^ue bûhû ùaûfò Kêjû~ûGö Gjû
_é[ôaúe iûjòZòýK bûhûcû^u c¤ùe iað _âûPú^ö Gjû
bûeZúd bûhûcû^ue R^^úö
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Sanskrit is called as the language of Gods. It is
oldest of literary languages of the world. It is
the mother of all Indian languages.

pe) met³e&m³e meHleveeceeefve DecejkeÀes<eeOeejsCe efueKele ~

Group - B

2. met$eb J³eeK³eele : 12½

YegJe: ÒeYeJe:,  Hejepesjmeeso: ~

3. met$e J³eeK³ee keÀe³ee& : 12½

keÀÊe&=keÀce&Cees:  ke=Àefle,  J³eJeËHeCeer: meceLe&³ees:

4. met$eb J³eeK³eele : 12½

³ele½e efveOee&jCeced  , meHlec³eefOekeÀjCes ~

5. mebmke=Àlesve DevegJeole : 12½

aélcûù^ @^ýe iêaò]û _ûAñ Qûdû _â\û^ Ke«ò ö ùicûù  ̂_âPŠ
C�û_ ijò _a  ̂\û^ Ke«ò ö bf ùfûKcû^u Êbûa Gjò_eò ö
i{^cû^u iµ�ò _ùeû_Kûeùe fûMò[ûG ö i{^ ̂ òùR KÁ
ijò @^ýKê iêL \ò@«ò ö

Trees  give shelter for the welbeing of others. They
offer fruits to others enduring  the tremendous heat.
The nature of goodmen are like this. The wealth of
goodmen are utilised for the benefit of others. Good
men endure pain and offer pleasure to others.

6. efJe<Cees: ogiee&³ee:  ®e meHlemeHleveeceeefve efueKele ~ 12½

7. efìHedHeCeeR efueKele : 12½

DeeHeeoeveced ,  Mes<es , efveOee&jCeced  ~

8. ieCesMem³e  meHleveeceeefve efueKele ~ 12½
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IV-UG-Hindi(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions

1. efvecveefueefKe le ieÐeebMee s ceW mes ef keÀvne R oes ke Àer me Òeme² J³eeK³ee
efkeÀefpeS : 6 × 2

ke À) cesje og:Ke-megKe legcn ejs me eLe nw ~ efpeme lejn  jKeesies, Gmeer
lejn  jntBie er ~ ceQ  Yeer o sKetBie er, legce  DeHeves efme×evle eW kesÀ efkeÀleves
Heke ÌkesÀ nes ? ceQ Òe Ce keÀjleer ntB efkeÀ legcemes kegÀí ve cee BietBi eer ~
legcnW cesjs keÀejCe p eje Ye er keÀä Gþevee ven erb Heæ[ siee ~

Ke) ceQ Gve Deeoefce³eeW ceW veneR ntB pees efpevoieer keÀer pebpeerjeW keÀes ner
efpevoieer mecePeles nQ ~ ceQ efpevoieer keÀer DeejpegDeeWe keÀes efpevoieer
mecePelee ntB ~  cegPes efpevoe jnves kesÀ efueS SkeÀ Ssmes efoue keÀer
peªjle nw, efpemeceW  DeejpegSB neW, oo& nes,l³eeie nes, meewoe nes ~
pees cesjs meeLe jeskeÀ mekeÀlee nes, cesjs meeLe peue mekeÀlee nes ~

Ie) Òesce®evo keÀe veece keÌ³ee nw ?

*) keÀeueer kesÀ ieeBJe keÀe veece keÌ³ee nw ?

®e) `vejkeÀ kegÀC[ keÀe yeeme'  efkeÀmekeÀer j®evee jner ?

í) keÀeueer keÀer ®ee®eer keÀe veece keÌ³ee Lee ?

pe) `DeeHe keÀe yeCìer' efkeÀme lejn keÀe GHev³eeme nw ?

Pe) `DeeHekeÀe yeCìer'  kesÀ DeefleefjkeÌle ceVet YeC[ejer jef®ele  otmeje
GHev³eeme keÀe veece efueefKeS ~

_e) MekegÀve Deewj Depe³e kesÀ yeer®e leueekeÀ keÀe cetue keÀejCe keÌ³ee nw ~

ì) yebìer keÀe veece keÌ³ee Lee ?

þ) efnvoer kesÀ efkeÀmeer SkeÀ Òeefme× uesefKekeÀe keÀe veece efueefKeS ~
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ie) peeves kewÀmeer ue#ceCe jsKee nw ³en DeHeves Denb ³ee mJeeefYeceeve keÀer
³ee efkeÀ DeHeves kebÀieuesHeve Deewj DeHeceeve keÀer efkeÀ FmekesÀ Heej Jen
efkeÀmeer  keÀes veneR Deeves osvee ®eenleer ~ keÌ³ee yeleeSB  efkeÀ Deeies keÌ³ee
nes mekeÀlee nw ³ee efkeÀ Henues keÌ³ee ngDee Lee ?

Ie) Henues ieeBJe  ceW ®eens ®eceej nes ³ee ®eewOejer, meyekeÀer Fppele meeBPeer
nesleer Leer ~ ueæ[eF& Peieæ[e lees otj, keÀesF& ®eceej ®eewOeefj³eeW kesÀ meeceves
DeeBKe GþekeÀj Yeer veneR osKelee Lee ~ peye DeeHe ueesieeWe ves nceejer
Fppele keÀes  DeHeveer Fppele mecePevee íesæ[ efo³ee, peye peeì Deewj
®eceej keÀe Ketve efceueves ueiee lees ³en ieæ[yeæ[ nesves ueieer~

2. efkeÀvneR oes efJe<e³e Hej efìHedHeCeer efueefKeS : 4 × 2

ke À) megKeoe keÀe mJeeefYeceeve

Ke) keÀeueer Deewj %eevees keÀe Òesce

ie) yebìer keÀer efJeJeMelee

Ie) cegVeer keÀe J³eefkeÌlelJe ~

3. efvecveefueefKele ÒeMveeW  ceW mes efkeÀvneR  ®eej  kesÀ GÊej efueefKeS :
12½ × 4

ke À) `keÀce&Yetefce'  ceW ef®eef$ele mecem³ee Hej Deeuees®evee keÀerefpeS ~

Ke) DecejkeÀeble kesÀ ®eefj$e keÀer efJeMes<eleeDeeW keÀes mHeä keÀerefpeS ~

ie) `DeeHekeÀe yebìer' ceW ÒeefleHeÀefuele meeceeefpekeÀ ³eLeeLe& Hej efJe®eej
keÀerefpeS ~

Ie) `DeeHekeÀe yebìer' GHev³eeme kesÀ veecekeÀjCe keÀer  meeLe&keÀlee Hej efJe®eej
keÀerefpeS ~

*) `Oejleer Oeve ve DeHevee'  GHev³eeme ceW  JeefCe&le oefuele mecem³ee Hej
Deeuees®evee keÀerefpeS ~

®e) efnvoer GHev³eeme ceW cegbMeer Òesce®ebo kesÀ ³eesieoeve Deewj cenlJe Hej
efJe®eej keÀerefpeS ~

í) efnvoer ceefnuee uesKeve ceW ceVet Yeb[ejer keÀer YetefcekeÀe Hej Deeuees®evee
keÀerefpeS ~

pe) oefuele m$eer Mees<eCe kesÀ mevoYe& ceW ̀ Oejleer Oeve ve DeHevee' GHev³eeme
keÀer meceer#ee keÀerefpeS ~

4. Deefle mebef#eHle GÊej oerefpeS (efkeÀvneR ome) : 1 × 10

ke À) keÀce&Yetefce  GHev³eeme keÀe ÒekeÀeMeve Je<e& efueefKeS ~

Ke) keÀeues KeeB keÀewve Lee ?

ie) meespes Jeleve  efkeÀmekeÀer j®evee jner ?
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IV-UG-ODI(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1.

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. ù~ ùKøYiò PûeòùMûUòe iõlò̄  C�e \ò@ ö 7½×4

K) KaòZû I M\ý c¤ùe [ôaû _û[ðKý _â\gð̂  Ke ö

L) "eieûcôû Kûaýiý' ùaûfò KûjóKò Kêjû~ûAQò, aêSûA \ò@ ö

M) IWÿò@û C_^òùagaû\ú KaòZû iõ_Kðùe @ûùfûP^û Ke ö

N) _âùdûMòK icúlûe cêLý flYMêWÿòK CùfäL Ke ö

O) Zêk^ûcôK iûjòZýe @ûagýKZû aêSûA \ò@ ö

P) @^êaû\e _âKûe ùb\ @ûùfûP^û Ke ö

Q) ùg÷kú bò�òK @ûùfûP^û Kjòùf K'Y aêSûG,ùfL ö

R) "@ûcô Rúa^ú' ùKCñ _âKûe iûjòZýe @«MðZ, aêSûA \ò@ ö

V-151 [Turn Over
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Group -B

2. _ âùdûMaû\ú Ka òZ û i õ_Kðùe C\ûjeY ij @ûùfûP^û
Keö 12½

3. C_^ýûie Êeì_ i´§ùe @ûùfûK_ûZ Keö 12½

4. iûjòZýùe @û]ê̂ òKZûe ]ûeû  i´§ùe @ûùfûP^û Keö 12½

5. @^êieY, @af´^ I @^êKÌ^û c¤ùe [ôaû _û[ðKý _â\gð̂
Keö 12½

6. @^êaû\e iõm I Êeì_ aòhdùe @ûùfûP^û Keö 12½

7. Zêk^ûcôK iûjòZýe C_ù~ûMòZû iõ_Kðùe @ûùfûP^û Keö   12½

8. eiaû\ K'Y ? C\ûjeY ij aêSûA \ò@ö 12½

9. @ûcô Rúa ú̂e iûjòZòýK cìfý C\ûjeY cû¤cùe aêSû@ö    12½

V-151-0.7 



IV-UG-Eng(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer  all questions

1. a) Jus tify  the tit le  o f the novel 'Swami and
Friends'. 12½

OR
b) Sketch the character, 'Swaminathan'.

2. Write short notes on any one of the following. 7½
a) Major characters of  'Swami and Friends'.

b) R. K. Narayan as a  Novelist.

3. a) Discuss Anita Desai as a feminist writer with
reference to her novel, 'In Custody' 12½

OR
b) Comment on the Plot-construct ion of Anita

Desai's novel, 'In custody'.

4. Write short notes on any one of the following : 7½

i) Literary works of Anita Desai
ii) A Portrayal of Deven.

V-145 [Turn Over

5. a) Comment  on the theme of Henry Derozio's
poem, 'The Orphan Girl'. 12½

OR

b) Critically analyse Robin S. Ngargon's peom,
'A Poem for Mother' in your own words.

6. Write  short answer  on any one of the following :    7½

i) Why did the poet's blood turn cold ? Explain it
briefly.

ii) Explain the significance of the title of the poem
'Night of the Scorpion'.

7. a) What is the significance of the title of Salman
Rushdie's  short story, 'The Free Radio' ? Justify
it in your own words. 12½

OR

b) What is the Central theme of Sashi Despande's
short story, 'The Intrusion' ? Discuss it in your
own words.

8. Write short notes on any  one of the following :     7½

a) Literary works of Mulk Raj Anand

b) Short stories of  Rohinton Mistry.

V-145-0.5 
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IV-UG-Eco(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Write short notes on any  four  of the following :
7½ × 4

a) Capital Market

b) Non-Banking Financial Intermediaries

c) Balance of Payment disequlibrium

d) Exchange control

e) Euro-Money Market

f) Warranted growth rate

g) Automatic fiscal stabilisers

h) Fiscal dificit.

Group -B

2. What is meant by financial market ? Analyse its
features and functions. 12½

3. Critically  examine the purchasing power parity
theory of exchange rate determinat ion under
inconvertible paper standard. 12½

4. Des cribe  the Mundell-Fleming short run open
economy  model for a small economy, Point out its
limitations. 12½

5. Explain the Harrod model of economic growth along
with Knife-edge instability problem. 12½

6. Analyse various objectives of fiscal policy. Do you
think that effectiveness of fiscal policy  on economic
growth is limited by crowding-out  effect ?  Give
reasons. 12½

7. Explain the classical view that a general cut in money
wage will cure unemployment . How did Keynes
oppose such a policy ? 12½

8. Write a brief note  on the develolpment  in the
field of macro economics in the  post-Keynesian
period. 12½

V-146-1  V-146 [Turn Over
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IV-UG-Pol.Sc.(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Answer any  four  of the following : 7½ × 4
a) Discuss the meaning and characteristics of

Public Policy.

b) Define Budget. Explain the Budget is a tool of
administration.

c) Discuss the  importance of National Helath
Mission.

d) "Control of state government over the Urban
Local Bodies is very vital" Explain.

e) Discuss the various types of Budget.

f) Analyse the role of RTI to eradicate corruption.

g) Explain the significance and necessity of Local
Self Government in India.

V-148 [Turn Over

h) What is MNREGA ? MNREGA is  a failu re
policy. Discuss.

Group -B

2. Discuss  the merits and demerits of Decentralisation.
12½

3. Discuss  the enactment of the Budget in Indian
Parliament. 12½

4. Define Public Policy.  Discuss the policy formulation
in India. 12½

5. Analyse the  working of Panchayati Raj System in
India. 12½

6. What do  you  mean by  local s elf governance ?
Explain the evolution of Urban Local Government
in India. 12½

7. "Right to Food Security plays a significant role in
eradication of poverty in India". Examine 12½

8. What   is  the meaning  o f Redres sal of Pub lic
grievances ?  Discuss the role of Lokpal for redressal
of public grievances. 12½

V-148-1 
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IV-UG-Hist(CC) - IX

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Write notes on any  four  of the following :      7½×4

a) Vernacular literature.

b) First Battle of Panipath

c) Mansab dari system

d) Revolt of Satnamis

e) Crop patterns

f) Overseas trade

g) Rural tension

h) Ulema.

Group -B

2. Give an account of the Persian literary works for
studying Mughal history. 12½

3. Shed light on the political condition of India on the
eve of Babur's Invasion. 12½

4. Examine the policy  adopted by Akbar towards the
Rajputs. 12½

5. Discuss in detail the Revenue admin istration of
Sher Shah. 12½

6. Give a pictu re of ru ral s ociety during  Mughal
ru le. 12½

7. What is mean t by Suffism ? Discuss  the main
principles of Suffism. 12½

8. Highlight the position of  'Ulema's as a pressure
group in Mughal India. 12½
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IV-UG-Phi l(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Answer any  four  of the following : 7½ × 4

a) Define Ethics.

b) What do you mean by non moral actions ?

c) Distinguish between motive and intention.

d) Explain  Hedonism.

e) What is Egoism ?

f) Explain  deterent theory of punishment

g) Write short notes on individualism.

h) Define environmental ethics.

Group -B

2. State and explain the nature of  ethics. How its is
related to religion. 12½

3. Define  ethics. What  are its scope ? How it is related
to sociology. 12½

4. Dist ingu is h between   moral and non  moral
actions . Eth ics  is concerned with which type of
actions. 12½

5. Explain and examine utilitarianism of J.S. Mill.  12½

6. Give an account of organic view of society. 12½

7. Discus s b riefly abou t  ret ribu t ive theory o f
punishment. 12½

8. Give an account of exploitation of nature. 12½

V-149-0.5 
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IV-UG-Soc(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Answer any  four  of the following : 7½ × 4

a) Discuss briefly any three functions of marriage.

b) Discuss briefly endogamy and exogamy as rules
of marriage.

c) Discuss briefly any th ree characteristics of
family.

d) Write a brief note on clan.

e) Discuss briefly kinship organization in Northern
India.

f) Write a brief note on kinship organization in
Southern India.

g) Discuss briefly any three factors affecting joint
family system in India.

h) Discuss briefly any three effets of divorce in the
Indian context.

Group -B

2. Define marriage and discus s briefly its various
forms. 12½

3. Analyse the functions of family. 12½

4. Define kinship and discuss its various types 12½

5. Write a note on kinship terminology.  12½

6. Write a note on genealogical methods. 12½

7. Discuss the recent changes in marriage in the Indian
context. 12½

8. Write a note on divorce and family disintegration.
12½
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IV-UG-Anth(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Write short notes on any  four  of the following :
6 × 4

a) Human Growth.

b) Primatics.

c) Pre-natal.

d) Growth Curves.

e) Patterns of growth.

f) Body Mas Index (BMI).

g) Somatotyping.

h) Parnell.

Group -B

2. What is growth ? Discuss the concept of human
growth, development and maturation. 9

3. Discuss the evolutainary perspective on human
growth including living primate and fossil human
ancestors. 9

4. Give an account of the period of growth on human
being. 9

5. Briefly discuss the ethnic and gender differences in
growth curves. 9

6. Write the ecological factors influencing the patterns
of growth and variation. 9

7. Briefly discuss the nutritional epidemiology and the
concept of balance diet. 9

8. Give a detailed account of models and techniquies
of human physique and body composition. 9
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IV-UG-Edn(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1.Answer any  four  of the following :6 × 4

a)Discuss the relationship between Assessment
and Evaluation.

b)Differentiate between referenced measurement
and criterion referenced measurement ?

c)Write the advantages and limitations of objective
type Test.

d)State the learning objectives under cognitive domain.

e)What are the different Rating Scales and their uses

f)What are the steps involved in the construction
of a standardised test.

g)Write the different factors affecting the validity
of test scores.

h)Explain the important factors influencing the
usability of a test.

Group -B

2.Discuss the objectives and important features of
Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE).9

3.Discuss the general inst ructional objectives and
corresponding specific learning outcomes in terms
of Student's behaviour under affective domain.9

4.Describe the different types of observational
techniques and its applications in assessing the
learner's behaviour.9

5.Explain  the Tryou t and  Evaluation  Stage o f
Constructing a standardized achievement test.9

6.What do you mean by reliability of a good test ?
Describe any one methods o f determining the
reliability of a test.9

7.What is Interview ? Discuss the types and purpose
of Interview.9

8.Discuss the various evaluation procedures used in
the classroom instruction.9

V-158-0.5V-158[Turn Over
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IV-UG-Ps y(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Answer any  four  of the following : 6 × 4

a) Define Educational Psychology and discuss its
principles in brief.

b) Discuss different objectives for learning.

c) Elaborate Vygots ky 's  theory of cognitive
development with its limitations.

d) Point out the differences between Intrinsic and
Extrinsic motivation.

e) Dis cuss  different techn iques in  classooom
teaching.

f) Enumerate different characteristics of creativity.

g) What is an aptitude ? Discuss the nature of
aptitudes.

h) Evaluate the advan tages and limitations  of
standardized tests.

Group -B

2. Evaluate Piaget's theory of cognitive development
with examples. 9

3. Discuss different approaches to understand different
classroom motivation. 9

4. Elaborate different characteristics of an effective
teacher. 9

5. Briefly discuss different theories of creativity. 9

6. How creativity can be fostered among children ?    9

7. Discuss various techniques for the measurement of
aptitudes. 9

8. Sugges t some methods  for teaching mentally
retarded children. 9
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IV-UG-Geog(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.
Give diagrams wherever necessary.

Group -A

1. Answer any  four  of the following : 6 × 4

a) Primary data

b) Types of data

c) Grouping Technique

d) Mode

e) Coefficient of variation

f) Random Sampling

g) Scatter diagram

h) Regression.

Group -B

2. Discuss the significance of statistical methods in
Geography. 9

3. Give an account of the interval and ratio scales of
measurement with examples. 9

4. Explain the uses and limitations of histogram and
frequency polygon. 9

5. Define and  discuss  the importance o f ogive
curves. 9

6. Define Sampling  and  d ifferen t iate between
systematic and stratified sampling. 9

7. What is measures of central tendency ? Discuss the
calculation and uses of median. 9

8. What is correlation ? Eloborate with examples the
positive and negative correlation. 9
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IV-UG-Eco(GE-B)-II

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write  short notes on any four of the following :
7½ × 4

a) Stock and flow variable.

b) Real and Nominal GDP.

c) Green Accounting

d) Velocity of circulation of Money

e) Deflation

f) Fullemployment

g) Investment Multiplier

h) Depreciation.

Group - B

2. What  is value-added ? Explain the value-added
method of estimating national income. Point out the
limitations of the method. 12½

3. Discuss Cash-balance approach to Quantity Theory
of Money. Examine it s superiority over Cas h
transanction approach. 12½

4. "Banks are not mere purveyors of Money, but in an
important sense, manufacturer's of Money'. Examine
the  statement. 12½

5. Explain different approaches of inflation and bring
out the differences between the Keynesian and
Monetarist approaches. 12½

6. "Inflation is unjust, Deflation is inexpedient of the
two deflation is worse". Examine. 12½

7. "Supply creates its own demand". Discuss. 12½

8. Explain  the Keynesian  theory  o f income
determination in a simple two sector model.          12½

V-125-0.3  V-125 [Turn Over
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IV-UG-Stat(CC)-IX

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Answer any  four  of the following : 6 × 4

a) What is a sample survey ? Differentate between
random sampling and Non-random sampling.

b) Describe the basic principles of sample survey.

c) What do you mean by sampling errors ? How
these errors can be controlled ?

d) Prove the probability of selecting a specified unit
of the population at any given draw is equal to
the probability of its being selected at the first
draw.

e) Show that in simple random sampling without
rep lacement  s ample mean  is an  unb iased
estimator of population mean.

V-157 [Turn Over



f) Des cribe the procedure of s ratified random
sampling. Under what cond ition is sartified
random sampling preferred to simple random
sampling?

g) How is  a systemat ic sample taken from a
population of size nk where n is the sample size
and k is an integer. Give an expression for an
estimator of the population mean.

h) Discuss product estimator and derive its mean
s quare error up to  the second  degree o f
approximation.

Group -B

2. Describe the advantages  of sample survey over
complete enumeration. 9

3. What are the sources of Non-sampling errors. State
the precautions to be taken for the eradication of
these errors. 9

4. Show that in s imple random sampling  without
replacement sample mean square is an unbiased
estimator of population mean square. 9

5. Explain proportional allocation in s artified random
sampling. Find sampling variance of s ample mean
under this  allocat ion and  hence compare it with
that  o f a  s imple random s ampling  withou t
stratification. 9

6. In usual natations, prove that the systematic sample.
Mean is more precise than the mean of a simple
random s ample taken without  replacement  if
S2

way  > S2. 9

7. Describe ratio method of estimation. Derive Bias and
mean square Error of an estimator based on ratio
method of estimation. 9

8. Define cluster sampling . State the situation where
clus ter sampling   is  usefu l. Find  the relat ive
efficiency of mean of a cluster sample with respect
to that of a simple random sample. 9

V-157-0.1
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IV-UG-Phy(GE-B)-II

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Prove that a ( b c ) b( a .c ) c ( a. b )   
        6

b) Derive the expression for electric field due to a
point charge using Gauss's theorem. 6

c) Calculate the electric potential due to a dipole
at a point with position vector making angle 
with the dipole axis. 6

d) Distinguish among diamagnetic, paramagnetic
and feromagnetic substances. 6

V-119 [Turn Over

7. Deduce the wave equations satisfied by the Electric
and Magnetic fields from the  Maxwell equations
and hence prove that electromagnetic waves are
transverse. 3+3+3

8. Discuss propagation of energy in electromagnetic
waves and hence duduce the expression for Poynting
vector. Prove the Poynting theorem. 2+4+3

V-119-1 
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e) State Lenz's law and explain with the help of an
appropriate example how it ensures conservation
of energy. 1+5

f) Show that  the magnetic energy of a pair of
coupled circuits will given by

2 2
1 2 1 21 2

1 1U L I L I MI I
2 2

  

Where L1 and L2 are the self inductances, M is
the mutual inductance, I1 and I2 are the currents
in the circuits. 6

g) A battery is connected across an inductor and
resistor in series. Solve the differential equation
for growth of current. Define time constant and
sketch the current versus time. 4+1+1

h) Explain the necessity for introduction of the
Dis placement  current  in  the 4th Maxwell
equation. 6

Group - B

2. Define divergence of a vector field and explain its
physical significance. Calculate r.

  , where r  is
the position vector. 1+6+2

3. Derive an expres sion for the capacitance of a
s pherical capacito r. Deduce the formula fo r
capacitance of an isolated spherical conductor from
it and hence calculate the capacitance of earth, given
radius of earth = 6400km. 5+2+2

4. Derive gauss's law for  dielectrics and hence calculate
the capacitance of a parallel plates  capacitor
completely  filled with a d ielectric o f dielectric
constant K. 5+4

5. State  Biot-Savart law and calculate the magnetic
field due to a  current-carrying solenoid at an axial
point. 2+7

6. Derive  expression for current in a series LCR circuit
and explain resonance in the circuit. 6+3

[  3  ][  2  ]
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IV-UG-Chem(GE-B)-II

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following :

a) i) State d ifferent  froms  of firs t law of
thermodynamics. 3

ii) Explain standard enthalpy of formation.    3

b) State Le-chatelier's principle. What will happen
to the equilibrium,
N2(g)  + 3H2 (g)  2NH3 (g) + 96KJ
if temperature and pressure are increased ?     2+4

c) What is buffer solution ? Explain the buffer
mechanism of an acid buffer. Deduce an expression
for the PH of such buffer solution. 1+2+3

V-120 [Turn Over

6. Discuss the mechanism of electrophilic aromatic
substitution for 4½×2

a) halogenation

b) sulphonation.

7. Discuss the mechanism of SN1 and SN2 reaction in
alkyl halides. 4½×2

8. a) What happen's when ethylene glycol is treated
with 4
i) lead acetate
ii) HNO3 .

b) What happens when 10,  20 and 30 alcohols are
oxidised with alkaline KMnO4 ? 2+2+1

9. Write  notes on the following : 4

a) Aldol condensation

b) Pinacole-pinacolone rearrangement. 5

V-120-1.3 
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d) i) Define pH. Calculate pH of the following
solution at 250 C. 1+2

0.001 M  HCl  and 0.01 M NaOH.

ii) Derive the relation between PH and POH.   3

e) Complete the following reactions and name the
products 2 × 3

i) C H CH COCl AlCl
6 6 3

3  

ii) C H d hot tube C
2 2

4000Re , 

iii) C H CH CH CH KMnO H
6 5 2 2 3 4     

f) Discuss the elimination-addition mechanism for
reaction of chlorobenzine with NaNH2. 6

g) i) How will you prepare ethyl alcohol from
methyl acohol ? 2

ii) Write a note on Benzoin condensation. 4

h) How will you prepare 10,  20 and 30 alcohols
using Grignard reagent ? 2 × 3

Group -B

2. a) Bond  energ ies o f F2  and  Cl2 are 36.6 and
58.0 KCalmol– respectively. Heat libarated in
the reaction of F2 + Cl2  2FCl is 26.6 KCal.
Find the bond energy of F– Cl. 5

b) Thermodynamically derive the law of mass
action. 4

3. a) Derive Kirchoff's equation. 5

b) What is meant by Kp ? Derive the relat ion
between Kp and Kc. 1 + 3

4. a) Explain the hydrolysis of weak acid and strong
base. Derive expressions for K, Kn and PH of
the solution.  3 + 3

b) Define and explain the term ionic product of
water. 3

5. Write  notes on the following : 4½×2

a) Common ion effect

b) Application of solubility product principle.

V-120 [Turn Over
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IV-UG-Math (GE-B) - II
(Arts / Sc.)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.
Symbols used have their usual meaning.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 7½ × 4

a) Suppose R+ be the set o f all pos it ive real
numbers. Define the operations of addition and
scalar multiplication as follows

u u . , u , R       

. u u u R      and real scalar  .

Prove  that R+ is a vector space.

b) State and prove rank nullity theorem.

c) Form the matrix [T : B1, B2]  where 2 2T : v v

defined by T(x,y) = (x,–y)

B1 = {(1,1), (1,0)},  B2 ={2,3) , (4,5)}

b) If N is a normal subgroup of G and H is any
subgroup of G, then prove that NH is a subgroup
of G. 6½

6. a) Prove that any subgroup of a cyclic group is
cyclic. 6

b) Prove that  the homonorphism of R into R' is

an isomorphism iff  I ( ) (0)  . 6½

7 a)  Define ideal of a ring, prove that intersection
of two left ideals of R is also  a left ideal of R.

6

b) Let D is an  integral domain and if na =0 for
some a 0 in D and  some integer n 0 . Prove
that D is of finite characteristic. 6½

8. a) If f(x) , g(x) are two nonzero polynomials of
f [x] then prove that
deg (f(x).g(x)) = deg f(x) + deg g(x) 6

b) If P is a prime number, prove that the polynomial
nx p  is irreducible over rationals. 6½
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d) Find eigen values and eigen spaces of the matrix

3    2    4
2    0    2
4    2    3

 
 
 
 

e) State and prove fundamental theorem of
homomorphism of groups.

f) Prove that every finite integral domain is a field.

g) If G is a fin ite group and a G ,p rove that
0(a) / 0(G).

h) Suppose f(x), g(x) 0 f [ x]  . Prove that there
exists two polynomials t(x) and r(x) in F[x] such
that f(x) = t (x) g (x) + r(x) where  r(x) =0  or
deg r (x) < deg g(x).

Group - B

2. a) Prove that if  S is a nonempty subset of a vector
space V then [S] is the smallest subspace of V
containing  S. 6

b) In a vector space V, let B = {1, 2 .... n} spans V.
Prove that the following  cond it ioins are
equivalent 6½

(i)  {1, 2, .... n} is L.I
(ii)  If  V then the expression

1 1 n n....       is unique.

3. a) Let 3 3T : V V  be a linear map defined by

1 1 2 3T ( e ) e e e   , 2 1 3T ( e ) 3e 5e  ,

3 1 3T ( e ) 3e 2e  . Find the inverse of T.. 6

b) Reduce the conic 2 27x 52xy 32y 180    to

its principal axis. 6.5

4. a) Find  the inverse of the matrix

1 1 2
3 0 1
0 1 1

 
 
  

by row  reduction  echelon method. 6

b) If A  is an m× n  matrix  then prove that  the
rows of A are L.I. Iff A has a non  zero minor of
order m. 6½

5. a) State and prove Lagange's theorem. 6
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IV-UG-Com(GE)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write  short notes on any four of the following :
7½ × 4

a) Human Development

b) The agrarian scene at the time of independence.

c) Import substituting industrialisation.

d) Policies for regulating concentration of economic
power.

e) Poverty.

f) Population and economic development.

g) The small scale sector

h) Role of Foreign capital

Group - B

2. What  do you mean by development ? Discuss
different  criteria used  fo r the measurement of
economic development. 12½

3. Examine the composition of national income and
occupat ional s tructure o f Ind ia at  the time of
independence. 12½

4. Analyse the economic reform measures undertaken
for structural adjustment in India since 1991. 12½

5. Discuss the policies adopted by the government of
India for  restructuring the agrarian relation. 12½

6. What are the causes of unemployment in India ?
Explain the programmes introduced by government
to solve the problem of unemployment. 12½

7. Examine the trends of agricultural production and
productivity in India during the planning period.

12½

8. Bring out the main changes in the composition of
India's Foreign Trade since 1991. 12½
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IV-UG-Com(GE)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write  short notes on any four of the following :
7½ × 4

a) Human Development

b) The agrarian scene at the time of independence.

c) Import substituting industrialisation.

d) Policies for regulating concentration of economic
power.

e) Poverty.

f) Population and economic development.

g) The small scale sector

h) Role of Foreign capital

Group - B

2. What  do you mean by development ? Discuss
different  criteria used  fo r the measurement of
economic development. 12½

3. Examine the composition of national income and
occupat ional s tructure o f Ind ia at  the time of
independence. 12½

4. Analyse the economic reform measures undertaken
for structural adjustment in India since 1991. 12½

5. Discuss the policies adopted by the government of
India for  restructuring the agrarian relation. 12½

6. What are the causes of unemployment in India ?
Explain the programmes introduced by government
to solve the problem of unemployment. 12½

7. Examine the trends of agricultural production and
productivity in India during the planning period.

12½

8. Bring out the main changes in the composition of
India's Foreign Trade since 1991. 12½
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IV-UG-His t(GE-B)-II

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 7½ × 4

a) UNESCO.

b) The World Health Organisation (WHO)

c) The Bandung Conference

d) 'Perestroika'

e) Economic impact of Globalization

f) Ecological  Movement

g) Classification of  Human Rights.

h) Social impact  of Electronic Media.

Group - B

2. Discuss the composition and functions o f the
principal organs of United Nations Organisation
(UNO). 12½

3. Define Colonialism. Explain types of Colonialism.
12½

4. Dis cuss  in detail abou t  the Non-Alignment
Movement. 12½

5. Trace the origin and causes of the Cold War. 12½

6. What is Globalisation ? Narrate its features. 12½

7. Write a note on Feminist Movement. 12½

8. Explain the nature of emerging trends in Culture.
12½
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IV-UG-Pol.Sc.(GE-B)-II

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 7½ × 4

a) Discuss the principles of the United Nations
Organisations.

b) Discuss the composition of General Assembly.

c) Examine composit ion  and  funct ions  o f
International Labour Organisation.

d) Write  short note on United Nations Children's
Funds. (UUICEF)

e) Bring out the role of United  Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees.

f) Discuss the peace enforcement programme of
UNO.

V-127 [Turn Over

g) Examine the role of UNO on Peace keeping.

h) Discuss the causes of  Vietnam war.

Group - B

2. Discuss the historical background of formation of
United Nations organisation. 12½

3. Examine  the compos it ion  and  functions o f
Security Council. 12½

4. Discuss the various juris diction of International
Court of Justice. 12½

5. Des cribe the functions o f United  Nat ions
Educational, Securities and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO) 12½

6. Briefly  d is cus s United  Nat ions Development
programme. 12½

7. Examine the ro le o f United  Nat ions  High
Commissioner for Refugees. 12½

8. Discuss the role of UNO in Peace making and Peace
enforcement. 12½
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IV-UG-Pol.Sc.(GE-B)-II

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 7½ × 4

a) Discuss the principles of the United Nations
Organisations.

b) Discuss the composition of General Assembly.

c) Examine composit ion  and  funct ions  o f
International Labour Organisation.

d) Write  short note on United Nations Children's
Funds. (UUICEF)

e) Bring out the role of United  Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees.

f) Discuss the peace enforcement programme of
UNO.

V-127 [Turn Over

g) Examine the role of UNO on Peace keeping.

h) Discuss the causes of  Vietnam war.

Group - B

2. Discuss the historical background of formation of
United Nations organisation. 12½

3. Examine  the compos it ion  and  functions o f
Security Council. 12½

4. Discuss the various juris diction of International
Court of Justice. 12½

5. Des cribe the functions o f United  Nat ions
Educational, Securities and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO) 12½

6. Briefly  d is cus s United  Nat ions Development
programme. 12½

7. Examine the ro le o f United  Nat ions  High
Commissioner for Refugees. 12½

8. Discuss the role of UNO in Peace making and Peace
enforcement. 12½
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IV-UG-Phil (GE-B) - II

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write short notes on any four of the following :
7½ × 4

a) Logical form of an argument.

b) Inference and Implication.

c) The contradictory function.

d) The equivalence function

e) Conjunctive Normal form.

f) Singular proposition

g) Class-sum and class-product

h) Free variables and bound variables.
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Group - B

2. Explain the relation between symbolic log ic and
classical logic. 12½

3. Construct Truth Tables for the following :

a) Disjunctive function 6

b) Implicative function 6½

4. Test the following formulae by direct  truth-table
method and say which of  them are tautologies.
a) (( p q ) ~ q) ~ p.  6

b) (( p q) ( q r )) ( p r).    6½

5. Read the following formulae to their C.N.F.

a) (( p q ~ q) ~ p.  6

b) (( p q ) p ) q.  6½

6. Test the valid ity of the following arguments by
method of equivalent substitutions.

a) If the cost of living rises or government revenues
increase, then salary increases will be granted.
No salary increases will be granted. Therefore,
the government revenues will not increase. 6

b) If the police do not catch the murderer within a
week, there will  be a public outcry. If there is a
public outcry, then  the chief of the police will
resign. The chief of the police will not resign.
Therefore the police will catch the  murderer
within a week. 6½

7. Symbolis e the fo llowing  express ions  using
appropriate quantifiers. 3+3+3+3½

a) All living beings are mortal.

b) Nothing is perfect.

c) Some birds are white.

d) Many politicians are not honest.

8. Put  the follwoing Boolean expressions into normal
form. 6+6½

a) A/+AC+ABC/+AB//C/

b) (AB + A/C/)/ + B

V-128-0.4 
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IV-UG-ODI(GE-B)-II

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1.

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. ù~ ùKøYiò PûeòùMûU òe iõlò̄  C�e ùfL : 7½×4

K) _âa§e imûö

L) KaòZûe Êeì_ö

M) iù^Uþö

N) iûekû iûjòZýùe bûhûö

O) _âaP^e iõmû I Êeì_ö

P) iìqòe C_ù~ûMòZûö

Q) KaòZûe CùŸgýö

R) @aùaû] _eúlYe C_ù~ûMòZûö

V-130 [Turn Over
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gòlû icû_^ iùw iùw ùicû̂ ue GK _âKûe _ê̂ Rð̂ à
NUò[ûG ö _fäú MâûcKê ù`eò~ûA RúaòKû{ð̂  Keòaû \ìùe[ûC,
ùiVûùe KòQòKûk @aiÚû̂  Keòaû c¤ i¸a_e jêG ^ûjòñö
GYê [ùe [ùe bûùa MâûcKê ~ûA K@Y Keòaò ? ~\ò Mâûce
C Ü̂ZòKe Kû~ðý _ûAñ ~[ûiû¤ @[ð\û̂ ùe jó ùcûe GKcûZâ
@aùgh K�ðaý,MâûcKê ^ ~ûA c¤ Zûj û Keû~ûA_ûùe,
R à̂bìcò ijòZ ùcûe @ûC Kò _âKûe i´§ @Qò ?

_âgÜûakú :

K) R à̂bìcòe iúcû ò̂eì_Y Ke ?

L) R à̂bìcòeê cYòh K'Y _ûA[ûG ?

M) ùfLK ò̂RKê KûjóKò RûZòiàe ùaûfò KjòQ«ò ?

N) aýqò KûjóKò R à̂bìcòKê bêfò~ûG ?

O) ""MâûcKê ~ûA K'Y Keòaò'' ? G_eò _âgÜ ùKùZ \ìe
~[û[ð ?

V-130-0.7 



Group -B
2. "@^« ù_âc' _âa§ @af´^ùe ù_âce cj�ß \gðû@ û    12½

3. "cê ñ iZý ]cðû KjêQ ò' _âa§eê _âûa§òKu Pò«û]ûeû aòùgæhY
Keö 12½

4. ù\j ijòZ aòù\je gûgßZ iõ_Kð Zòù^ûUò iù^Uþ KaòZûùe
a‰òðZ– @ûùfûP^û Keö 12½

5. "icê\â I cêñ'  KaòZûe ccðû[ð aýq Keö 12½

6. ù~ ùKøYiò ùMûUòKe bûa 200 g± c¤ùe iõ_âiûeY
Ke : 12½
K) Kêiêc _eùg _U ò̂Éùe

L) aòeûWÿò ùaKùe N�ò aû§òaûö

7. ò̂cÜfòLôZ g±MêWÿòKùe bêf[ôùf iõùgû]^ Ke :   12½
i^ýûiú, eRMêY, \ìeûaiÚû, @ û̂[ô̂ ú, ̂ òe_eû]ô̂ ú, \òaeûZâò,

ò̂ùeûMú, ò̂ùŸðûgú, iéR^, CZýq, GKZòâZ, @ûagýKúd,
ùcø̂ Zû ö

8. @ ê̂ùz\Uò _ûVKeò _âgÜMêWÿòKe C�e \ò@ : 12½
KûjûKê ùcûe R à̂bìcò ùaûfò Kjòaò ? GA aògûk _é[ôaú,

aògûk Giò@û cjûù\g, aògûk bûeZahð, IWÿògû ù\g aû

ùcûe R à̂iÚû̂  _fäúMâûc ?Gcû̂ u c¤eê ùKjò KûjûeòVûeê
aòzò̂ Ü ùjûA ^[ôaûeê aýû_K @[ðùe icùÉ ùcûe R à̂bìcò
ùjùf ùjñ, cûZéMbðeê _Wÿò ù~CñVûùe _â[ùc bìcòÆgð Kfò
ù~CñVûùe eì_,ei, M§, Ægðe _â[c _eòPd _ûAfò– aòhc
aò_ûK ùaùk ù~ @�keê `k, _ê¿, gûK, ZŠêk Xÿûkò ù\A
gògê_âûYKê  _eò_êÁ Kfò, ùijò _fäú jó Z ùcûe R à̂bìcò;
ùijò ùcûe cûZû, ]ûZâú I gòldòZâú ö @ûdê Ê~ðý ù~ùZ ùagú
MWÿò PûfòQò, Zû' ijòZ ùcûe i´§ ùiùZ ùagú N ò̂Â ùjaûe
K[û; Kò«ê G i´§ \ò̂ Kê \ò̂  lúY ùjûA ù~_eò fú^ ùjaûKê
aiòQò, icd ùiâûZùe ̂ òüijûd gêÃ ZéY _eò cêñ bûhò PûfòQò ö
@ûRò cêñ Zûe eì_Kê RûZòiàe _eò Lûfò iàeY Kùe ö eûgò eûgò
gûkZeê c¤ùe ZUò̂ ú ùaÁòZ b¬-Kú�ðò-KòeúU ò̂ ú ùcûe
R à̂bìcò ùcû @ûLô@ûMùe bûiò~ûG; Kò«ê Zûe ùKûkKê ù`eò~òaû
_ûAñ  ùcûe iûji jêG ^ûjó ö

Gjû aýqòMZ iciýû ê̂ùjñ, Gjû icMâ gòlòZ icûRe
iciýû ö ]cðû«e MâjY Kfû_ùe ajê]cðû«e \úlòZ aýqò
ù~_eò ]cð _ûk^ùe icÉ cû̂ aòKZûKê C›Mð Keò ùicû̂ u
^ûc, _\aú, bûhû, @ûPûe, aýajûe, ùagbìhû AZýû\ò
icÉ a\kûA \ò@«ò I ùgh ùakKê RûZúdZû bêfò ò̂R
R à̂bìcòKê iê¡û @ÊúKûe Ke«ò, VòKþ ùijò_eò iõLýûZúZ gòlòZ
aýqò _âPkòZ gòlû `kùe ùicû̂ u icÉ cû̂ aòKZûKê
C›MðKeò ùgh ùakKê ̂ òRe R à̂bìcòKê iê¡û _ûùgûeò _Kû«ò ö
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IV-UG-Sans (GE-B)-II

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No.1.

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. kesÀ<eeefáeled  ®elegCee¥ ÒeMveeveeced GÊejb oer³ele ~ 7½ × 4

ke À) meÒeme²b J³eeK³ee efJeos³ee :
Deês: Þe=²b njefle HeJeve: efkebÀefmJeefol³egvedcegKeerefYe
¢&äeslmeen½eefkeÀle®eefkeÀleb cegiedOe efme×e²veeefYe:~
mLeeveeomceeodmejmeefve®egueeogledHeleeso*d cegKe: mJeb
efo*dveeieeveeb HeefLe Heefjnjved mLetuenmleeJeuesHeeved ~~

DeLeJee

le$e mkeÀvob efve³eleJemeefleb Heg<HecesOeerke=Àleelcee
Heg<Heemeejw: mveHe³eleg YeJeevedJ³eesceie²epeueeêz: ~
j#eensleesve&JeMeefMeYe=lee JeemeJeerveeb ®ecetvee
cel³eeefol³eb ngleJencegKes mebYe=leb leef× lespe: ~~

V-131 [Turn Over



Ke) GlkeÀueYee<e³ee Dee²ueYee<e³ee Jee DevegJeeob kegÀ©le :

Oetcep³eesefle: meefueuece©leeb meefVeHeele: keÌJe cesIe:
mebosMeeLee&: keÌJe HeìgkeÀjCew: ÒeeefCeefYe: ÒeeHeCeer³ee: ~~
Fl³eewlemegkeÌ³eeoHeefjieCe³eved ien³ekeÀ mleb ³e³ee®es
keÀeceelee& efn Òeke=Àefleke=ÀHeCee  ½eslevee®esleves<eg ~~

DeLeJee

DeeHe=®ímJe efÒe³emeKececebgb leg²ceeefue²³e Mewueb
JevOew: Hegbmeeb jIegHeefleHeowjef¹leb cesKeueemeg ~
keÀeues keÀeues YeJeefle YeJelees ³em³e meb³eesiecesl³e
mvesn J³eefkeÌleef½ejefJejnpeb  cegáelees yee<Heceg<Ceced ~~

ie) cesIeeieceves oMeeCee&veeb MeesYee efkeÀ¢Meer YeJeefle ?

Ie) cesIeotleceeOeejsCe efnceeue³em³e JeCe&veb kegÀ©~

*) cesIem³e cenekeÀeues½ejm³e mesJeeb JeCe&³ele ~

®e) Dece©keÀkeÀJes: Heefj®e³eb lem³e ûevLem³e meejb ®e efueKele ~

í) keÀeocye³ee&: keÀLeemeejb JeCe&³ele ~

pe) MegkeÀmeHleefle Fefle ûevLem³e j®eef³eleg: Heefj®e³eb  Òeoe³e lem³e efve³ee&meb
efueKele ~

Group -B

2. cesIeotles JeefCe&leeveeb osJemLeeveeveeb ef®e$eb  oer³ele ~ 12½

3. cesIeotleceeefÞel³e keÀeefueoemem³e Òeke=Àefle ef®e$eCeb kegÀ©le ~ 12½

4. cesIeotles veoerveeb JeCe&veb  ³eLeeûevLeb  kegÀ© ~ 12½

5. cesIeotles GefuueefKeleeveeb HeewjeefCekeÀer keÀLeeveeb JeCe&veb kegÀ©le ~ 12½

6. YeÊe&=njs  ieereflekeÀeJ³eeveeb Heefj®e³eb oer³ele ~ 12½

7. oefC[ve: keÀeueb efve©H³e lem³e  ûevLem³e keÀLeemeejced  Deeuees®e³ele ~
12½

8. Heáelev$em³e  meejb Deeuees®e³ele ~ 12½
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IV-UG-Hindi(GE-B)-II

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer all questions from both the groups

Group -A

1. efkeÀvneR  leerve Hej efìHHeCeer efueefKeS ~ 6 × 3

ke À) mecee®eej uesKeve Deewj  í'keÀkeÀej ~

Ke) DeeefLe&keÀ  He$ekeÀeefjlee

ie) HeÀesìes He$ekeÀeefjlee

Ie) mecee®ej uesKeve keÀer GHeeos³elee

*) HeÀer®ej uesKeve keÀer ÒeefJeefOe

®e) mee#eelkeÀej keÀe GÎsM³e

í) efjHeeslee&peb keÀe mJeªHe ~
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2. Deefle mebef#eHle  GÊej oerefpeS ~ 1× 12

ke À) efnvoer kesÀ SkeÀ HeÀer®ej uesKekeÀ  keÀe veece efueefKeS ~

Ke) HeÀer®ej uesKeve  kesÀ cegK³e leÊJe  keÌ³ee nw ?

ie) efjHeeslee&pe keÀer GlHeefÊe keÀye Deewj keÀeneB ngF& Leer ~

Ie) mee#eelkeÀej keÀe Debûespeer He³ee&³e efueefKeS ~

*) mecee®eej He$e kesÀ, efkeÀmeer SkeÀ  mlebcYe keÀe veece efueefKeS ~

®e) DeKeJeej  kesÀ ®eewLee ³ee HeeB®eJeeB  HeVee keÀes keÌ³ee keÀne peelee nw ?

í) HeÀesìes He$ekeÀeefjlee keÀe mJeCe&³egie keÀJe mes ÒeejbYe ngDee ?

pe) ueeskeÀMeener keÀe ®elegLe&mLecYe  efkeÀmes keÀne peelee nw ?

Pe) efnvoer keÀe Henuee mecee®eej He$e keÀe veece efueefKeS ~

_e) 'Journalism' Meyo  keÀe efnvoer He³ee&³e  efueefKeS ~

ì) efnvoer  kesÀ efkeÀmeer SkeÀ Òeefme×  efjHeeslee&pe  uesKekeÀ keÀe veece
efueefKeS ~

þ) efnvoer keÀe SkeÀ mecee®eej He$e keÀe veece efueefKeS ~

Group -B

3. efkeÀvneR  ®eej ÒeMveeW  kesÀ GÊej oerefpeS : 12½ ×4

ke À) efjHeeslee&pe keÀe DeLe& mHeä keÀjles ngS GmekesÀ mJeªHe Hej ÒekeÀeMe
[eefueS ~

Ke) mecee®ej He$e kesÀ efJeefJeOe mlecYeeW  keÀe Heefj®e³e oerefpeS ~

ie) mee#eeledkeÀej  kesÀ cenÊJe Hej ÒekeÀeMe [eefueS ~

Ie) HeÀer®ej keÀer ÒecegKe efJeMes<eleeSB efueefKeS ~

*) mecee®eej mecHeeove keÀuee kesÀ DeeOeej Yetle leÊJe Hej efJe®eej
keÀerefpeS ~

®e) mecee®eej  keÀer  HeefjYee<ee osles ngS GmekesÀ cetue leÊJe Hej
ÒekeÀeMe [eefueS ~

í) Kesue mecyevOeer  mecee®eej He$e kesÀ SkeÀ mlecYe  keÀe vecetvee Òemlegle
keÀerefpeS ~
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IV-UG-Stat(GE-B)-II

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.
Symbols have their usual meanings.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) i) State  the classical definition of porbability
and mention its limitations.

ii) Two balls are  drawn from a bag containing
10 b lack and  5 white balls. Find  the
probability that both  the balls drawn are
white.

b) Describe the sample spaces for the following
cases.

i) Successive tosses of a coin until a head turns
up.

[  4  ]

ii) If X is a Poisson variate such that

P (X =1) = P (X = 2) .

Find  P ( X = 3)

h) i) A  random variab le X has  a un ifo rm

distribution over (–3, 3), calculate P(|x| < 2)

ii) X is a normal variate with mean 30 and

standard deviation 5. Find  P (X > 45).

Group - B

Answer any four of the following : 9 × 4

2. Explain  the following with examples.

i) Random experiment

ii) Sample sapce

iii) Event

iv) Exhaustive events.

V-134 [Turn Over



ii) Two successive draws without replacement
from a bag containing one white , two black
and one red ball.

c) i) Show that P (A ) 1 P (A ) 

ii) State the conditions when 
P( A )

P( A | B)
P (B )



and  P (A|B) = 1

d) i) A and B are two events with 
1P ( A )
4

 ,
1 1P ( B | A) and P ( A | B)
2 4

 

Find the value of  P ( A | B) .

ii) A, B and C are  three events with P(A) = 0.5
P(B) = 0.6, P(C) = 0.7,  P ( A B) =0.3,

P(AC)=0.2,  P ( B C ) 0.2 and

P ( A B C) 0.1 

Find  the value of  P ( A B C ) 

e) i) Define the distribution function of a random
variable and state its properties.

ii) The probability function of  random variable
X is given as
X  :   1         2        3        4
p :    0.2      0.1    0.3      0.4

Find the probability function of a random variable
X + X2.

f ) i) A continuous random variable X has the pdf
f(x) =A + Bx,  0 < x < 1
Find  A and B if the mean of the distribution
is 1

2 .

ii) A random variable X has the pdf

f(x) = 0, if x < 0   or  x  > 2
       = x , if  0 < x < 1

       =  1
2   , if 1 < x <  2

Find   P 1 X
2
   

 

g) i) The ramdon variable X follows binomial
disribution  with mean 5 and variance 4. Find
P (X < 1)

[  3  ][  2  ]
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6. Two  random variables X andY  have the following
joint probability density function.

f (x, y) = 2–x–y

               0 < x < 1

               0 < y  < 1.

            =     0     ,     otherwise

Find  i)  Marginal probability density function of  X
and Y.

   ii)   Mean of X and Y.

7. Define  the binomial distribution with parameters
n and p and give a s uitab le example where the
distribution is realised. Derive the mean and variance
of the distribution.

8. Define  normal d is tribu tion with mean    and
variance  2 . Show that the distribution satisfies
the relation.

2 n
2 n 1.3.5........( 2 n 1)   

Where  n  denotes the nth central moment.

V-129-0.2 

[  6  ]

3. a) State and prove the addition law of probability.

b) Find  the probability that two persons have

different birthdays in a week.

4. a) If  A and B are independent events , show that

A and B are also independent.

b) The chance of solving a problem by A and B

are 0.5 and 0.6 respectively. Find the probability

that the problem can be solved.

5. a) State and prove the addition law of expectation.

b) A box  contains 5 white and 4 black balls.

3 balls are drawn. Find the expectation of the

number of white balls drawn.

[  5  ]
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IV-UG-Edn(GE-B)-II

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Different iate between  Measurement  and
Assessment in teaching learning process.

b) Differen t iate between  Formative and
Summative Evaluation.

c) Discuss the restricted response and extended
response form of Essay type questions with their
uses.

d) What  is  Anecdotal Record  ? Discuss  its
advantages and limitations.

e) Dis cuss   the 'Sociometric' and  'Guess who'
techniques used in peer appraisal system.

f) Differen tiate between Norm referenced and
Criterion referenced  assessment.

V-135 [Turn Over

g) What  is Grading  system ?  Discuss its merits
and limitations.

h) What is Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation.
State  its objectives.

Group - B

2. Discuss  the function of Evaluation and Assessment
in teaching. 9

3. What is Objective Type and Objective Based test ?
Explain  different forms of objective type test with
examples. 9

4. What is Rating Scale ? Discuss the types and their
uses. 9

5. What is Content Analysis ? Describe  its steps and
advantages. 9

6. Discuss the present practices of Computer Based
As s es s ment  in  s tuden t  evaluat ion  and  it s
advantages. 9

7. What is Questionnaire ?  Discus s the types  of
questionnaire and their limitations. 9

8. Discuss the  principles of constructing Essay Type
Tests. State  the limitations. 9

V-135-1 
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IV-UG-Edn(GE-B)-II

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Different iate between  Measurement  and
Assessment in teaching learning process.

b) Differen t iate between  Formative and
Summative Evaluation.

c) Discuss the restricted response and extended
response form of Essay type questions with their
uses.

d) What  is  Anecdotal Record  ? Discuss  its
advantages and limitations.

e) Dis cuss   the 'Sociometric' and  'Guess who'
techniques used in peer appraisal system.

f) Differen tiate between Norm referenced and
Criterion referenced  assessment.

V-135 [Turn Over

g) What  is Grading  system ?  Discuss its merits
and limitations.

h) What is Continuous Comprehensive Evaluation.
State  its objectives.

Group - B

2. Discuss  the function of Evaluation and Assessment
in teaching. 9

3. What is Objective Type and Objective Based test ?
Explain  different forms of objective type test with
examples. 9

4. What is Rating Scale ? Discuss the types and their
uses. 9

5. What is Content Analysis ? Describe  its steps and
advantages. 9

6. Discuss the present practices of Computer Based
As s es s ment  in  s tuden t  evaluat ion  and  it s
advantages. 9

7. What is Questionnaire ?  Discus s the types  of
questionnaire and their limitations. 9

8. Discuss the  principles of constructing Essay Type
Tests. State  the limitations. 9

V-135-1 
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IV-UG-Ps y(GE-B)-II

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) With   the help  of a diagram, des cribe the
structure and functions of human eye.

b) Define percept ion. Dis cuss  the nature of
perceptual process.

c) What is learning ? Describe different principles
of classical conditioning.

d) Discuss different types of memory with suitable
examples.

e) Enumerate different properties of language.

f) Discuss different speech errors with examples.

g) Point out the differences between inductive and
deductive reasoning.

h) What is a concept ?  Discuss different types of
concepts with examples.

Group - B

2. What is  auditory perception ? Explain the structure
and functions of human ear. 9

3. Discuss different Gestalt principles  of perceptual
organization. 9

4. What  are the characteris tics of observational
learning. 9

5. Point out the differences between classical  and
operant conditioning. 9

6. Discuss different  causes of forgetting. 9

7. Elaborate  d ifferen t  s tages  o f language
development. 9

8. Discuss different steps in problem solving. 9

V-136-0.4  V-136 [Turn Over
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IV-UG-S oc(GE-B)-II

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 7½ × 4

a) Discuss the religious composition of Indian Society.

b) Define Regionalism and discuss how it is a threat
to National Integration.

c) Write a short note on Purushartha.

d) Discuss the characteristics of Joint family.

e) Analyse the features of caste system.

f) Differentiate between caste and class.

g) Write a note on Patriarchal and Matriarchal
system.

h) Discuss briefly modernization.

Group - B

2. "India is a fine example of  Unity  in Divers ity".
Explain 12½

3. Dis cus s  in  brief  the bases  o f Hindu  social
organisation. 12½

4. Define casteism and discuss it as a threat to National
Integration. 12½

5. Discuss the recent changes in the institution of
Hindu marriage. 12½

6. Write a short essay on marriage and family among
the Muslims. 12½

7. Analyse the measures taken for the development of
Scheduled Tribe. 12½

8. Define Secularization as a process of social change.
12½

V-129-0.5 
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II-PG-ODI-VII

2017
Full Marks - 40

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. K) P~ðýû_\MêWÿ òKùe _âZò̀ kòZ ]cð I \gð̂ e Êeì_
_â\gð^ Ke û 12

@[aû

L) iûekû iûjòZýùe _âKUòZ icKûkú^ icûRe PòZâ _â\û̂
Keö

2. K) _�iLû ~êMe iûjòZýùe _âKûgòZ ùa÷¾a ]cðe Êeì_
aòùgæhY Ke ö 12

@[aû

L) \ú^Ké¾ \ûiu Kûaý @af´^ùe C\ûjeY ij eúZò
Kûaýû\gð CùfäL Ke ö

V-195 [Turn Over

[  2  ]

3. ù~ ùKøYiò \êAUòe iõlò̄  Uò®Yú ùfL : 4 × 2

K)  P~ðýû_\e bûhû

L) PŠú _êeûY

M) gì̂ ý iõjòZû

N) @bòc ê̂ý iûc«iòõjûe û

4. ù~ ùKøYiò PûùeûUòe iõlò̄  C�e \ò@ : 2 × 4

K) P~ðýû_\e bûhûKê K'Y Kêjû~ûG ?

L) PChVò _ûLêWÿû _\à C_ùe PXÿò KòG ^ûùP ?

M) aòfuû eûaYKê KòG a] Keò[ôùf ?

N) RM Ü̂û[ \ûiu aû_ûu ^ûc K'Y [ôfû ?

O) "PûeòLû̂ ò'e ePdòZû KòG ?

P) "fûaYýaZú' Kûaýùe ùKùZûUò R à̂e PòZâ \ò@û~ûAQò ?

Q) "PZêe aòù^û\' KòG ùfLôQ«ò ?

R) iûekû\ûiu R à̂iÚû̂  a�ðcû̂  IWÿògûe ùKCñ Ròfäûùe
@aiÚòZ ?

V-195-0.5 



II-UG-Pol.Sc-VII

2017
Full Marks - 40

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. a) Critically  examine Max Webber's  theory of
Bureaucracy. 12

OR

b) Discuss the decision making approach of  Herbet
Simon.

2 a) Discuss the meaning of disasters. Explain the
Relief Measures during Disasters. 12

OR

b) Explain the objectives and principles of Disaster
Management and Public Awareness.

3. Write  short notes on any two of the following.  8 ×2

a) Scientific Management Approcah of Fredrick
Taylor.

b) Types of Disasters.

c) Elton Mayo's Human  Relations Approach.

V-196-0.5 
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II-PG-Math-VII

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value.
Answer all questions

1. a) Let X be a set ; let Tf be the collection of all
subsets U of X such that X – U either is finite or
is all of X. Then show that Tf   is a topology on X.

b) If A is a subspace of X and B is a subspace of Y,
then  the product  topology on A × B is the  same
as the topology A × B inherits as a subspace of
X × Y. Prove this.

OR

c) Let Y be a subspace of X; let A be a subset of
Y; let A denote the closure of A in X. Then prove
that the closure of A in Y equals A Y .

d) Prove that  the collection
1

1S { ( U) :U open in X} 
                    1

2U{ ( V ) : V open in Y}
is  a sub basis  for the product topology on X×Y.

V-198 [Turn Over

[  4  ]

c) Prove that a subset A or Rn is  compact if and
only if it  is  co ls ed and  is bounded  in the
Euclidean metric d or the square metric ?

d) Let f :X Y  be a bijective continous function.
If X is compact and  Y is Hausdorff, then show
that f is a homomorphism.

5. a) Let  X be a space satisfying the first countability
axiom. Then prove that the function f :X Y
is continuous if and only if for every convergent
sequence (xn) in X, converging to x, say, the
sequence (f(xn))  converges  to f(x).

b) Prove that every metrizable space is normal.

OR

c) Prove that every regular  space with a countable
basis is normal .

d) Suppose that X has a countable basis. Then
prove that there exists a countable  subset of X
which is dense in X.

V-198-0.5 



2. a) State and prove the pasting lemma.

b) Suppose the topology on each space X  is given
by a basis  B. Then prove that the collection of

all sets of the form J



 B , where BB for

each  , willserve as a basis for the box topology..

on J
X


 .

OR

c) Let A  be a subspace of X  for each J .
Then A   is a subs pace o f X   if bo th
products are given the box topology, or it both
products are given the product topology. Prove
this.

d) Let  X and  Y be topolog ical  s paces : let

f :X Y .Then prove that the following  are
equivalent.
i) f is continuous
ii) for every subset A of X, one has

F ( A) F( A )

iii)  For every  closed set B in Y, the set 1f ( B)

is closed in X.

3. a) Prove that the cartesian product  of connected
spaces is connected.

b) Prove  that the unit ball nB { x :|| x || 1}   in
Rn  is path  connected . Where ||x|| =

2 2 1/ 2
n1( x ..... x )  .

OR

c) If L is a linear continuum in the order topology,
then show  that L is connected.

d) If  the sets C and D form a separation of X, and
if Y is a connected subset of X, then prove that
Y  lies  entirely within either C or D.

4. a) Prove that every compact subset of a Hausdorff
space is closed.

b) Let X be a (nonempty) conpact Hausdorff
space.If every point  of X is a limit point of X,
then show that X is uncountable.

OR

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-PG-Com-VII(SA)

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Distinguish  between large sample and small
sample tests of significance. Are small sample
tests valid for large samples ? 6

b) Before an increase in excise duty on coffee,
400 people out of sample of 600 persons were
found to be coffee drinkers. After an increase in
duty 400 people were coffee drinkers in a sample
of 800 people. Us ing  s tandard  erro r o f
proportion, state whether there is significant
dearease in the consumption of coffee. 8

OR

c) Explain and  illust rate " The Kruskal Wallis
Test". 6

V-199 [Turn Over

[  4  ]

Draw a control chart for the number of defects
and comment whether the process is under
control or not. 8

OR

c) Dist ingu is h between contro l charts  fo r
"defectives and control chart for defects". 5

d) From the information given below construct an
appropriate control chart.

Sample No.                1      2     3     4     5     6     7    8     9
(each of 100)

No of defectives        12     7     9     8    10    6    7    11    8

State your conclusions. Write all the steps in
const ruction o f the above chart including
formula for UCL and LCL. 8

V-199-1 



d) The following table gives the classification of
100 workers according to sex and the nature of
works . Test  whether natu re o f work is
independent of the sex of the worker.

Skilled Un-skilled

Males 40 20

Females 10 30

(For v  = 1, the table of 2 a t 5% level o f
significance is 3.84). 8

2 a) By means of suitable scatter diagram indicate
different types of correlation that may exist
between the variables in bivariate data. 5

b) Calcu late Karl Pears on's  co-efficien t  o f
correlation from the data given below : 8

Roll No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Marks in
Accountancy 20 35 42 37 13 39 24

Mark in
Statistics 32 37 50 30 25 24 40

OR

c) " Regres s ion  equat ions are irrevers ib le"
comment, giving example if necessary. 5

d) In a partially destroyed laboratory record of an
analysis of correlation data, the following results
are only legible :
Standard deviation of x = 3
Regression equations :

4X – 5Y + 33 = 0

20X – 9Y – 107 =0
Find :

i) The mean values of X and Y;

ii) The standard deviation of Y;  and

iii) The correlation co-efficient. 8

3. a) Discuss briefly the need and utility of Statistical
Quality Control in Industry. 5

b) During an examination of equal length of clothes
the fo llowing  are the number o f defects
observed.

2,   3,    4,    0,    5,    6,    7,    4,    3,    2.

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-PG-Phy-VII

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Explain the operat ion  o f an  As tab le
multivibrator with neat circuit diagram. Discuss
the wave forms generated by it and find out
expressions for its frequency. 6+2+4

b) Explain the action of SCR as a switch. 4

OR

c) Describe the cons truction and  working of
n-channel FET. Draw and  exp lain  it s
characteristic curves. Define  various constants
of this t ransistor and es tablis h the relat ion
between them. 5+2+5

d) Write brief  note on frequency generator. 4

2 a) Discuss the important characteristics of an ideal
OP amplifier as  (i) subtractor  (ii) logarithmic
amplifier. 6+3+3

OR

b) Give the circuit and t ruth table of NOR and
NAND gate. 4

c) In  Boolean algebra prove 2 + 2

(i)  A.A 0

(ii)  (A + B) . (A + C) = A + B.C

d) i)  Sum and difference of two binary numbers
are 1110 and 10 respectively. Find out the
two numbers 2

ii)  Convert binary 1011 to grey code and grey
code (1001011) to binary. 2

3. a) Write notes on the following. 6+6

i) Horn Antenna

ii) Yogi Antenna.

OR

b) With a block diagram explain the process of
transmission of TV signal. What do you mean
by synchronisation. 3 + 6 +3

V-197-0.3 
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IV-UG-Phy (CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following :

a) Derive an expression for Barrier potential and
Barrier width for step junction. 3 + 3

b) Define and  . Find and   of a transistor
shown in the figure.

Hence determine the value of Ic using both

and   rating of the  taransistor.. 2 + 4

V-137 [Turn Over
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c) Give the strucure of LED and photodiode.     3+3

d) What is the importance of load line analysis ?
Why is ac load line steeper than dc loadline ?
What is the significance of operating point ?    2+2

e) What do you understand by class A, class B and
class C power amplifiers ? 2+2+2

f) Write down the effects of negative feedback on
gain s tab ility, d istortion, input  and  ouput
impedence. 6

g) Show  how an operational amplifier can be used
as an differentiator and integrator. 3 + 3

h) Discuss the important characteristics of an ideal
OP amplifier. 6

Group -B

2. Explain with neat circuit diagram the working of a
full wave bridge rectifier and obtain expressions for
its efficiency. 2 + 4 +3

3. Describe Zener diode and  give its characteristic
properties. Why is Zener diode used as a voltage
regulator. 3+3+3

4. Describe a n-p-n transistor in its CB connection. Give
the necessary diagram. Discuss its input and output
characteristics. 4+1+2+2

5. Define h -parameters. Find  out  express ion fo r
current  gain , vo ltage gain , inpu t and  outpu t
resistance. 3+ 6

6. Describe the operation of a RC coupled amplifier
with a neat circuit diagram with  special reference
to it s frequency  res pons e, advan tages  and
disadvantages. 5+2+1+1

7. Discuss  Barkhausen's criteria for self sustained
oscillation. With a neat diagram explain the action
of Hartley oscillator. Derive the expression for its
frequency of oscillation. 3+3+3

8. Explain   the operat ion  o f an  invert ing  and
non  invert ing  operat ional  amplifier with
d iagram. 4½+4½

V-137-0.5 
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IV-UG-Chem (CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following :

a) State  and explain Kohlrausch's law with an
example. 2+4

b) Give an  account  of Arrhen ius  theory  o f
elect roly tic d is s ociat ion . What  are  the
limitations ? 5+1

c) i) Dis cuss  the curve ob tained in
conductometric titrat ion of a strong acid
with a strong base. 3

ii) Equivalen t conductance of 0.01M
solution of acetic acid at 250C is found to be
16.40 Ohm–1cm2. Calculate the dissociation
constant of the acid if its equivalent conductance
at infinite dilution is  410 Ohm–1cm2 at the
same temperature. 3

V-138 [Turn Over

5. How can you determine the fo llowing by
conductance measurement. 4½×2
i) Ionic product of water
ii) hydrolysis constant of  a salt.

6. a) What is quinhydrone electrode ? How is the
elect rode useful in determining the pH of a
solution. 2+5

b) Aqueeus solution of NH4Cl is acidic but that of
NaCl is neutral explain. 2

7. a) State Faradays laws of electrolysis. 3

b) How is electo rlys is   applied in  metallu rgy
and  indus try. Exp lain  with  one example o f
each. 3 × 2

8. a) Explain the origin of magnetism. Describe the
experimental determination  o f magnet ic
susceptibility by Gouyls method. 1½ + 5½

b) What do you mean by dipole moment ? 2

9. Write notes on the following : 3×3
i) Paramagnetism
ii) Diamagnetism
iii) Basic ideas of electrostatistics.

V-138-0.5 
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d) What is meany by transport number of an ion ?
How  is it determined by moving boundary
method. 1 + 5

e) What  is electromotive force ? Write the cell
reactions and emf expressions for the following
Galvanic cells. 2 + 4

(i) ( s ) 4 ( aq ) 3 ( aq ) ( s )Zn | ZnSO || AgNO | Ag

(ii) 2 ( aq ) ( s ) ( s )Pt ,H ( g ) | HCl || AgCl | Ag

f) How will you calculate 3 + 3

(i) the standard free energy change

(ii) equilibrium constant of a  given reaction
from emf measurement ?

g) What are  concen tration cells  ? Derive an
expression for the  concentration cell without
transference. 1 + 5

h) i) How do  concentration cells  differ from
chemical cells ? 2

ii) Write a note on liquid juction potential. 4

Group -B

2. a) Explain how equivalent  conductance of strong
and weak electrolytes vary with dilution. 5

b) The equivalent conductance of  HN4Cl NaOH
and NaCl at infinite dilution are 149.6, 243.8
and 126.5 Ohm–1cm2 gm equiv –1  respectively.
Calcu late the equ ivalent  conductance o f
NH4OH at  infin ite d ilu t ion  at  the same
temperature. 4

3. a) Discuss Debye-Huckel Onsagar conductance
equation. What are its limitations ? 4 + 1

b) Define an explain 2 + 2

i) Equivalent conductance

ii) Molar conductance.

4. Explain  the use of conductance measurement
for the determination of : 4½ × 2

i) Digree of disociation  of  a weak acid.

ii) Solubility product  of AgCl.

[  2  ] [  3  ]
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IV-UG-Bot(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.
Give labelled diagrams wherever necessary.

Group - A

1. Write notes on  any four  of the following : 6 × 4

a) E-Flora

b) Cladogram

c) Nomenclature

d) Merits of Bentham and Hooker's system

e) Cluster analysis

f) Polyphyly

g) Monographs

h) Phenograms.

V-139 [Turn Over

Group - B

2. Give an account o f the  important herbaria and
botanical gardens of the world and functions of
Herbarium. 9

3. Describe briefly about the taxonomic,biological and
evolutionary concept of species. 9

4. Discuss Hutchinson's system of classification with
its merits and demerits. 9

5. Describe  Engler and Prantl's system  of classification
with its  merits and demerits. 9

6. Dis cuss  on Ben tham and  Hooker  system of
classification. 9

7. Give an account  of the origin and evo lution  of
angiosperms. 9

8. Discuss the  methods of illustrating evolutionary
relationship of Angiosperms. 9

V-139-0.5 
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IV-UG-Zool(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write notes on  any four  of the following : 6 × 4

a) Sex determination in Man

b) Recombination  frequency

c) Lethal genes

d) Complete Linkage

e) Aneuploidy

f) Sex limited characters

g) Mitochondrial DNA mutation.

h) CLB method for detection of mutations.

V-140 [Turn Over

Group - B

2. Explain Mendel's laws of Independent Assortment
with example. 9

3. Give an account of  somatic cell hybridization. 9

4. Describe polygenic inheritance in Man with suitable
examples. 9

5. Explain various types of point mutations. 9

6. Describe cytoplasmic inheritance in Eukaryotes with
an example. 9

7. Discuss the cytological basis of crossing over. 9

8. Explain Sex-linked inheritance in Man. 9

V-140-0.5 
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IV-UG-C.S c(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four  of the following. 6 × 4
a) Define Computer Graphics. Write down the

Working Principle of CRT with a neat and clean
diagram.

b) Define Computer Animat ion . Different iate
Raster Scan System from Random Scan System.

c) Differentiate between geometric and co-ordinate
transformation.

d) Write a note on Fractal Geometry Methods.

e) Discuss Ray Casting Methods.

f) What is parametric con tinuity condit ions in
curve ?

g) Dis cus s  d ifferen t  Halftone Pat terns  and
Dithering Techniques.

h) Define translation in 2D transformation.
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Group - B

2. Discus s s caling, reflection  and  ro tat ion in
2D-transformation. 9

3. a) Discuss Back Face Detection Method. 3

b) Define projections. Discuss different types of
projection method. 6

4. What is Bezier curve ? Find out  the mathematical
equation of Bezier curve  passing  through three
control points. 9

5. Find out the scan converted co-ordinates of a line
by using Bresenhams Line Drawing Algorithm. 9

6. Differentiate between line clipper and a polygon
clipper.Write and explain Suther and  Hodgeman
polygon clipping algorithm with an example. 9

7. a) Write down the Cohen Sutherland Line Clipping
algorithm. 6

b) Different iate between  WCS, NDCS and
PDCS. 3

V-141-0.5 
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II-PG-Math-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. a) Suppose G is a finite abelian group and p|O(G),
where p is a prime number. Then prove that there
is an element a e G   such that ap=e

OR

b) If G is a group, H a subgroup of G, and S is the
set of all right cosets of H in G, then show that
there is a homomorphism   of G into A(S) and
the kernal of   is the largest normal subgroup
of G which is contained in H.

2. a) Prove that J[i] is a Euclidean ring.

OR

b) Prove that any polynomial in F[x] can be written
in a unique manner as  a product of irreducible
polynomials in f[x].

3. a) The element  a k  is algebraic over F if and only
if F(a) is a finite extension of F. prove this.

OR
b) Prove that *  defines an isomorphism  of f[x]

onto f'[t] with the property that * '    for
every F .

4. a) Prove that if   in constructible then   lies in
some extension o f the rationals of degree a
power of 2.

OR
b) If F is of characteristic O and if a, b are algebraic

over F, then prove  that there exists an element
c F ( a ,b )  such that F(a,b) = F(c).

5. a) If k is a finite extension of F, then prove that
G(k,F) is a  finite group and its order, O(G(k,F)
statisties  O(G(k, F)) [K :F]

OR
b) Prove that K is a normal extensioni of F if  and

only  if  K is the s plit ting  field  of s ome
polynomial over F.

V-203-0.5  V-203 [Turn Over
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IV-UG-Math(CC)-X
(Arts / Sc)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four  of the following. 7½ × 4

a) Define characteristics of integral domain, if  D
is an integral domain  and if na=0 fo r some
a 0 in D  and some  n 0 , prove  that D is of
finite characteristic.

b) Let  2J ( v ) { x R | x m n 2 ,    m, n are
integers}
Define : J (V2)  J (V2) by (m + n 2 ) = m – n 2
show that  is a homorphism of J ( 2 )  on to

J ( 2 )  and find its kernel.

c) Define deal of a ring. Let U is an ideal of R. Let
r(U) = {x R | xu 0   for all u U } prove that
r(U) is an ideal of R.

V-143 [Turn Over

ii) Reduce the matrix 

3    2    3    1
4    3    5    2
2    1    1    0

 
 
 
 

 to row

reduced echelon form. 6

6. i) Prove  that in an n-dimensional vector space V,
any set of n linearly independent vectors is a
basis. 6½

ii) Show {(1,1,1,1),  (1,2,1,2,)} is a L.I. subset of
V4. Extend it to a basis for V4. 6

7 i) Let T : U V be a linear map and U, a finite
dimensional vector space.Then  show that
dim R (T)+ dim N(T) = dim (U) 8

ii) Determine the  matrix (T : B1 , B2) for the linear
tranformation 2 2T : V V  by T(x,y) = (x, –y)
and B1 = {(1,1), (1,0)} , B2= {2,3), (4, 5)}.     4½

8. Reduce  the matrix A = 
   1      2   2
   2       1     2

2        2      1

 
 
  

 to  the

d iagonal form and  hence reduce the quadric
2 2 2x y z 4yz 4zx 4xy 27       to  it s  p rincipal

axes. 8 + 4½

V-143-0.5 
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d) Let  : D F   be a mapping  defined by

(a ) [a ,1]  ,where D is an integral domain

and F, a field. Show that   is an  isomorphism
of D in to F.

e) Find the co-ordinates of (2, 3, 4, –1) relative to
the ordered  basis B = { 1,1, 0, 0} ,(0, 1, 1,0),
(0, 0, 1, 1) , (1, 0, 0, 0 )} for V4.

f) Define  a linear transformation. Determine a
linear transformation 2 2T : V V  which  maps

all the  vecto rs on the line x+y=0 on  to
themselves ( T I )

g) Let   
3       1    4     0

A 0       2    2      0
1    1     0      0

 
 
  

determine the rank

and nullity of  A.

h) Determine the eigen values  and  the
corresponding eigen spaces for the matrix

0 3

2 1

 
 
  

.

Group - B

2. a) Define a ring, define a field and show that Jp.
the ring of integers mod P is a field. 2+2+4

b) Prove that any field in an integral domain. 4½

3. a) If R is a commutative ring with unit element
and M is an ideal of R, prove that M is a maximal
ideal of R if and only if R/M is a field. 8½

b) Let R be the ring of all realvalued, continuous
functions on the closed  unit interval and  Let
M {f (x ) R | f (½) 0}   . Show  that M is an
ideal of R. 4

4 a) Let   is a homomorphism of R in to R1 with
kernel I( ).Then show that I( ) is a  subgroup
of  R under addition. 4

b) If  a I( )   and r R  then both are and  ra are
in I ( ) . 4

c) Let R be a ring, R = R'. Define ( x ) x x R   
s how that   is a  homomorphis m and
I ( ) {0}  4½

5. i) Prove  that  every in tegral domain can be
embedded in a field. 6½

[  3  ][  2  ]
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IV-UG-Com(CC)-X(CAB)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four  of the following. 7½ × 4

a) Define  Word Processor. Discuss the different
formatting features of the Microsoft Word.

b) Explain the search and replacement  facility of
a word processing package.

c) Differentiate between relative and  absolute cell
addresses in a spread sheet.  Explain the need
for these two types of cell addresses.

d) Discuss   the transit ion  and Animation on
properties related to the presentation of the slides.

e) Write  the steps to creat the chart and graphs   in
Microsoft Excel.
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f) Define  Database and how is it different from
DBMS, explain.

g) Discus s the d ifferen t types   o f statist ical
functions in Microsoft Excel.

h) Explain  the difference between Text field and
numerical field in MS EXCEL.

Group -B

2. Define Mailmerge. Why  is it used. Explain the steps
involved for doing a mail merge. 12½

3. Discuss  the differen t table properties used in
MS Word. 12½

4. Give a b rief note on  various  charts and in
MS Excel. 12½

5. Explain the usefulness of MICROSOFT power point.
Also explain different steps related to create a new
presentation. 12½

6. Write notes on the following : 12½

a) Animation and sound in MS Power Point.

b) Auto contest wizard.

7. a) Write  short notes  on the following Hyper link
option in MS Power Point. 12½

b) Pivo t  tab le and it s advance featu res in
MS Excel. 12½

8. What is  a Report generator ? What  is the role of
it  in the overall design  and/or usage of a data
base. 12½

V-144-3.5 
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II-PG-ODI-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 40

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. K) eû]û̂ û[u iûjòZý  eúZòKûaý Kkûe ̂ aeì_ûd^ cûZâ'–
CqòUòe  ~[û[ðZû @ûùfûP^û Keö 12

@[aû

L) ùMû_a§êu M\ý eP^ûe ùa÷gòÁý @ûùfûP^û Keö

2. K) "iaêR iûj òZý' ^ûcKeYe ~[û[ ðZû _âZ ò_û\^
Keö 12

@[aû
L) Êû]ú^Zû _ea�ðú IWÿò@û MÌe aògòÁ \òMMêWÿòK iõ_Kðùe

@ûùfûK_ûZ Keö

3. ù~ ùKøYiò \êAUòe iõlò̄  Uò®Yú _â\û̂  Ke : 4 × 2

K)  C}k iûjòZý

L) @aie aûiùe

[  2  ]

M) _ûŠêfò_ò

N) iaðjeû û

4. ù~ ùKøYiò PûùeûUòe iõlò̄  C�e ùfL : 2 × 4

K) "KúPK a]' Kûjûe eP^û ?

L) "ùMû cûjûcôý' ùKCñ _âKûe iéÁò ?

M) "AZûfúd ~êaû' Kûjûe eP^û ?

N) iZýaû\ú _ZâòKû ùKùa _âKûgòZ ùjûA[ôfû ?

O) c^ùcûj^ cògâ KòG ?

P) "@bòg¯ M§að'e ùfLK KòG ?

Q) "aûRò eûCZ' Mâ̂ Úe ùfLK KòG ?

R) @û]ê̂ òK _ZâòKûe iõ_û\K KòG [ôùf ?

S) i´û\ bò�òK _â[c IWÿò@û _ZâòKûe ^ûc ùfL ö

T) "gûÉò'e ùfLK KòG ?

V-200-0.5 



II-PG-Pol .S c-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. a) Crit ically  examine Max Weber's  theory of
Bureaucracy. 12

OR

b) Discus s the Decision Making approach of
Herbert Simon.

2. a) Discuss the meaning of Disasters. Explain the
relief measures  during disasters.

OR

b) Explain the objectives and Principles of Disaster
Management and Public Awareness.

V-201 [Turn Over

3. Write short notes on any two of the following :     8×2

a) Scientific Management Approach of Fredrick
Taylor.

b) Types of Disasters.

c) Elton Mayo's Human Relations Approach.

V-201-0.5 
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II-PG-Phy-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. a) Dist inguis h between the linear and  circu lar
polarisation obs erved in an  electromagnetic

wave. Calculate E H/  in free space. 7 + 2

b) Write  a note on invariance of Lorentz gauge.  6

OR

c) Derfive Kramer-Kroning relations. 10

d) W hat  is  res onan t  cav i ty  ? Explain  it s
p rincip le. 2 + 3

2. a) Dis cuss  the fields and rad iations  due to
oscillating magnetic dipole . Hence find out the
expression for total power radiated by it. 15

OR

b) Describe the scattering of electrro magnetic
wave by a small dielectric shpere. 15

3. a) Write down Maxwell's equations in four vector
form. 10

OR

b) What  is Maxwell field tensor ? Express  the
components of electric  and magnetic field in
tems of field tensor.  2 + 8

V-202-0.3 
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IV-UG-Geol(CC)-X

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four  of the following : 6 × 4

a) Explain  principle  of stratigraphy.

b) Write note on Easternghat Group.

c) Note on climatic condition during  Gondwana.

d) Give a stratigraphic account of  Sausar Group.

e) Note on Deccan  Traps.

f) Economic  minerals found in Dharwar super
group of rocks.

g) Note  on Lithostratigraphic Units.

h) Write about   Tectonic Elements in  Extra-
Peninsular region.

V-142 [Turn Over

Group - B

2. Give a detail  account of stratigraphic correlation. 9

3. Give a stratig raphic account of Pre-Cambrian of
Singhbhum-Odisha province. 9

4. Describe  the stratigraphy of Cuddapah supergroup
of rocks. 9

5. Des cribe the stratig raphic classificat ion, Fos sil
conten t and  economic minerals o f Gondwana
supergroup of rocks. 9

6. Give  a stratigraphic account of Jurassic of Kutch.
9

7. Discuss the 'Evolution of  Himalyas". 9

8. Give a detail account of  Tectonic  divisions  of
India. 9

V-142-0.3 
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II-PG-Com-VIII (AFMD)

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Discuss the importance of following items in

relation to marginal costing. 16

i) Break-even-point

ii) P.V. Ratio

iii) Margin of safety

iv) Contribution.

OR

b) Discuss the applications of marginal costing in

decisions making.

2. a) The following information is given about M/S

Dhoni Ltd. for the year ending on Dec. 31. 2016.

V-204 [Turn Over



Stock turn over ratio 6 times

Gross  propfit ratio 20% on sales

Sales for 2016 ` 3,00,000

Closing stock in Rs. 10,000
more than the opening stock

Opening creaditors `20,000

Closing creditors `30,000

Trade debtors at the end `60,000

Net working capital ``50,000

Find out :

i) Average stock

ii) Purchases

iii) Creditors turnover ratio

iv) Average payment period

v) Average collection period

vi) Working capital turnover ratio. 17

OR

b) What is the purpose of preparing a Cash Flow
Statement ? How  it is prepared ? Explain  and
illustrate it according to Revise Accounting
Standard 3.

3. a) What  is Reporting ? State the object ive of
reporting. Discuss different types  of reports
required by top management 17

OR

b) Discuss different  modes of reporting required
at different  managerial levels.

V-204-1 
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IV-UG-Com(S EC)-II(EE)

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Define  ent repreneurs hip . Exp lain  the
characteristics of entrepreneurship. 7½

OR

b) State the difference between entrepreneur and
entrepreneurship. 7½

2. a) Define s mall-scale en terpris e. State it s
importance. 7½

OR

b) Give  the meaning of Business Groups, State
the features of Business Groups.

3. a) Give the meaning of Self Help Group. Explain
the role of self help groups. 12½

OR

V-164 [Turn Over
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b) Explain  the reasons for writing a business plan/
project approsal.

4. a) Discuss the various resources for mobilising the
required  finance for start-ups. 12½

OR

b) Write notes on : 5 + 7½

i) Pay back period and its advantages

ii) Net Present Value and its advantages and
limitations.

V-164-3.5 



IV-UG-Com(S EC)-II(EE)

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Define  ent repreneurs hip . Exp lain  the
characteristics of entrepreneurship. 7½

OR

b) State the difference between entrepreneur and
entrepreneurship. 7½

2. a) Define s mall-scale en terpris e. State it s
importance. 7½

OR

b) Give  the meaning of Business Groups, State
the features of Business Groups.

3. a) Give the meaning of Self Help Group. Explain
the role of self help groups. 12½

OR

V-164 [Turn Over
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b) Explain  the reasons for writing a business plan/
project approsal.

4. a) Discuss the various resources for mobilising the
required  finance for start-ups. 12½

OR

b) Write notes on : 5 + 7½

i) Pay back period and its advantages

ii) Net Present Value and its advantages and
limitations.

V-164-3.5 



IV-UG-Chem(S EC)-II

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer three questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any two of the following :

a) i) Give an account of discovery of drugs. 5

ii) How is Chloromycetin synthesised ? 2½

b) Write notes on : 2½ × 3

i) HIV

ii) AIDS

iii) Pen icillin.

c) How is citric  acid prepared by  fermentation
process. 7½

V-161 [Turn Over



d) Write  the structure of : 2½ × 3

i) Paracetamol

ii) Glutamic acid

iii) Streptomycin

Group - B

2. What is meant by drug ? Discuss the characteristics
of a drug. How are they classified. 2+4+6½

3. a) Name two drugs from each of the following.
2 × 4

i) Anti inflammatory agents.

ii) Central nervous system agents.

iii) Analgesic agents

iv) Antifungal agents.

b) Write a note on  aerob ic and  anaerob ic
fermentation. 4½

4. Define  and explain the following : with suitable
examples. 2½×5

a) Analgesic

b) Antipyretic

c) Antibacterial

d) Antifungal

e) Antiviral.

5. Describe the synthesis and uses of the following :
4½+4+4

a) Chloramphenicol

b) Sulphacetamide

c) Aspirin.

V-161-0.5 
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IV-UG-Bot(SEC)-II

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer three questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Give labelled diagrams wherever necessary

Group - A

1. Answer any two of the following :

a) Wood and its uses. 7½

b) Species biodiversity. 7½

c) Biodiversity information management. 7½

d) Biodiversity awareness programmes. 7½

Group - B

2. Answer any two of the following.

a) Give an account of the different types of loss of
biodiversity. 12½

3. Discuss on the o rganis ations  as sociated  with
biodiversity management. 12½

4. Discuss briefly  on the importance of forestry with
their utilization and commercial aspects. 12½

5. Give an account of important fruit crops and their
commercial importance. 12½

V-162-0.5 
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IV-UG-Zool(S EC)-II

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer three questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Give labelled diagrams wherever necessary

Group - A

1. Give short answer of any two of the following :
7½ × 2

a) Diabetes

b) Polio

c) Thermal pollution

d) Kwasiorker.

Group - B

2. Discuss the causes and control measures of Air
Pollution.

3. What is Vitamin ? Discuss  various health problems
associated with Vitamin deficiency. 12½

4. Give an account of environmental degradation and
various health hazards due to pollutants. 12½

5. Discuss the control  measures of Rabies,  Plague,
and Leprosy. 12½

V-163-2 
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IV-UG-Eng(C)-II (Arts)
( Back )

2017
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Compose a dialogue between two friends on the
use of Internet for day to day study. 15

OR

b) You meet your friend on the way to post office
to drop a letter. Compose a dialogue between
you and your friend on the necessity of writing
letters and using the telephone to communicate.

2. Prepare a note on the  passage given below. 10

If I have called in the Cuckoo to illustrate the ordinary
man's ignorance, it is not because I can speak with
authority on that bird. It is simply because, passing
the spring in a parish that seemed to have been
invaded by all the  cuckoos of Africa, I  realized
how exceedingly litte I, or anybody else I met, knew
about them. But your and my ignorance is not
confined to cuckoos. It dobbles in all created things,

V-186 [Turn Over
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iii) He is too lazy to come in time.  (Reme' too')

iv) The commander along with his family are
going to the market (Correct the error)

v) The teacher said "Are you ready with the
answer ?" (Rewrite  in reported speech)

vi) Rama is the best boy in the group
(Rewrite in positive degree)

vii) Let us not confuse liberty for license .
                            (Correct the  error)

viii) It is not long since I saw him (Rewrite using
'recently')

5. a) Write a note on the ten  commandmants  of the
'Animal Farm' 20

OR

Discuss  Animal Farm as a political satire.

b) What , according to Haldane is a scientific point
of view. 20

OR

Write  a note on Stephen  Leacock's experience
with the  photographer.

V-186-1 



from the  Sun and Moon down to the names of the
flowers, I once heard a clever lady as king whether
the new moon always appears on the same day of
the week. She added that perhaps it is better not to
know because, if one does not know when or in what
part of the sky to expect it, its appearance is always
a pleasant surprise. I fancy, however, the new moon
always comes as a surprise even to those  who are
familiar with   her time tables. And it is the same
with the coming-in of spring and the waves of the
flowers. We are not the less delighted to find an early
primrose  because we are sufficiently  learned in the
services of the year to look for it in March or April
rather than in October. We know, again, that the
blossom precedes and not succeeds  the fruit of the
apple-tree, but this does not lessen our amazement
at the beautiful  holday of a May orchard.

3. a) Write a report on the impact of cell phones on
our social and family relationship. 10

OR

b) An exhibition football match was held in your
locality to support the flood victims. Write a
report on the match.

4. a) Write  synonyms of the following : 3
Active,  Beautiful, Honour.

b) Write Antonyms of the following : 3
Dull, Brave, Cruel.

c) Use the following  words as verb and use them
in sentences of your own. 3
Book, Head, Man.

d) Form adjectives of the following words and use
them in sentences of your own. 3
Remedy, Faith, Ignorance.

e) Fill in the gaps with appropriate preposition :  5

i) Time  and tide waits ___ none.

ii) He prefers tea ____ coffee.

iii) Bus___bus passed by without waiting.

iv) You should  guard ___ catching cold.

v) The beggar was lame ___ left leg.

f) Do as directed in the brackets. 8

i) He ws elected captain of the team
(change the voice.)

ii) Let us do the work.  (Add a question tag)

[  2  ] [  3  ]
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IV-UG-Phy(Maj-El)-II

2017
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) State and  explain Gaus s  law and  derive
differential form of Gauss law. 12

b) Using Gauss theorem  find out the electirc field
intensity at a point near the  infinite plane charge
distribution. 8

OR

c) Explain Lorentz force. 4

b) State and explain Biot-Savart law and find out
field intensity due to long straight conductor
carrying current. 4+12

2. a) Derive the expression for current during growth
and decay in an L-R cicruit containing d .c.
source. 7 + 7
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b) Define tiem constant and show the variation of
current graphically. 3 + 3

OR

c) Derive the expression for current  in an A.C.
circuit containing resistor,capacitor and inductor
in series. 14

d) Explain sharpness of resonance. 6

3. a) What do you  mean by rectification. With neat
diagram exp lain  the function  of full wave
rectifier. 2+10

b) Explain  the function of filters. 8

OR

c) Distinguish between class A, class B and class C
power amplifiers. 6

d) Describe  with neat circuit diagram the operation
of a class B push pull amplifier. Write down the
expression for efficiency. 12+2

4. a) State Bohr's postulates and derive expression for
energy of hydrogen atom. 3+12

b) Explain  ene rgy  d ia gram f or hydr ogen
spectra. 5

OR

c) Write down the characterist ics o f nuclear
force. 5

d) Describe the construction, working and theory
of cyclotorn and give its  limitations. 12+3

5. a) State  and explain De Broglie hypothesis 5

b) Describe  Davison  Germer experiment and
outline the results. 15

OR

c) Derive  time dependant schrodinger equation in
one dimension and three dimension. 15

d) Write  the significance of wave function. 5

V-187-0.1 
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IV-UG-Chem(Mj.El)-II
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) State and explain Raoult's law. 2 + 4

b) What do you mean by elevat ion in boiling
point ?  Derive a relationship between elevation
in boiling point  and molecular mass  of the
non-volatile, non electrolyte solute dissolved in
the solvent. 2 + 7

OR

c) Define Osmosis and Osmotic pressure. State and
explain laws of Osmotic pressure. 3 + 6

b) W hat  is  mean t by Colligative p roperty ?
Prove that osmot ic pres sure is  a co lligative
property. 2 + 2

e) What is meant by isotonic solution ? 2

2. a) State different forms of first law of thermodynamics.
Derive mathematical formulation of first law of
thermodynamics. 3 + 4

b) Write different conformation of n-butane and
explain their stabilities.  4 + 4

c) Differen tiate between  conformat ion  and
configuration.  4

d) Assign R/S notation to the following. [4

(i)            H
           |
CH3 –C–C6H5

                |
         Br

 ii)             CH2OH
            |
 H2N –C–COOH

                                |
            H

e) Assign E/Z Notation to the following : 2

i)  

ii)  

OR
V-188 [Turn Over
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b) Explain with example
i) Intensive and extensive property. 4
ii) Isothermal and adiabatic processes. 4

OR

c) State and explain Kohlrausch's law. Discuss one
application of conductance measurement. 4+3

d) Write notes on : 4 + 4
i)  Buffer solution
ii)  Hess's law

3. a) Write a note on Werner's co-ordination theory. 6

b) Write the IUPAC name of the following. 6
i)  3 4 4[ Cu( NH ) ]SO

ii)  4 6K [ Fe( CN) ]

iii)  3 4 2Cr [( NH ) ( H O ) Cl ]
(iv)  2

4Ni[( CN ) ] 

c) Sta te  and  exp lain  EAN ru le wi th  an
example. 1+2

OR
d) Explain :

i)  Cu2+ is blue in colour while Zn2+is colourless. 3

ii) Transition elements form complexes. 3

e) What  is lanthanide con traction  ? Write the
c au s e  a nd  e ff ec t s  o f  lan th an id e
con traction . 1½+1½+3

f) Why do t ransition elements exhibit variable
valencies. 3

4. a) Write notes on the following  :
i) Brons ted-Lowry  concept  o f acids and

bases. 4
ii) Lux-Flood concept of acids and bases. 3

b) Discus s two methods of p reparation  and
structure of each of 4 + 4
i) XeF2
ii) XeOF2

OR
c) Write  a note on interhalogen compounds. 5

d) Discuss  the bridge structure of diborane. 4

e) How is chromium extracted from its chief ore. 6

5. a) What  is mean by geometrical isomerism ? Write
the conditions of optical isomerism. 2 + 2

V-188 [Turn Over
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f) Explain with example the syn-anti notation in
aldoxime. 2

g) What do you mean by conformational Isomer ?
Draw the preferred conformatin of 2+3×3

(i)  Methyl  cyclohexane.

(ii)  Trans –1, 2 dimethyl cyclohexane.

(iii) Cis-1, 4 - dimethyl cyclohexane.

h) Discuss the properties of enantiomers. 3

i) What is racemic mixture ? Describe a method
for  resolution of racemic mixture. 2+2

6. a) Explain   Keto-enol tau tomeris m with  an
example. 4

b) Give one method of preparation of acetoacetic
ester with mechanism. 4

c) How can you  synthesize the following from
acetoacetic ester ?

i) 1,3 diketone (acetyl acetone)

ii) Crotonic acid. 4+ 4

d) Using ethyl magnesium bromide how  can you
prepare ? 2+2
i)  ethane
ii) n-propyl alcohol.

OR

e) How can you separate 10,20, and 30  amines from
each other by Hinsberg's method ? 6

f) Phenol is acidic. Explain. 3

g) How can you convert ? 3+3

i)  Acetoacetic ester to succinic acid

ii) dimethylmalonate to adipic acid

h) Dis cuss  the coupling  react ion of benzene
diazomium chloride with phonol in presence of
alkali. Give mechanism of the reaction. 5

V-188-0.5 
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IV-UG-Phy(SEC)-II

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

Group - A

1. Answer any two of the following 7½ × 2

a) Explain the characteristics of a laser beam.

b) What are the salient features of holography ?
Mention its application in microscopy.

c) What are fibre sensors ? Briefly discuss their
principle of operation.

d) Write  a short note on He-Ne laser.

Group - B

2. Answer any two of the following. 12½× 2

a) What are Einstein's coefficients ? Establish the
relationship between them.

b) Discuss the basic principle and theory of spatial
frequency filtering.

c) What is the basic principle of holography ? Give
a quantitative discussion of the p rinciple of
holography.

d) Define acceptance ang le and the numerical
aperature. How are they  related to the refractive
indices of the core and the cladding ? Explain.

V-160-0.5 
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IV-UG-Math(Maj.EL)-II
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

Symbols used have their usual meaning

1. a) Calculate approximately by Newton-Raphson
method a root of the equation x2 + 2x – 2 = 0
laying  between  0 and 1 correct up to  two
significant figures.

OR

b) Find two iterations by Secant method to obtain
an approximation to a root of  x3 – x – 1 = 0
starting with x0 = 1 and x1 = 2.

2. a) Determine from the fo llowing  tab le the
approximate value of f(1.6) using Newton's
forward interpolation formula :

x 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

f(x) .11246 .14032 .16800 .195471 .2270

OR

V-189 [Turn Over

b) Solve the following L.P.P. graphically :

Maximize z = 5x1 + 3x2

subject to the constraints : x1 + x2  6

                                     2x1 + 3x2  6

                                     0  x1  4

                                           0  x2 3

6. a) Solve the following L.P.P. by Simplex method :

Maximize z = 3x1 + 2x2

subject to the constraints : x1 + x2  4

                                     x1 – x2  2

                                     x1  0,  x2  0.

OR

b) Solve the following L.P.P. by Simplex method :

Maximize z = 3x1 + 2x2+ 5x3

subject to the constraints : x1 + 2x2 + x3  430

                                     3x1 + 2x3  460

                                     x1 + 4x3  420

                             and  x1,  x2, x3  0.
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b) Using the points x0 = 2,  x1 = 2.5 and x2 = 4, find
the second degree interpolating polynomial for

f x x( ) 1  by Lagrange's interpolation formula.
Using th is polynomial, find the approximate

value to  f ( )3 1
3 .

3. a) Evaluate the integral, I f dx
x

( ) 
z 1

0

1
using

i) Compound Trapezoidal Rule

ii) Compound  Simpson 's 1
3

rd Rule with
8 equal subintervals.

OR

b) Find the approximate value of I f e dxx( ) z 2

0

1
 by

using Gauss-Legendre 2 point and 3 point

formulas.

4. a) Solve by Euler's method  
dy
dx

xy y 2 2 1; ( ) .

Determine y (2.1) by  choos ing  h  = 0.05.
Compare your result with the exact solut ion.
Carry ou t all calcu lat ions  to 4 s ignificant
figures.

OR

b) Find the constants K1,  K2,  K3,  K4 in RK-method
of order four for the numerical evaluat ion
of  y (0 .2) wher e y  is  t he s o lu t ion  o f
dy
dx

y y  1 0 02 ; ( )  Choose h = 0.2 and also

evaluate y(0.2) approximately.

5. a) Solve the following L.P.P. graphically :
Maximize z = 4x1 + 3x2

subject to the constraints : 2x1 + x2  1000
                                     x1 + x2  800
                                     x1    400
                                     x2  700
                             and  x1  0,    x2  0.

OR

[  2  ] [  3  ]
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7. a) Test the convergence o f any  three o f the
following series anwhere an is given by :

i) a n nn  13 3

ii)   a
nn

n


10
!

iii) a n
n n

3

iv) a n n
nn  



1 2 1
2 1

log

v) a n
nn

n
[( )!]

( )!
2
4

10
2

.

8. a) Expand ex tan–1 y about (1, 1) upto the second
degree in (x – 1) and (y – 1).

OR

b) If f x y xy( , ) | | ,  prove that Taylor's expansion
about the point (x, y) is not valid in any domain
which includes the origin.

V-189-0.1 
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II-UG-Eng(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 7½ × 4

a) In what important respects does Restoration
comedy differ from the Elizabethans ? Discuss.

b) Write a note on 'Glorious Revolution'.

c) What is Elegy ? Write a short essay on Thomas
Gray's 'Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard'.

d) Write a short essay on the theme of the poem,
Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard' with
comparison to the elegics of English Literature.

e) What is Satire ? Discuss Dryden as a Neo-
Classicist.
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f) Write a brief essay on the English novel in the
18th Century.

g) Why does Joseph Addison sketch a mastery
survey of the early 18th Century British Society ?
Explain it  with reference to h is es say,
'Reflections on Westminister Abbey'.

h) What was the first sense of sorrow in 'Richard
Steele's essay, Recollections' ? Describe it in
your own words.

Group - B

2. 'The Eighteenth Century was an age of reason but
the channels  o f Romant icism were never d ry '.
Discuss. 12½

3. Discuss the social and literary conditions which
helped in the b irth  of the English novel in the
18th Century. 12½

4. Discuss Thomas Gray's, 'Elegy Written in a Country
Churchyard ' is a mournful s ong o f musings  on
death. 12½

5. Crit ically analyse the poem, 'Elegy Written in  a
Country Churchyard'. 12½

6. 'Robinson Crusoe' is a religious or spiritual allegory.
Justify. 12½

7. Discuss Daniel Defoe's art and technique of narration
inspired by the actual experience of Alexander
Selkirk on  the island of Juan Fernandez with
reference to his novel, Robinson Crusoe. 12½

8. What does Gulliver keep travelling despite his  many
misfortunes ? Explain it in your own words. 12½

9. Discuss Oliver Goldsmith's 'Man in Black' as an
essay of clearness of thought, ease of style and simple
language. 12½

V-212-0.5 
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II-UG-Eco(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write short notes on any four of the following :    7½×4

a) National income at market price and national
income at factor cost.

b) Read G.D.P and Nominal GDP.

c) Green Accounting.

d) Money is a link between present and future.

e) Weighted index Number

f) Hyper-inflation.

g) Fullemployment.

h) Money mutiplier.

V-213 [Turn Over

Group - B

2. Distinguish between Micro economics and Macro
economics. Analyse the importantce of studying
macro economics. 12½

3. What do you mean by circular flow of income ?
Discuss the circular flow of income in a four sector
economy. 12½

4. Discuss the Cash-Balance approach to Quantity
Theory o f Money. Examine it s superiority over
Cash-Transaction approach. 12½

5. Define bank money. How do the banks create bank
money ? Point out the limitation of the banks to create
credit or bank money. 12½

6. "Inflation is unjust ; deflation is inexpedient of the
two deflation is worse". Examine. 12½

7. "Supply creates its own demand" Elucidate. 12½

8. Derive IS Curve and LM Curve. Examine their shape
and position. 12½

V-213-1 
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II-UG-Pol .S c(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write short notes on any four of the following :    7½×4

a) Origin  and development o f the concept of
Freedom.

b) Features and Kinds of Positive Freedom.

c) Dimension of Equality.

d) Justify equality in the midst of inequality.

e) What do you mean by Justice ? Discuss its
nature.

f) John Rawl's theory of Justice.

V-215 [Turn Over

g) Emphasis on Rights as  conditions of Social
expendiency.

h) Universal Human Rights.

Group - B

2. Examine crit ically  the provis ions  of Special
Safeguard of Freedoms. 12½

3. Discus s Freedom of Belief, Expres sion  and
Dissent. 12½

4. Discuss kinds of Equality. 12½

5. Examine Procedural and Substantive Justice. 12½

6. What do you mean by Rights ? Discuss various kinds
of Rights. 12½

7. Write an essay on Three Generations of Rights.     12½

8. What  is Po lit ical Obligations ? Why Polit ical
Obligations are obeyed by citizens ? 12½

9. Write a note on Tolerance. 12½

V-215-1 
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II-UG-Hist(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write short notes on any four of the following :    7½×4

a) Craft Production.

b) Varna and Jati

c) Kaniska-I

d) Urban Settlement

e) Varnashrama

f) Hinayana Budhism from Circa 2nd Century B.C.

g) Development of Sanskrit Literature Circa 300
to CE 750

h) Gandhara School of Art.

V-214 [Turn Over

Group - B

2. Give an account of Trade, Trade Routes and Coinage
in North India, Central India and the Deccan. 12½

3. Discuss the marriage and property ralations from
Circa 300 to CE 300. 12½

4. Write a note on Mauryan Administration. 12½

5. As s ess  the ach ievements  o f Goutamipu tra
Satakarni. 12½

6. Es t imate th e natu r e o f p o lity  u nder
Hars havardhan. 12½

7. Analyse the growth of Mahayana Budhism from
Circa 2nd Century BC. 12½

8. Review the development of Tamil Literature from
Circa 300 to CE 750. 12½

V-214-0.5 
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II-UG-Phi l(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 7½ ×4

a) Nature o f Univers al relig ion  of Swami
Vivekananda.

b) Humanism of Tagore.

c) Concept of Supermind of Sri Aurobindo.

d) Integral Yoga of Sri Aurobindo.

e) Gandhiji's statement that Truth is God and God
in Truth.

f) Swami Vivekananda's statement that man is the
maker of his own destiny.

V-216 [Turn Over

g) Radhakrishnan's view on the distinction between
intellect and intuition.

h) The concept of Satyagraha of M.K Gandhi.

Group - B

2. Discuss Swami Vivekananda's concept of religion.    12½

3. Explain Tagore's concept of reality. 12½

4. Discuss Sri Aurobindo's concept of 'Saccidananda".
12½

5. Explain and examine Sri Aurobindo 's  v iew on
creation. 12½

6. Discuss the Gandhiji's view of Ahimsha. 12½

7. Explain the concept of Absolute of Radhakrishnan.
12½

8. What is Radhakris hnan's idealis t view of life ?
Discuss. 12½
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II-UG-SOC(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write short notes on any four of the following :    7½×4

a) Briefly discuss the law of three stages.

b) Write a note on positivism.

c) Discuss Spencer's Organismic Analogy.

d) Explain Marx's analysis of Alienation.

e) Briefly  explain Socio logy of Cap italism as
explained by Karl Marx.

f) Explain  Durkheim's concept of mechanical
solidarity and organic solidarity.

V-217 [Turn Over

g) Explain Weber's concept of 'Social Action'.

h) Explain Max Weber's explanation of authority.

Group - B

2. Discuss Comte's Hierarchy of sciences.     12½

3. Explain Herbert Spencer's  Theory  o f s ocial
Evolution. 12½

4. Discuss Marx's theory of Class Struggle. 12½

5. Explain Durkheim's Theory of Suicide. 12½

6. Explain Marx's dialectical Materialism. 12½

7. Discuss Weber's Protestant ethic and the Sprit of
Capitalism. 12½

8. Explain Weber's concept  of Bureaucracy  and its
important features. 12½
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II-UG-Anth(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write short notes on any four of the following :     6×4

a) Archaeological Anthropology meaning

b) Absolute dating

c) Palaeontology

d) Epoch

e) Glacial and Interglacial Stage

f) Write how to prepare tool and give one example

g) Paleolithic techniques

h) Olduvai Gorge.

V-222 [Turn Over

Group - B

2. Write the definition and  scope of archaeological
anthropology and relationship of other discipline of
anthropology ?    9

3. Briefly d iscus s on  the dat ing  method of
Archaeological anthropology ? 9

4. Give details about the Geochronology of pleistocene
epoch ? 9

5. Briefly discuss on the different types of geoclimatic
events. 9

6. Discuss details about the techniques of Lithic stage
of archaeology ? 9

7. Give an account of the classification of the tools and
with suitable examples ? 9

8. Describe the earliest evidence of the culture in the
World, Specially in Kuliana. 9

V-222-0.3 
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II-UG-Stat(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Section - A

1. Answe any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Find limit of the following :

i) x x x
x x

Lim
x


 
 

F
HG

I
KJ

2

2
4 3
2 5

ii) x x x x x n
x

Lim n


    


F
HG

I
KJ1

1

2 3 .......

b) Show that the function f(x) defined by

f x
x for x

x for x
x x for x

( )


  

   

R
S|
T|

1
2 1 2
2 3 22

is differentiable at x = 2 but not at x = 1
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5. Find : 9

a)
a x
a x

dx


b) 3 5 2x x dxz
6. Prove that the rth difference of a polynomial of

degree  n is a polynomial of degree (n – r), if r < n.
Find  out the value of rth difference for r = n and r >
n. Hence obtain 6(k – ax) (k – bx2) (k – cx3). 9

7. State and prove Simpson's Three-Eighth rule for
numerical integration. 9

8. a) Test the convergence of

a
n

an
n

n

b g
!

,




 
1

0

b) Test the absolute convergence of the series

1
12

1
34

1
5 6

1
7 8. . . .

...........   
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c) Evaluate

i) sec3 x dxz
ii) sin x dxz

d) Use the method of separation of symbols to
prove that

U U x U x

e U x U
x

Ux

0
1 2

2

0 0

2
2

0

1 2

2

  

   
L
NM

O
QP

! !
................

!
...... 

e) Show that  
 
E

U U
E Ux

x

x

F
HG

I
KJ 

2 2

2

f) State and prove Lagrange's  Interpo lation
formula.

g) Apply Simpson's rule to estimate the value of

the intergral 
dx
x1

2z  by dividing the interval

(1, 2) into four equal parts.

h) Discuss the convergence of an where

a
for n even

for n oddn

n

n



R
S
||

T
|| 

1
3
1

5

2

1
2

Section - B

2. a) Find 
dy
dx

if x yy x 9

b) If y x thenfinddy
dx

xx



...

.

3. Find the greatest value of 9

f x x x on( ) ( ) ( ) ,   1 1 0 1
1
3

1
3

4. Integrate : 9

a)
x dx
x

2

2 4

b)
dx

x xsin . cos2 2
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II-UG-S ans(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. kesÀ<eeefáeled ®elegCee¥ ÒeMveeveeced GÊejb Òeos³eced ~
7½ × 4

ke À) (i) meÒeme²b J³eeK³ee keÀe³ee& õ
YeJeefvle veceémlejJe: HeÀueeiecew-
ve&JeecyegefYeot&jefJeueefcyevees Ievee: ~
Deveg×lee: meledHeg©<ee: mece=ef×efYe:
mJeYeeJe SJew<e HejesHekeÀeefjCeeced ~~

DeLeJee

(ii) efoäe³ee MekegÀvleuee meeOJeer
          meoHev³eefceob YeJeeved ~
Þe×e efJeÊeb efJeefOe½esefle
           ef$ele³eb leled meceeieleced ~~
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Ke) (i) GlkeÀueYee<e³ee Dee²ueYee<e³ee Jee DevegJeeob kegÀ©

DeeKeC[ue mecees YeÊee& pe³evleÒeeflece: megle: ~
DeeMeerjv³ee ve les ³eesi³ee Heewueceer me¢Mees YeJe ~~

DeLeJee

(ii) ³ees nefve<³eefle JeO³eb lJeeb j#³eb jef#e<³eefle efÜpeced ~
nbmees efn #eerjceeoÊes levedefceÞee Jepe&³el³eHe: ~~

ie) mebmke=Àle íe³ee Òeos³ee ö

i) DeefnCeJecengueesuegJees  legceb len Heefj®egefcyeDe ®etDecepeefjb ~
keÀceueJemeFcesÊeefCeJJegoes cengDej efJecnefjDeeW efme Ceb keÀnb ~~

DeLeJee

ii) Menpes efkeÀue pees efJeefCeefvoS Ce ng os keÀcce efJeJeppeCeerDeS ~
HeMegceeueCekeÀcceoeuegCes DeCegkeÀcHeeefceog SJJe MeesefÊeS ~~

Ie) meevegceleer keÀe ? veeìkesÀ lem³e Deeiecevem³e efkebÀ keÀejCeced ?

*) meeLe&Jeen Oeveefce$e Je=Êeevlem³e efkebÀ veeìkeÀer³e Òe³eespeveced ?

®e) ÒekeÀejCem³e ue#eCeesoenjCeb oHe&CeefoMee efueKele ~

í) efJe<keÀcYekeÀm³e  ue#eCeesoenjCeb ³eLeeûevLeb  efJece=Mele ~

pe) DeejcYe³elve³ees:ue#eCeesoenjCes meb#esHesCe efJe®eej³ele ~

Group -B

2. De efYe %eeveMee keg Àvleuem³ e  Heáe cee¹m³e  ve eìke Àer³ e  Jewe fMeä dîeced
Deeuees®e³ele ~ 12½

3. og<³evleMekegÀvleuee³ees: Hegveefce&ueveb keÀLeceYetled ? 12½

4. GÐeeves og<³evlem³e efJejnJeCe&vem³e meewvo³e¥ meceer#³ele ~ 12½

5. mJeiee&oJelejCekeÀeues He=efLeJ³ee: ef®e$eb veeìkeÀevegmeejb efueKele ~ 12½

6. cegKeÒeeflecegKemevOe³ees: ue#eCeesoenjCes oer³ele ~ 12½

7. oHe&CeefoMee yeerpeHeleekeÀ³ees: ue#eCeesoenjCes mebiece³ele ~ 12½

8. veeìkeÀm³e ue#eCeesoenjCeced Deeuees®e³ele ~ 12½

V-219-0.5
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II-UG-Hindi(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.
Answer all questions from both the groups

Group -A

1. efvecveefueefKele ÒeMveeW ceW mes efkeÀvneR leerve kesÀ GÊej oerefpeS : 6 × 3

ke À) DeeOegefvekeÀ keÀeue keÀer jepeveereflekeÀ Deewj meeceeefpekeÀ HeefjefmLeefle³eeW
Hej mebef#eHle  ÒekeÀeMe [eefueS ~

Ke) íe³eeJeeo kesÀ veecekeÀjCe Hej efJe®eej keÀerefpeS ~

ie) ÒeieefleJeeoer keÀefJelee keÀe cegK³e mJej keÌ³ee nw ? mHeä keÀerefpeS ~

Ie) Yeejlesvog ceC[ueer kesÀ ³eesieoeve Hej Deeuees®evee keÀerefpeS ~

*) Òesce®ebo HetJe& efnvoer GHev³eeme Hej efJe®eej keÀerefpeS ~

®e) Ke[eryeesueer kesÀ GodYeJe Deewj efJekeÀeme Hej efìHHeCeer efueefKeS ~

í) efÜJesoer ³egie keÀer keÀefJeleeDeeW keÀer jeä̂er³e YeeJevee Hej efJe®eej keÀerefpeS ~

V-220 [Turn Over



Group -B

2. ke À) DeeOegefvekeÀ keÀeue keÀes veJepeeiejCe keÀeue keÌ³eeW keÀne peelee nw ?
meleke&À GÊej oerefpeS ~ 12½

Ke) Ye ejles vog ³egie erve meeefnl³ e keÀe r He=<þYet efce Hej Deeu ees®evee
ke Àere fpeS ~ 12½

ie) Òe³eesieyeeo keÀer keÀeJ³e Òeye=efÊe³eeW Hej ÒekeÀeMe [eefueS ~ 12½

Ie) efnvoer veeìkeÀ kesÀ GodYeJe Deewj efJekeÀeme Hej ÒekeÀeMe [eefueS~ 12½

*) mJelev$eleeHetJe& efnvoer GHev³eeme keÀer efJekeÀeme Oeejej keÀe Heefj®e³e
osles ngS cegbMeer Òesce®ebo kesÀ ³eesieoeve keÀes mHeä keÀerefpeS ~ 12½

®e) veF&keÀefJelee keÀer efJeMes<eleeDeeW Hej Deeuees®evee keÀerefpeS ~ 12½

í) efÜJesoer ³egie kesÀ ÒecegKe keÀefJe³eeW Deewj GvekeÀer keÀeJ³e keÀefJeleeDeeW
Hej efJe®eej keÀerefpeS ~ 12½

3. Deefle mebef#eHle GÊej oerefpeS  : 1 × 12

ke À) íe³eeJeeoer keÀefJe³eeWe keÀer ye=n®®elegä³eer kesÀ veece efueefKeS ~

Ke) Yeejlesvog Üeje ÒekeÀeefMele SkeÀ Heef$ekeÀe keÀe veece efueefKeS ~

ie) Yeejlesvog nefj½evê  ceW HeoJeer keÌ³ee nw ?

Ie) Keæ[eryeesueer ieÐe keÀes Deevoesueve kesÀ ªHe ceW yeæ{eJee osves Jeeuees ceW
efkeÀmeer SkeÀ J³eefkeÌle keÀe veece efueefKeS ~

*) ceneJeerj Òemeeme efÜJesoer peer ves keÀye Deewj efkeÀme Heef$ekeÀe keÀe mebHeeove
keÀe³e& mebYeeuee ~

®e) Keæ[eryeesueer keÀe Henuee cenekeÀeJ³e keÀe veece efueefKeS ~

í) efkeÀme ³egie keÀes DeeOegefvekeÀ ³egie keÀe mJeCe&³egie keÀnepeelee nw ?

pe) efnvoer kesÀ SkeÀ jeäk̂eÀefJe keÀe veece efueefKeS ~

Pe) `keÀecee³eeveer' efkeÀmekeÀer j®evee jner ?

_e) Yeejle ceW ÒeieefleMeerue uesKekeÀ mebIe keÀer mLeeHevee keÀye Deewj keÀneB
ngF & ~

ì) `leej meHlekeÀ' keÀe ÒekeÀeMeve keÀye ngDee Lee ?

þ) veF& keÀefJelee kesÀ efkeÀmeer SkeÀ efkeÀefJe  keÀe veece efueefKeS ~

V-220-0.3
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II-UG-ODI (CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. ù~ùKøYiò PûùeûUò  e iõlò̄  C�e \ò@ : 7½ × 4

K) C}k iûjòZý ö

L) ^a~êM iûjòZý iõi\ ö

M) K�û I ềf û

N) ^úkKY×u M\ý eP^û

O) D Ü̂aòõg gZû±úe iûcûRòK RûMeY ö

P) iZýaû\ú ~êMe @û\gð û

Q) còg^ûeúcû̂ u _âbûa û

R) C}k \ú_òKû û

V-218 [Turn Over
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Group - B

2. D^aòõg gZû±ú jó @û]ê̂ òK IWÿò@û iûjòZýe ̂ òcðûY bìcò– aòPûe
Keö 12½

3. D^aòõg gZû±úe iûõÄéZòK ̂ aRûMeY IWÿò@û iûjòZýùe Kò_eò
_âZò̀ kòZ @ûùfûP^û Keö 12½

4. _âûKþ @û]ê̂ òK K[û iûjòZýeê iûcûRòK _eòùag, IWÿò@û iûjòZýKê
Kò_eò icé¡ KeòQò – \gðû@ö 12½

5. _âûKþ @û]ê̂ òK Kûke IWÿò@û Kûaý KaòZûj ó @û]ê̂ òK IWÿò@û
KaòZûe ò̂cðûY bìcò – aòPûe Ke ö 12½

6. iZýaû\ú iûjòZýùe _âZò̀ kòZ RûZúdaû\ú ùPZ^ûe icúlû
Keö 12½

7. iaêR ]ûeû ùaûfò K[ôZ ùjC[ôaû Kûaý _âaé�òe _eòPd _â\û̂
Keö 12½

8. Êû]ú^Zû-_ ìa ða�ðú Kûkùe IWÿò@û KaòZûKê _âMZòaû\ú
Pò«û]ûeû Kò_eò _âbûaòZ KeòQò – \gûð@ö 12½

V-218-1 



II-PG-Com-IX(MM)
2017

Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. a) "Personal selling process is the logical sequence
of steps that a sales person takes in dealing with
prospective customer". Discuss this statement
and discuss  the various stages in the personal
selling process. 7 + 6

OR

b ) What do you mean by advertising budget ? List
the different methods used to set advertising
budgets . W hich  one do you  think mos t
effective ? Why ? 3 + 5 +5

2. a) "Marketing research is necessary for strong
market ing strategy" Do you  agree with this
statement ? Explain critically. 13

OR

b) Discuss the organising and controlling aspects
of marketing operations. 13

3. a) Discuss the social, ethical and legal aspects of
marketing. 14

OR

b) Write notes on the following 3½ × 4

i) Cyber marketing

ii) Green marketing

iii) Marketing of services

iv) Export trade.

V-208-1 
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II-UG-Edn(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four  of the following : 6 ×4

a) How is survey method is used in studying the
pupil behaviour ?

b ) State the relationship between education and
psychology.

c) Differentiate between growth and development.

d) Discuss two-factor theory of intelligence.

e) Explain  learning.

f) State the nature of personality.

g) Explain the factors affecting mental health of
teachers.

h) Explain  insightful learning.

V-225 [Turn Over

Group - B

2. Dis cuss   natu re and  s cope o f Educat ional
Psychology. 9

3. What do you mean by emotional development ?
Discuss important emotional development during
adolescence period. 9

4. Explain Piagetian stages of cognitive development
with educational implications. 9

5. What is motivation ? Discuss important techniques
used by teachers in motivating students in class room
situation. 9

6. What  is creativity ? Discuss the nature of creative
thinking. 9

7. What  is individual difference ? Discuss factors
causing individual differences. 9

8. What do you mean by adjustment mechan ism ?
Explain  any  two defence mechan is ms with
examples. 9

V-225-0.5 
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II-UG-Psy(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four  of the following within 150 words.:
6 ×4

a) What is sensory adaptation ?

b ) Describe the figure and ground relationship in
perception.

c) Discuss the nature of observational learning.

d) Write notes on episodic and semantic memory.

e) What is language acquisition ?

f) Discuss the different speech errors.

g) What are the processes of thinking ?

h) Describe the different steps in problem solving.

V-226 [Turn Over

Group - B

Each answer should be within 250 words.

2. Discuss the structure and function o f eye with
diagram. 9

3. What is perception ? Discuss the Gestalt laws of
perception. 9

4. Citing  the experimental examples  d is cuss  the
principles of classical conditioning. 9

5. Describe the various causes of forgetting. 9

6. Dis cus s  on  the d ifferent  means  of effect ive
communication. 9

7. W hat are the factors of influencing  decis ion
making ? Explain with examples. 9

8. What  is reasoning ? Discuss the characteristics of
Indictive and deductive reasoning. 9

V-226-0.5 
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II-UG-BBA(CC)-III (BM)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four  of the following : 7½ ×4

a) If  
af ( a )

a 1




Prove that  2f ( a ) f ( a )
f ( a 1)




b ) Evaluate :  2x 0

5 x 3lim
x 6 x 2



 

c) Show  that a given sum of money if accumulates
at 20 per cent per annum becomes doubles in
4 years at compound interest.

d) Find three numbes in G.P. such that, their sum
is 130 and their product is 27000.

V-227 [Turn Over

8. A man deposits Rs.10,000 each year at 10% p.a.
comopund interest for 25 years. Find the sum of the
deposit (principal and interest) after the end of 25th
year. 12½

V-227-0.7 
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e) Find the inverse of the matrix.
1   2    1
2   1    2
2   1    1

 
 
  

f) State the procedure of solving linear equation
by Cramers rule. (Take imaginary equations)

g) Evaluate 2

1
dx

x 4x 5 
h) Differentiate w.r.t. x

2

2

1 x
1 x




Group - B

2. Find 
dy
dx

 of the following function

   2 2x y 3 x 4 y   12½

3. Evaluate  the following integral

x

2

xe dx
( x 1)

12½

4. Solve  the following equation by matrix method

3x – 2y + z = 1
2x + y – 5z = 2
x + y – 2z = 3 12½

5. Prove that

a b c 2a 2a
2b b c a 2b
2c 2c c a b

  
  
   

12½

= (a + b + c)2

6. There are four numbers. The first three are in A.P.
The last three are in G.P. The sum of the 1st term
and last term is 11. The sum of the other two terms
is 10. Find the numbers. 12½

7. Show that 1
x

xf ( x)
1 e




 is

continuous at x = 0 ,

 Provided x 0, f ( 0) 0  12½

[  2  ] [  3  ]
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II-UG-Com(C)-II (B.Eco)
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value.

Answer all questions

1. a) Critrically examine  the Marshallian theory of
demand.

OR

b ) What  is elast icity o f demand  ? Show the
relationship among average revenue marginal
revenue, and price elasticity of demand under
imperfect competition.

2. a) Explain  the chioce o f op t ional facto r
combination with the help of Iso-quant and Iso-
cost curves.

OR

b) Explain how internal and external economies
affect production and costs of a business firm.

3. a) Examine the importance of time element in
determination  o f price under perfect
competition.

OR

b) What is discriminating monopoly ? What are
the cond it ions  fo r d is criminat ion  to be
profitable ?

4. a) Define Oligolpoly ? Why is there indeterminate
pricing  and output  under Oligopoly ?

OR

b) How price and output are determined  under
monopolistic competition ?

5. a) Explain  how wage rate is determined under
perfect competitive market.

OR

b) W hat  is the natu re o f profit  ?  Examine
Schumpeter's innovation theory of profit.

V-293-0.5 
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II-PG-ODI -IX

2017
Full Marks - 40

Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. K) bûhûe iõmû ò̂eì_Y Keò Gjûe Êeì_MêWÿòKe _eòPd
\ò@ ö 16

@[aû

L) aý¬^ ]ß̂ ò C_ô̂ Üùe aûMþ~ª Kò_eò iûjû~ý Kùe CùfäL
Ke ö

2. K) CyûeYe _âKéZò \éÁòeê aý¬^ ]ß̂ òe aMðúKeY Keû    16

@[aû

L) bûhû _eòa�ð̂ e \òMMêWÿòK @ûùfûP^û Ke ö

V-205 [Turn Over

3. ù~ùKøYiò \êAUò e iõlò̄  C�e _â\û̂  Ke ö 4 × 2

K) @fòRòjßû

L) @¡ðÊe

M) Zûfaý ]ß̂ ò

N) gîZò ]ß̂ ò

O) Ægð-iõNhðú  ]ß̂ ò û

V-205-0.5 
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II-PG-Pol .Sc. -IX

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) "Globalization has been affecting international
relations in every aspect"– Elucidate. 12

OR

b ) "Humanitarian interventions on most cases are
politically motivated". Examine citing suitable
examples.

2. a) Give an  account  o f the Indo-American
relationship in the post-Cold War period. 12

OR

b) "Economic interests are the guiding force behind
the making of  India's foreign policy in the post-
globalization period". Examine

3. Answer any two of the following. 8 × 2

a) Why does India  remain a non-signatory to the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty of 1968.

b) Do you think science and technology can be
utilised to bring about international peace and
security ?  Justify your answer.

c) Explain India 's at titude towards g lobal
terro rism.

d) "For about a decade, India has been paying a lip
service to the NAM". Comment.

V-206-0.5 
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II-PG-ODI -X

2017
Full Marks - 40

Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. K) _�\g gZK _~ðý« IWÿò@û bûhûe aòKûgKâc @ûùfûP^û
Ke ö 16

Kò́ û

L) AùŠû-ACùeû_úd bûhû _eòaûee flY I aMðúKeY
CùfäL Ke ö

2. K) IWÿò@û bûhû C_ùe \âûaòWÿ bûhûe _âbûa ùiû\ûjeY
a‰ð̂ û Ke ö 16

Kò́ û

L) _âZýd KûjûKê Kj«ò I GjûKê aýajûe Keòaûe CùŸgý
iõ_Kðùe @ûùfûP^ûKe ö

V-209 [Turn Over
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3. ù~ ùKøYiò \êAUòe iõlò̄  C�e \ò@ ö 4 × 2

K) iûekû iûjòZýeê PûùeûUò ù\gR g± CùfäL Kee ö

L) ì̂@û g± MV^ùe Z¡òZ Kò_eò iûjû~ý Kùe, PûùeûU ò
C\ûjeY ù\A aêSû@ ö

M) _âZýd ù~ûM Keò PûùeûUò Ké\«e C\ûjeY \ò@ ö

N) ù~ùKøYiò PûeòùMûUò g±e cìkbûhû ò̂¡ðûeY Ke ö

ZûUò@û , aûkK, ù_ûfòiþ, _û̂ ò@û, WûqeLû̂ û, P_eûgò,
ùcûKŸðcû, `Gifû, @\û ö

V-209-0.5 



II-PG-Math -IX

2017
Full Marks - 40

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. a) Solve the boundary value problem

xy" 4y e ,y(0) 0y'( ) 0     8

OR

b ) Solve the  boundary  value p roblem

y" x , y( 0) y (1) 0  

2. a) Find the power series solution of the  initial value
problem

y" xy ' y 0, y ( 0) 1, y '( 0 ) 0     8

OR

V-207 [Turn Over



b) Show that n
2 n

1.3.5.(2 n 1)
P (O) ( 1)

2.4.6....2n


 

and  P2n+1(0) = 0 8

3. a) Us ing  Picards  method  of s ucces sive
approximation find the solution of the initial
value problem. 8

y' = xy , y(0) = 1

OR

b) Find the  largest interval on which the solution
of initial value p roblem 2 yy e , y ( 0 ) 0 
exists and unique. 8

4. a) Using Laplace transformatioin solve the initial
value problem. 8

y"–4y'+4y=0,  y(0) = 0 y' (0) = 3

OR

b) Show that 8

2
n n 1

1
n( x 1) P ( x ) n P ( x )( x ) nxp  

5. a) Solve the Laplace equation
2 2

2 2

u u 0
x y
 

 
 

  for  0 < x <  , 0 < y < 

With initial condition

u (0, y) = u( ,y) = u (x ,)=0
u (x, 0) = sin2x 8

OR

b) Find  the so lut ion o f the wave equat ion
2 2

2
2 2

u uC
t x
 


 

8

corresponding to triangular initial deflection

2 kf ( x ) x for 0 x
2

  
t

l

= 
2 k ( l x ) for x

2
  

l l
l

V-207-0.5 
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II-UG-BBA(C)-II (EM)
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value.

Answer all questions

1. a) What is price elasticity of demand ? Explain the
role of price elasticity of demand in business
decisions.

OR

b ) What is  demand forcas ting ? Discus s the
methods of demand forecasting.

2. a) What is Isoquant ? Explain the laws of  Return
to scale with the help of Isoquants.

OR

b) Examine the  impact of internal and external
economies on production and costs of a business
firm.

3. a) Discus s  the equ ilibrium of the firm under
perfect competition in the short  and long run.

OR

b) Compare perfect competition with monopoly in
respect of determination of price, output  and
profit.

4. a) How price and output are determined under
monopolistic competition ?

OR

b) Discuss the characteristics of Oligopoly. Explain
Kinked demand curve theory of Oligopoly.

5. a) Explain how wage rate is determined under
perfect competition market.

OR

b) Discuss the liquid ity  preference theory of
interest.

V-292-0.2 
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II-UG-Geog(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write short notes on any four of the following :     6 × 4

a) Homosphere

b) Weather and Climate

c) Albedo

d) Radiation inversion

e) Pressure Gradient force

f) Jet Stream

g) Relative humidity

h) Warm front.

V-223 [Turn Over

Group - B

2. Give a brief account  of the s t ructu re of the
atmosphere. 9

3. Expalin the heat budget of the earth. 9

4. Elucidate the format ion  and characteris tics of
planetary pressure belts. 9

5. Discuss the factors affecting insolation. 9

6. Describe the planetary winds. 9

7. Elaborate different types of rainfall. 9

8. Discuss the characteristics and formation of tropical
cyclones. 9

V-223-0.3 
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II-UG-Phy(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Answer  any four of the following :

a) State and prove the uniqueness theorem.  5+1

b) Derive the expression  for the torque on  an
electric dipole placed in an external electric field.
What is the effect of the torque.  5+1

c) Calculate the self force experienced  by a
conductor surface due to charge on itself. How
is the stress related to energy density near the
sufrace ?  4+2

d) Derive the expression for the capacitance of a
cylinderical capacitor filled with a dielectric of
dielectric constant K. 6

[  4  ]

6. Explain  phenomenon of Hysteresis in Ferromagnetic
materials with reference to the B–H curve and
calculate  the Hysteresis  loss per cycle. 5 +4

7. Obtain  the expression for the current in a series LCR
circu it  connected  to  an  AC vo ltage s ource

0V V sin( wt )  using phasor method. Discuss the
sharpness of resonance and quality factor of the
circuit. 5 + 2 + 2

8. State and  p rove the maximum power t rans fer
theorem in AC networks. Show that the maximum
power delivered to the passive network is half the
total power generated by the internal generator.     7+2

V-228-0.8 



e ) Calculate the magnetic field o f a current loop
and  show it s  equivalence to  a magnetic
dipole. 3 + 3

f) Using Biot-Savart law show that the magnetic
field  can be written  in  terms o f a vecto r
poten tial. 6

g) Define mutual inductance and  p rove the
reciprocity theorem for it. 1 + 5

h) Distinguish between an ideal voltage source and
an  actual vo ltage source. Exp lain  with
appropriate symbolic diagrams.      2 + 2 + 1 + 1

Group - B

2. Find the  expressions for the electric field at points
inside, outside and on a spherical charge distribution
with  charge density given by

2

k , 0 r Rp ( r ) r
0 , r R

   
 

3+3+1+2

3 a) Show that the electric field due to a small electric
dipole is given by :

3
0

1 ˆE ( r ) [3p. r p ]
4 r

 


   

where p  is the dipole  moment 6

b) Prove that this field is conservative. 3

4. a) A point charge q  is placed in front of a charged
conducting sphere with a charge Q. Find the
potential due to  this system at any  point using
the method of electrical images. 7

b) Find the surface charge density on the sphere due
to its own charge and the induced charge. 2

5. a)  State Ampere's   circuital law. Get  it in the
differential form. 2 + 2

b) Apply ing  Amper's circu ital law find  the
magnetic field due to a solenoid. 5

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-UG-Chem(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Answer  any four of the following :
a) Define carbocation. Give one method  of

preparation of carbocation. Describe  its stability
and structure. 6

b) i) Make a distinction between inductive effect
and electromeric effect. 4

ii) Why fo rmic acid is  st ronger than acet ic
acid. 2

c) i) W hat  is  Wurtz react ion . Des cribe it s
mechanism and limitations. 3

ii) Describe the mechanism of chlorination of
methane. 3

d) What is inductive effect. Write its characteristics.
How does it influence the relative strength of
acid and base. 1+2+3

6. a) Describe hydroboration-oxidation of alkene.     6
b) What is ozonolysis. Give the ozonolysis  product

of 2, 3– dimethyl but-2-ene. 1+2
7. a) Write postulates of Bayer's Strain theory. Write

its limitations. 3+2
b) i) Why acetylene is acidic in nature. 2

ii) Convert acetylene to But -2-yne. 2
8 a) i) Examine the aromaticity of cyclopropyl

cation. 1

ii) Describe the nit rat ion  of benzene with
mechanism. 4

b) Write notes on the following. 2+2
i) Sulphonation of benzene
ii) Chlorination of  benzene

9. a) Des cribe Friedel craft's  alky lat ion  with
mechanism. Give its limitation. 5

b) Why benzene gives only one mono-substituted
product. 2

c) Complete  the following : 2

i)                              (ii)

V-229-0.8 
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OH
3dil. HNO



NO2

2

3

Br
Fe Br



e ) What do you mean by resolution of receme
mixture. Describe the fo llowing method of
resolution.   (i) Kinetic method  (ii) Selective
adsorption method. 2+2+2

f) i) Write characteris tics  o f geometrical
isomerism. 3

ii) Ass ign  R and  S configurat ion  to  the
following compounds 3

(i)        (ii)   

(iii)
          CH3

         H                Br
                COOH

g) i) Make  a distinction between diastereomers
and enantiomers. 3

ii) State and  exp lain  Huckel's  ru le o f
aromaticity. 3

h) Complete the following reactions 2 × 3

i)    
2 4

2
4

H SO
CH CH H O

HgSO
 

ii)  CH3 —CH2—CH—CH3–Alcoholic KOH
                          |
                        Br

iii)  2 4
0 0

Conc . H SO
3 2

170 190 C
CH CH OH







  

Group - B

2. W hat  is  res onance. Write it s  cond it ions ,
characteristics and application. 9

3 a) Write  notes on : 3 + 3
i) Hyperconjugation
ii) Nucleophilicity and basicity.

b) Dis cuss  the relat ive stab ility o f
primary,secondary and tertiary Carbanion. 3

4. Describe oxymercuration-demercuration of alkene
with mechanism and examples. 9

5. Write notes on the following : 3 × 3
i) Markownikoff 's rule
ii) Antimarkownikoff 's rule.
iii) Saytezeff 's rule.

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-UG-Bot(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Write notes on any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Asexual reproduction in Aspergillus.

b) Bioluminescence

c) Late blight of potato

d) Affinities of fungi with plants and  animals.

e) Tpes of fruiting bodies in fungi.

f) Medical Mycology

g) Tobacco mosaic viruses

h) Endomycorrhiza and their  significance.

Group - B

2. Give an account of life cycle of penicillum. 9

3. Discuss the general characteristics and life cycle  of
Saccharomyces. 9

4. Give an account o f ecology and  life cycle of
Albugo. 9

5. Discuss the application of fungi in agriculture and
its biological control. 9

6. Give an account of the range of thallus organization
and nature of association of algal and fungal partners
in Lichen. 9

7. Give an account of the causal organism, symptoms,
mode of infection and control of disaese of Black
stem rust. 9

8. Discuss the type of fruiting bodies and plasmodia in
allied fungi. 9

V-230-0.8 
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II-UG-Zool(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
A nswer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Write notes on any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) General characteristics of annelida.

b) Social life in bees.

c) Significance of trochophore larva.

d) Water  vascular system in Asteroidea.

e) Pearl formation in bivalves.

f) General  characters of Peripatus.

g) Excretion in annelid.

h) Detorsion in Gastropoda.

Group - B

2. Give an account of Metamerism in annelida. 9

3. Describe  the various larval forms in crustacea. 9

4. Discuss affinities  and evolutionary significance of
peripatus. 9

5. Give an account  of respiration in mollusca.

6. Give an  account  o f   Larval fo rms  in
Echinodermata. 9

7. Write in detail the process of respiration in insecta.   9

8. Describe the process of metamorphosis  in insects
and add a note on its hormonal control. 9

9. Classify phylum mollusca upto class with characters
and  examples. 9

V-231-0.8 
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II-UG-C.S c.(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Answer any four of the following :

a) What is class ? Explain how does it exhibit data
hiding property. 2+4

b) Explain  the concept of message passing in C++
with  an example. 6

c) Write the way of compiling and executing a C++
program. 6

d) How type conversion is done ? Explain with
example. 6

e) What is a stream ? Describe briefly the features
of I/O system supported by C++. 2+4

V-232 [Turn Over



f) Write a program to demonstrate the concept of
rethrowing on exception. 6

g) Write  the rules for overloading operations and
explain. 6

h) How do structure of C and C++ differ ? Explain
with example. 6

Group - B

2. a) What  is an  Object  Orien ted Programming ?
Explain how object oriented programming is
d ifferen t  from the p rocedural oriented
programming. 2+4

b) Explain  the concept of reference variable with
an example. 3

3. How function overloading differs from function3
overriding ? Explain with a suitable example. 9

4. Explain  the concept of friend function and  friend
class with a suitable C++ programme. 9

5. Write a program in C++ to add the two complex
numbers demons trating the concep t o f b inary
operator overloading. 9

6. What   is Vis ib ility  mode ? What  are different
inheritance visibility modes supported by C++ ?     9

7. a) Discuss the various forms of get ( ) function
supported by the input stream. How are they
used. 6

b) How do I/O  facilities in C++ differ form that
in C.

8. What  do you  mean by command line arguments ?
Why is  it  essent ial ?  Explain  with  a su itab le
example. 9

V-232-0.8 
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II-UG-Math(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Answer any four of the following : 7½ × 4

a) Let  a ,b F , then prove that

|a+b| < |a| + |b| &  | |a| < |b| | < |a–b|

b) Let S be a non-empty s ubs et of R and let
R .Then prove that

Sup S   Sup ( s ) If a 0
inf ( s ) If 0

 
 

c) Prove that 3 R Q 

Then  prove that the alternating series

n
n 0 1 2 3

n 0
( 1) b b b b b .....





    

converges and its sum 'S' satisfies

0 1 0b b S b   . 12½

V-234-0.6 
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d) Let  a , b R   such that a < b. Then there exists

a rational number n
k

10
 where k , n N

such that n n

1 k
a b b

10 10
   

e) Prove  that the limit of a convergence sequence
is unique.

f) Prove that 
1

nlim n 1
 

 
 

g) Determine the least value of no such that for
0 2

nn n , 0.0001
n 1

 


.

h) Prove that if lim xn= l, then lim | xn |=| l | but
that the converse is not necessarily true.

Group - B

2. An ordered  field F has  least upper bound  if and
only if  it has greatest lower bound property. Prove
the above firs t  defining  G.L.B. and  L.U.B.
property. 12½

3. For every real number x > 0 and every positive
integer n , there exis ts and  unique y R   such

that ny x . 12½

4. Every infinite set has a countably infinite subset. 12½

5. Prove that (0, 1) is uncountable. 12½

6. State and prove Bolzano-Weierstrass completeness
principle. 12½

7. Prove that the series

1 1 1 11 1 ..... ....
n! 2! 3! n!
      

converges to  the value e, which is an irrational
number. 12½

8. Let (bn) be real such that

(i)  bn is non negative and non -increasing

(ii) Lim bn= 0

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-UG-Com(CC)-III (BOM)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Answer any four of the following : 7½ × 4

a) What  is the role of service sector in the Indian
economy.

b) What do you mean by bussiness ethics ? What
are its elements ?

c) State the important features of partnership firm.

d) W hat are the merit s of company fo rm of
organisation ?

e) What is formal organisation ?

f) What are the main points in the definition of
planning ?

g) Explain the o rgan isat ional barriers to
communication.

h) What type of marketing strategies are needed
during maturity stage of product life ?

                  Group - B

2. What are the problems of small scale industries in
India.

3. Discuss the positive effects of globalisation on Indian
economy.

4. Discuss the merits and demerits of partnership firm.

5. What do you  mean by co-operative organisation ?
Explain its main characteristics.

6. Explain the various s teps  involved in decision
making process.

7. Explain the main theories of  leadership.

8. Explain price as an element of marketing mix. Also
explain any four factors that affect the fixation of
price of a product.

V-235-4  V-235 [Turn Over
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II-UG-Com(CC)-III (BOM)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Answer any four of the following : 7½ × 4

a) What  is the role of service sector in the Indian
economy.

b) What do you mean by bussiness ethics ? What
are its elements ?

c) State the important features of partnership firm.

d) W hat are the merit s of company fo rm of
organisation ?

e) What is formal organisation ?

f) What are the main points in the definition of
planning ?

g) Explain the o rgan isat ional barriers to
communication.

h) What type of marketing strategies are needed
during maturity stage of product life ?

                  Group - B

2. What are the problems of small scale industries in
India.

3. Discuss the positive effects of globalisation on Indian
economy.

4. Discuss the merits and demerits of partnership firm.

5. What do you  mean by co-operative organisation ?
Explain its main characteristics.

6. Explain the various s teps  involved in decision
making process.

7. Explain the main theories of  leadership.

8. Explain price as an element of marketing mix. Also
explain any four factors that affect the fixation of
price of a product.

V-235-4  V-235 [Turn Over
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II-UG-Zool  (H)-III
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Describe  the structure of Mitochondria. 12

OR

Write notes on any two of the following : 6 × 2

a) Prokaryotic cell

b) Golgi complex

c) Nucleolus.

2. Give an account of  general structure and types of
chromosomes. 12

OR

Write notes on any two of the following : 6 × 2

a) Mitosis

b) Significance of Meiosis

c) Cancer cell.

V-296 [Turn Over

3. Explain   Mendel's  law of s egregat ion with
examples . 12

OR
Write notes on any two of the following : 6 × 2
a) Co-dominance
b) Lethal alleles
c) Crossing over.

4. Explain Sex-linked inheritance with reference to man
giving examples. 12

OR
Write notes on any two of the following : 6 × 2
a) Sex-chromosomes
b) Intra-chromosomal aberrations
c) Diabetes mellitus.

5. Give an account of structure,location and functions
of connective tissue proper. 12

OR
Write notes on any two of the following : 6 × 2
a) Compound epithelium
b) Cartilage
c) Cardiac muscle.

V-296-0.1 
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II-UG-Pol.Sc.(H)-II
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. a) Discus s on  Nat ionalis t  st rugg le fo r
Independence.

OR

b) Des cribe the main provisions of the Ind ian
Independence Act, 1947.

2. a) Discuss the Fundamental Rights enjoyed by the
citizens of India.

OR

b) Examine the salient features of the Constitution
of India.

3. a) Discuss the powers and position of the Prime
Minister of India.

OR

b) Explain the composition and jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court of India.

4. a) The Governor o f a state is a  figure head".
Examine.

OR

b) Discuss the composition and functions of the
Legislative Assembly of Odisha.

5. a) Critically examine the role of caste in Indian
Politics.

OR

b) Examine the nature of Party System in India.

V-294-0.1 
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II-UG-ODI - II
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80

Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. K) "aò\MÛ Pò«ûcYò' Kûaýe ̂ ûcKeYe iû[ðKZû aòPûe
Ke ö 15

@[aû

L) "aò\MÛ Pò«ûcYò'e _â[cQû¦ Kûaýe cêLa§ i\ég–
@ûùfûP^û Ke ö

2. K) "Z_Êò̂ ú' Kûaýe _VòZûõg @af´^ùe iúZûu
PòeZâ PòZâY Ke ö 15

@[aû

L) Z_Êò̂ ú Kûaýùe _âKéZò Kò_eò Rúa« eì_]ûeY KeòQò
_â\gð̂  Ke ö

V-295 [Turn Over



3. ù~ ùKøYiò \êAUò e i_âiw aýûLýû Ke : 5 × 2

K) Kûc^û-Kk_Zeê Pò«ûcYò ̂ ûc
KÌêQò KaòùZß a‰òðaûKê Za ù_âc ùjö

L) \òaý-@\òaý bûhûùe _\ ùja iò¡ò
ù\L cjûR^ cûMð _eûµeû aò]ô ùjö

M) cêñ Kò Qûe, ùjC Zêc _âKéZò e¬^
cêñ cùe, Zȩ̂ e ùjC Kku b¬^ û

N) fkòZ \ògêQò ffûùU Zûe iò¦ìe-aò¦ê
cêK KckKê ùjûAQò ù~ùjÜ _ì‰òðcû A¦êö

4. K) "@kKû iû^ýûf' KaòZûeê ̂ ûeú-Rúa^-PKâe _eòPd
\ò@ö 15

@[aû

L) "@Kâìe CaûP' KaòZûeê Kaòu bqòc�û _âKûg Ke ö

5. i_âiw iekû[ð ùfL : 5
K) @ûRòKò«ê ù\Lûùjfû icde ùWÿAñ ùPûeûaûfò,

ZêcKê fêPûA[ôfû gàg^òZ, bwû ̂ ì@ûLûfòö

@[aû

L) @^êcû^ Keò_ûe, cêñ RkêQò Zúaâ \eRùe
còWò@c ù]ûZò Gaõ AÈúKeû @]û KûcòRùe û

6. K) Kûaýe _âKûe ùb\ CùfäL Ke ö 10

@[aû

L) cjûKûaýe Êeì_ I flY _âKûg Ke ö

7. K) _âaû\ I _âaP^ùe Kéhò _âiw Kò_eò iÚû^òZ ùjûAQò
C\ûjeY ij \gðû@ ö 10

@[aû

L) IWÿò@û ùfûKMúZùe _âaû\ I _âaP^e bìcòKû ̂ òùŸðg
Ke ö

V-295-0.1 
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II-UG-Math(H)-II (Arts /Sc.)
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

Symbols used have their usual meaning.

1. a) If , ,    be the roots of the cubic equation
3 2x px qx r 0    . Find the value of
2 2 2 2 2 2     

 
    

OR

b) Solve by Cardan's method the cubic
3x 3x 1 0  

2. a) If a and b are integers, not both zero then show
that (a, b) exis ts, and we can find integers

0 0m and n such that (a, b) = 0 0m a n b .

OR

[  4  ]
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8. a) State and prove Cauchy's completeness principle.

OR

b) Discuss the convergence of the following series

i)
nn 1

n!
n






ii)
n 1

n 1 n 1
n





  

9. a) State and prove intermediate value theorem.

OR

b) Prove that every bounded infinite subset of R
or C has atleast one limit point.

10. a) State and prove Rolle's theorem and give its
geometrical interpretation.

OR

b) Use mean value theorem prove the following :

i)
2x0 x log(1 x) , ( x 0)

2
    

ii) 1
2

x tan x x , ( x 0)
1 x

  


V-297-0.2 



b) Prove that   a b  mod n is an  equivalence
relation on the set of integers.

3. a) Prove that if G is an abelian group, then for all

a ,b G  and all integers n n nn , ( a. b ) a .b .

OR

b) Prove that a non empty subset H of the group G

is a subgroup of G if and only if

(i) a ,b H  implies that  ab H

(ii) a H  implies that 1a H  .

4. a) Prove that  a subgroup N of a group G is a normal

subgroup of G if and only if the product of two

right cosets on N in G is again a right coset of

N in G.

OR

b) Let   be a homomorphism of G onto G  with

kernel K. Then prove that 
G G
K



5. a) Prove that any field is an integral domain.

OR

b) Define homomorphis m of rings . If   is a
homomorphism of a ring R into a ring R' with
kernel I(), then show that

(i) I() is a subgroup of R under addition.

(ii) If a a I( )   and r R  then both ar and ra
are in I ( ) .

6. a) Prove that  an  ordered  field  F has  leas t
upperbound property if and only if it has greatest
lower bound property.

OR

b) State and prove Archimedean principle.

7. a) i) Prove that every infinite set has a countably
infinite subset.

ii) Prove that every subset of a countable set is
a countable set.

OR

b) Prove that (0, 1) is uncountable.

V-297 [Turn Over
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II-UG-Env. Sc.(AECC)-II (Arts)

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer three questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.
Give labelled diagrams wherever necessary

Group -A

1. Write notes on any  two of the following. 7½ × 2

a) Food web

b) India as a mega biodiversity Nation.

c) Floods

d) Noise Pollution.

Group -B

2. Give an account  of the structure and function of an
eco-system. 12½

[  2  ]
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3. Discuss the uses and over exploitation of surface
and ground water.

4. Discuss the environmental  movements of India.

5. Describe the causes and effects of Air Pollution.

V-236-5 



II-UG-Env. Sc.(AECC)-II (Arts)

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer three questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.
Give labelled diagrams wherever necessary

Group -A

1. Write notes on any  two of the following. 7½ × 2

a) Food web

b) India as a mega biodiversity Nation.

c) Floods

d) Noise Pollution.

Group -B

2. Give an account  of the structure and function of an
eco-system. 12½

[  2  ]
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3. Discuss the uses and over exploitation of surface
and ground water.

4. Discuss the environmental  movements of India.

5. Describe the causes and effects of Air Pollution.

V-236-5 



II-UG-BBA (GE)-II (B.Env.)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Write notes on any  four of the following. 7½ × 4

a) What is business environment ?

b) What do you mean by business policy ?

c) What is globalisation ?

d) Foreign Direct Investment in India.

e) What are the objectives of Industrial licensing ?

f) What are the features of Industrial Policy, 1956.

g) Objectives of public sector in India.

h) Scope of privatisation at present.

Group -B

2. Dis cus s  th e c ompo nent s  o f bu s ine s s
environment. 12½

3. State  the importance o f economic environment
to  business. 12½

4. Critically examine the New Industrial policy, 1991
of Government of India. 12½

5. Discuss the industrial licensing policies with their
changes  in India. 12½

6. Explain the performances and reforms in Ind ia's
public sector industries. 12½

7. What is Privatisation ? Discuss arguments in favour
and against privatisation in India. 12½

8. Explain  how globalis ation  and  foreign direct
investment boost  Indian business at present.

V-237-0.7 
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II-PG-Pol.Sc.-X

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) What is Social Science Research ? Critically
examine the importance of Historical Research
in social science. 12

OR

b) As a scholar you choose a topic of your own
choice and apply the principles of descriptive
research in it.

2. a) W hat  is Conten t Analys is  ?  Explain  it s
importance in Analysing Data. 12

OR

b) Give a sketch of  Report Writing on child labour
in India.

3. Write notes on  any  two of the following : 8 × 2

a) Meaning of Experimental Research.

b) Features of Experimental Research.

c) Types of  Report.

d) Classification of Data.

V-210-0.5 
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II-UG-Com(EL)-II (BM)
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Find the maxima and minima of the function,

3 2y 2 x 3x 36x 10    20

OR

Find 
dy
dx

 of the following w.r.t. x . 10 × 2

a) x1y x e
x

  

b)
x 5y log

3 x 8
    

2. Evaluate  the following integrals 10 × 2

a) 2

dx
x 9

V-298 [Turn Over



b) 2

dx
2x 4 x 7 

OR

State  and explain Leontiff  input output model       20

3. Prove that 20

a b b c c a
b c c a a b
c a a b b c

  
  
  

 = 3 3 32( a b c 3abc)   

OR

Solve by  matrix method 20

x + 2x – 3z = 4
2x + 3y – 5z = 7
x – 5y + 2z = 3

4. A  man  creates  a sinking fund  by  depos it ing
Rs. 12,000/- per year @ 10% p.a. compound interest
for 25 years. Find  the value of the sinking fund at
the end of 25 years. 20

OR

a) What sum will amount to Rs. 1000 in 12 years
@ 4½% p.a. compound interest. 10

b) Find in what time a sum of money will double
itself at 5% interest compounded annually.

10

5. a) Explain : 5 × 2

i) Objective  function

ii) Contraints

b) State the p rocedure of formulating a linear
programming model. 10

OR

Solve by graphic method the following L.P.P.

  Min ,           z = 3x1 + 2x2

Subject to     5x1 + x2  10

                x1 + x2  6

                       x1 + 4x2  12

                 x1 , x2  0 20

V-298-0.5 
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II-UG-BBA (EL)-II (ACB-Theory)
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 50
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) How many types of storage are normally there
in the storage unit of a computer system ? Justify
the need for each storage type. 8

b) What is operating system. 2

OR

c) What are the five basic operations performed
by any computer system ? What are the basic
components of the CPU of a computer system ?
Describe  the role of each component in the
functioning  of a computer system. 10

2. a) What is  E-mail ? List  some advantages and
d is advantages  o f E-mail s ervices agains t
telephone services. 4

V-299 [Turn Over



b) What is meant by computer networking ? Discuss
different types of  computer networking. 6

OR

c) What is the Internet ? Describe some uses of
the internet in commercial organizations. 6

d) Write short notes on : 4

i) Types of Networks

ii) Business data processing.

3. a) Describe the various elements of WINDOWS
operating system. 10

OR

b) How will you insert horizontal page break and
vertical page break while printing a worksheet
in EXCEL ? 4

c) How can you  create a new template based on
an existing template. 3

d) Write the steps involved to go to a particular
page directly in a multi-page document. 3

4. a) Write  a program to calculate and display sum
of series 5, 10, 15, ....100 in Fox Pro. 5

b) What  is  Form-Wizard ? How can you  create
a fo rm using Form-Wizard  ? Write  all its
steps. 5

OR

c) Write a program in FoxPro to find  out factorial
of a input number. 5

d) How too create a table using Database view ?
Write all its steps. 5

5. a) What is meant by Ledger ? How can you create
a single and a multiple ledger ? Create a single
ledger of your own. 10

OR

b) Name the different tasks performed by the
computerized inventory control system. What
are the d ifferen t types  of reports  us ed for
inventory stores ? Describe briefly the method
of accounting invoices. 10

V-299-0.5 
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II-PG-Math-X

2017
Full Marks - 50
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) What do you mean by "Hasse diagram" ? Draw

the Hasse diagram of the relation R on a set A

where A = {1,2,3, 4} and R = {(1,1), (1, 2), (2,2),

(2, 4), (1, 3), (3, 3), (3, 4), (1,4), (4, 4)} 10

OR

b) Define  a chian. Give the general discussion of

Lexicographic ordering . Illus t rate with

examples. 10

2. a) Define characteristic function of a set A.

Show that 5+5

i) A ( B C) ( A B ) ( A C )    

[  4  ]
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b) i) Cons truct  a  Turing machine that will
compute f(x,y) where f is multiplication.     5

ii) Prove that  every partical recursive function
is a partially computable function . 5

V-211-0.5 



ii) f ( A B ) f ( A) f ( B ) 
and construct an example to show that in
general it is not possible to replace by .
Under what condition will
f (A B ) f (A) f ( B) 

OR

b) i) Define a sublattice and show that every
interval of a lattice is a sublattice 5

ii) Simplify the Boolean expression
(a *b) ' (a b) '  5

3. a) i) Define a partial recursive function. Show
that the funct ion  xf ( x )

2
  is a partial

recursive function. 5

ii) Show that the set of divisors of a positive
integer  n is recursive. 5

OR

b) i) Show that the function f (x, y) = x – y is
partial recursive. 5

ii) Show that  the p red icte 'x' is  p rime is
primitive recursive. 5

4. a) i) Give a context free g rammar which
generates L={ w/w contains twice as many
OS and 1s} 5

ii) Compute the inverse of each element in Z7
using Fermat's theorem. 5

OR

b) i) Show that the minimum weight of the non-
zero code words in a group code is equal to
its minimum distance. 5

ii) Obtain  a context-sensitive grammar for the
language 2m{a / m 1} 5

5. a) i) Cons truct  a  Turing machine that will
compute the function f(n) = n – 3 if n  3
and  f(n ) = 0 fo r n = 0, 1, 2 fo r all
non-negative integer n. 5

ii) Let a langauge L be accepted  by a non
deterministic finite  state acceptor. Then
s how that  there exist  an equivalen t
determinist ic  finite  s tate acceptor that
accepts L. 5

OR

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-UG-Geol(CC)-III

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group -A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Write a note on parameter and indices.

b) Describe axial relation of Tetragonal system.

c) Write  a note on symmetry elements.

d) Write a note on clay minerals.

e) Write  a no on stereographic projection.

f) Describe physical properties of Quartz.

g) Write  a note on crystal imperfection.

h) Describe Moh's scale of hardness.

Group - B

2. Describe axial relations, symmetry elements  and
forms  present in  the normal class of is ometric
system. 9

3. Describe  axial relations, s ymmetry elements  and
forms present in  the normal class   o f triclin ic
system. 9

4. Describe d ifferen t s ilicate structu res  with neat
sketches and examples. 9

5. Describe different physical properties of  minearls
with suitable examples. 9

6. Des cribe phys ical and op t ical p ropert ies  o f
feldspars. 9

7. Describe  physical and optical properties of Olivine
group of minerals. 9

8. Describe physical and optical properties of Mica
group of minerals. 9

9. Describe physical and optical properties of pyroxene
group of minierals. 9

V-233-0.3 
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II-UG-Eng(AECC)-II (S c)

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Answer any two of the following: 7½ × 2
a) Paraphrase the following  and comment  on

Anton Chekhov’s  attitude to the downtrodden.

 “Are you munching ?” Iona asks his mare,
seeing her eyes shining. “There, munch away,
munch away..... Since we have not earned enough
for oats, we will eat hay. yes, I have grown too
old to drive....My son ought to be driving now.
He was a real Cabman. he ought to have lived...”
Iona is, silent for a while, then he goes on.

“That is how it is old girl...Kuzma Lontch is
gone. He said good by to me. He went and died
for no reason. Now suppose you had a little colt...
And all at once that same little colt went and
died....you’d be sorry, wouldn’t you ?” The little
mare munches, listens and breathes on her
master’s hands. Iona is carried away and tells
her all about it.

[  4  ]
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b) He is so weak that he cannot walk.

(Convert  in to  a simple s en tence withou t
changing meaning)

c) God helps those who help themselves.

(Find out the Adjective clause in the sentence)

d) You will get what you want.

(Find out the subordinate clause and name it)

e) No sooner the master entered the room, every
one was silent.    (correct if there is an error)

f) Shyamalendu  resembles  his father.
(Use a phrasal verb in the place of ‘resembles’)

g) Time waits ___ none.   (fill in the blank)

h) The office starts ___ ten in the morning.

(Fill in the blank with appropriate preposition)

i) The inspector as well as two constables  (has /
have) started the investigation.

(Use the suitable alternative)

j) He is a M.L.A.
(Correct if there is any error in the sentence).

V-238-1 



b) Comment on  Madame Oreille’s passion for
saving  money. How did she get the price for the
broken umbrella ?

c) Interpret the following  passage in your own
words. What picture of Indian society do you
find in the passage ?

    Chandu had conceived a new notion this time,
newer than those he had thought of before.
Having seen the shop of Nringan Das, the barber
of the town, he had applied his brain to the
scheme of opening a shop on the wayside at the
head of the bazar, in partnership with her cousin,
the barber of Verka; and with Dhunoo and other
barbers within a range of seven miles from his
village.... he convinced them all that it was time
that the elders of the village came to them to be
shaved rather than they should attend their lords
and masters. “Rajkot  Dist. Barber Brothers’ Hair
dressing and Shaving Saloon” has been followed
by many other active Trade unions of working
class men in our parts.

d) Write a brief note on R. K. Narayan’s narrative
style as revealed in “The Axe’.

2. Answer any two of the following. 7½ × 2

a) Suppose you are a scientist engaged in research
work in a lab. In your presence the lab caught
fire and  s ome valuab le ins t ruments  were
damaged. Prepare a report addressed to your
authority, pointing out the causes behind the
mishap and a list of damaged instruments.

b) Expand the following idea :
‘Solid Waste Management is the only way to
keep urban areas free from pollution.”

c) You received  an email mes sage from your
authority that a team of supervisors would visit
your branch office in which you are the Manager.
Prepare a notice to be viewed by all the clerks,
section officers and peons of the branch office
in regard to the visit and also provide them with
necessary instructions.

d) Prepare  a CV to be attached to your application
for the post of a Junior Scientist.

3. Do as directed. 1 × 10

a) I bought a box. The box was soon lost.
(Join the two sentences into a complex sentence)

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-UG-Hn(AECC)-II (S c)

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer all questions

1. efkeÀvner oes  ÒeMveeW kesÀ GÊej oerefpeS : 12 × 2

ke À) jepeYee<ee Deewj jeäŶee<ee ceW Devlej mHeä keÀerefpeS ~

Ke) efueefKele mecÒes<eCe Hej efJe®eej keÀerefpeS ~

ie) mecÒes<eCe keÀer Òeef¬eÀ³ee  Hej mebef#eHle uesKe efueefKeS ~

Ie) J³ebpeve keÀer HeefjYee<ee osles ngS FvekeÀe JeieeakeÀjCe keÀerefpeS ~

2. efkeÀvneR ®eej  ÒeMveeW kesÀ GÊej oerefpeS : 4 × 2

ke À) efkeÀvner oes Meyo kesÀ oes oes He³ee&³eJee®eer Meyo efueefKeS ö

osJelee, m$eer, Heg$e, Je=#e

Ke) efkeÀvneR oes Meyo kesÀ efJeueesce Meyo efueefKeS :

Deûepe , DeLe, ke=Àle%e , Sæ[er ~

V-240 [Turn Over



ie) efkeÀvneR oes  HeoeW kesÀ efueS SkeÀ Meyo efueefKeS ?

i) peue ceW pevce uesves Jeeuee

ii) Fefvê³eeW keÀes peerlevesJeeuee

iii) pees keÀne ie³ee

iv) Keeves ³eesi³e ~

Ie) efkeÀvneR oes  MeyoeW kesÀ Meg× ªHe efueefKeS  :
yetYet#ee , YetieewefuekeÀ, HegÀue, DeYeerefMekeÌle ~

*) efkeÀvneR oes  JeekeÌ³e keÀes Meg× keÀerefpeS ~

i) cesje veece Þeer HeJeve kegÀceej peer nbw ~

ii) efMe#ekeÀ ÒeMve Hetíles nw ~

iii) Gmeves yeesuee ~

iv) GmekeÀe ÒeeCe efvekeÀue ie³ee ~

®e) efkeÀvneR oes  keÀe DeLe& efueKekeÀj JeekeÌ³e ceW Òe³egkeÌle keÀerefpeS ~

i) ceefkeÌKe³eeB ceejvee

ii) Deemleerve keÀe meeBHe

iii) Debìer ceejvee

iv) ve jnies yeeBme ve yepesieer yeeBmegjer ~

3. Deefle mebef#eHle GÊej oerefpeS (efkeÀvneR Deeþ) 1×8

ke À) efnvoer kesÀ oes Deble:mLe J³ebpeve keÀe GoenjCe oerefpeS ~

Ke) efnvoer kesÀ oes G<ce J³ebpeve efueefKeS ~

ie) Huegle mJej efkeÀmes keÀnles nw ?

Ie) SkeÀ DeIees<e J³ebpeve efueefKeS ~

*) DeuHeÒeeCe O³eefve keÀe GoenjCe oerefpeS ~

®e) ceewefKekeÀ  Yee<ee keÀer HeefjYee<ee oerefpeS~

í) jeäŶee<ee keÀer SkeÀ efJeMes<elee efueefKeS ~

pe) mecÒes<eCe kesÀ efkeÀleves efnmmes nesles nw ?

Pe) mecÒes<eCe kesÀ efkeÀleves ªHe nesles nw ?

_e) jepeYee<ee keÀe Òe³eesie  keÀneB neslee nw ?

V-240-0.3
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II-UG-ODI-(AECC)-II (S c)

2017
Full Marks - 40

Time - 2 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. ù~ ùKøYiò \êAUòe C�e \ò@ : 12×2

K) ZKðibû K'Y ? Gjûe MV^, _âKâòdû I C_KûeòZû
CùfäL Ke ö

L) iûlûZþKûe _âYûkú I _âÉêZò a‰ð̂  Ke ö

M) _Zâe _âKûe ùb\ \gðû@ ö

N) ù~ûMûù~ûMe bûhû iõ_Kðùe @ûùfûP^û Ke ö

2. ù~ ùKøYiò \êAUòe iõlò̄  C�e ùfL : 4×2

K) \kMZ @ûùfûP^û

L) \ìebûh

M) ^òcªY _Zâ

N) A�eù^Uþ û

V-239 [Turn Over

3. ù~ ùKøYiò @ûVUòò e @Zò iõlò̄  C�e ùfL : 1× 8

K) Zûeaû�ðûùe bêfþ ùjaûe @ûguû KûjóKò eùj ?

L) Q@ "K' iìZâ K'Y ?

M) All India Radio ^ûcKeY ùKùa ùjfû ?

N) "ùUfòbòR^þ' g±Uò ùKCñ bûhûeê C¡ûe Keû~ûAQò ?

O) "^òaò\û' KûjûKê Kêjû~ûG ?

P) iû]ûeY PòVòùe iÚû  ̂I ZûeòL ùKCñVò ùfLû~ûG ?

Q) "aòaeYú' KûjûKê Kêjû~ûG ?

R) bûeZùe _â[c ùUfòbòR^ ùK¦â ùKCñ ciòjûùe
_âZòÂû KeûMfû ?

S) Rcò aòùKâZû I aòKâò Keê[ôaû Áûµ ùbŠeu Êûle
KûMRe ùKCñ _ûLùe eùj ?

T) ùKC ñ ibûùe i_l I aò_l _ âiw CZþ[û_^
Keû~ûG?

U) @ûc ù\gùe A�eù^Uþe aýajûe ùKùaVûeê i¸a
ùjûAQò ö

V) \ìe\gð̂  ùKCñ _âKûe  iõPûe C_KeY ?

V-239-2 
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II-UG-ODI-(AECC)-II (S c)

2017
Full Marks - 40

Time - 2 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. ù~ ùKøYiò \êAUòe C�e \ò@ : 12×2

K) ZKðibû K'Y ? Gjûe MV^, _âKâòdû I C_KûeòZû
CùfäL Ke ö

L) iûlûZþKûe _âYûkú I _âÉêZò a‰ð̂  Ke ö

M) _Zâe _âKûe ùb\ \gðû@ ö

N) ù~ûMûù~ûMe bûhû iõ_Kðùe @ûùfûP^û Ke ö

2. ù~ ùKøYiò \êAUòe iõlò̄  C�e ùfL : 4×2

K) \kMZ @ûùfûP^û

L) \ìebûh

M) ^òcªY _Zâ

N) A�eù^Uþ û

V-239 [Turn Over

3. ù~ ùKøYiò @ûVUòò e @Zò iõlò̄  C�e ùfL : 1× 8

K) Zûeaû�ðûùe bêfþ ùjaûe @ûguû KûjóKò eùj ?

L) Q@ "K' iìZâ K'Y ?

M) All India Radio ̂ ûcKeY ùKùa ùjfû ?

N) "ùUfòbòR^þ' g±Uò ùKCñ bûhûeê C¡ûe Keû~ûAQò ?

O) "^òaò\û' KûjûKê Kêjû~ûG ?

P) iû]ûeY PòVòùe iÚû^ I ZûeòL ùKCñVò ùfLû~ûG
?

Q) "aòaeYú' KûjûKê Kêjû~ûG ?

R) bûeZùe _â[c ùUfòbòR^ ùK¦â ùKCñ ciòjûùe
_âZòÂû KeûMfû ?

S) Rcò aòùKâZû I aòKâò Keê[ôaû Áûµ ùbŠeu Êûle
KûMRe ùKCñ _ûLùe eùj ?

T) ùKC ñ ibûùe i_l I aò_l _ âiw CZþ[û_^
Keû~ûG?

U) @ûc ù\gùe A�eù^Uþe aýajûe ùKùaVûeê i¸a
ùjûAQò ö

V) \ìe\gð̂  ùKCñ _âKûe  iõPûe C_KeY ?

V-239-2 
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II-UG-Com(GE-A)-II (BS)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following: 7½ × 4
a) The following figures indicate income (x) and

percen tage expenditure on  food  (y) o f 25
families. Construct a bivariate frequency table
classifying x into invervals 200-300, 300-400,.....
and y into 10-15, 15-20,..... and find the marginal
distribution of x and y.
x y x y x y x y x y

550 12 225 25 680 13 202 29 689 11

623 14 310 26 300 25 255 27 523 12

510 18 640 20 425 16 492 18 317 18

420 16 512 18 555 15 587 21 384 17

600 15 690 12 325 23 643 19 400 19

b) Explain three important properties of arithmetic
mean.

6. In a debate  competition in a college two judges
A and B independently  awarded  the following marks
to 7 competitors.

Debator 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Marks by A 40 34 28 30 44 38 31

Marks by B 32 39 26 30 38 34 28

An eighth debator was awarded 36 marks by Judge
A while Judge B was not present.

If Judge B was also present, how many marks would
you expect him to award to eights debator assuming
same degree of relationship exists in Judgement.    12½

7. Calculate Fisher's  Index number using the following data
and show how it satisfies the factor reversal test. 12½

     Year 2008      Year 2016
Commodity        Price(Rs)     Value( Rs)      Price(Rs)     Value(Rs)
Rice 10 200 12 300
Wheat 8 128 10 220
Dal 20 160 25 250
Sugar 18 144 20 140

Tea 35 280 30 300

8. Explain  briefly the various components of t ime
series. 12½

V-242-5  V-242 [Turn Over
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c) Dis tinguish  between mean  deviat ion and
standard deviation.

d) The marks obtained by 10 students in an examination
in statistics are 70, 65, 68, 70, 75, 73, 80,70, 83 and
86. Find  mean deviation and variance.

e) From a pack of 52 cards, 4 cards are drawn at random.
What is the probability that all of them are spades ?

f) Distinguish between Correlation and  Regression.
g) Distinguish between Fixed Base Index Number

and Chain Base Index Number.
h) Explain  the method of moving average for

measurement of trend component in a time series.

Group - B

2. Find  the missing frequency from the following data.

Marks Frequency

0-5 10
5-10 12
10-15 16
15-20 ?
20-25 14
25-30 10
30-35 8
The  mean mark is 16.82. 12½

3. Below is given the  distribu tion of heights of a
group of 60 college students
Heights (in cms) No. of students

145.0 - 149.9 2
150.0 - 154.9 5
155.0 - 159.9 9
160.0 - 164.9 15
165.0 - 169.9 16
170.0 - 174.9 7
175.0 - 179.9 5
180.0 - 184.9 1

Draw  the histogram of the distribution and find the
modal height therefrom. Check this result by using
the formula. 12½

4. What  are the objectives of measuring dispersion? In
you  opinion which is the best method of finding out
dispersion and why ? 12½

5. A bag contains 8 red balls and 5 white balls. Two
successive draws  of 3 balls are made without
replacement. Find  the probab ility that  the first
drawing will give 3 white  balls and the second 3 red
balls. 12½

V-242 [Turn Over
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II-UG-Sans(AECC)-II (S c)

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 2 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks.

Answer all questions

1. DeOeesefueefKeles<eg keÀ³eesef®eled Ü³ees: GÊejb efueKele : 7½ × 2

ke À) ceveeref<eCe:  kebÀ YeeslkeÀejb Jeoefvle ?

Ke) efkebÀ efJe<Cees: HejceHeoced ?

ie) keÀ: efmLeleOeer: ?

Ie) mebmke=Àlesve  DevegJeeob kegÀ©le ~

jòcûkd bûeZe @ûcôû I _é[ôaúe cû̂ \Š ö bûeZeê
@ûfùRaâû @ûea aûUù\A ACùeû_ ~ûA[ôfû ö PûYKý
@LŠ bûeZe KÌ^û Keò[ôùf ö

Himalayas is the sould of India and  scale of the
world. Alzebra traveled to Europe from India
on the way of Arab. Chanayak contemplated
indivisible India.

2. DeOeesefueefKeles<eg  keÀ³eesef®eled  Ü³ees: GÊejb Òeos³eced : 12½ × 2

ke À) keÀþesHeefve<eod DeeOeejsCe jLe©HekeÀm³e  oeMe&efvekeÀ leÊJeb efJe®eej³ele ~

Ke) keÀLeb peerJe: ce=l³egcegKeeled Òeceg®³eles ~

ie) ³eesieervee men  kegÀce&m³e mee¢M³eb  keÀLeb ef¬eÀ³eles  ?

Ie) J³eeK³ee keÀe³³ee& :

³ee efveMee meJe&Yetleeveeb lem³eeb  peeieefle& meb³eceer ~
³em³eeb peeûeefle Yetleeefve mee efveMee HeM³elees cegves: ~~

V-241-0.2
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II-UG-Chem(P/EL)-III
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 75

Time - 3 Hours
The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. a) What   do  you  mean by  rate of  chemical
reaction ? Discuss  the factors affecting the rate
of a reaction. 1½ + 7

b) Differentiate between order  and molecularity
of a reaction. 4

OR

c) What is meant by second order reaction ? Derive
an  expression for the rate cons tan t o f the
reaction.
2A products 1½ + 7½

d) A firs t order reaction is  20% complete in
10 seconds. Calculate  the time  required for 75%
completion of the reaction. 3½

d) Write one method of preparation, two chemical
properties and uses of the following compounds.
(i)  KMnO4       (ii) K2Cr2O7 (1+2+1)×2

5. a) How does  acetone react with

(i)  H2NOH      (ii) Phenylhydrazene ? 2 + 2

b) Explain the relative acidity of  :

i)  Cl3CCOOH > Cl2CHCOOH <
         ClCH2COOH< CH3COOH 3

c) Why are the   -hydrogen of aldehydes and
ketones acidic in nature ? 3

d) Explain   Keto -enol tau tomerism with an
example. 2½

OR

e) How does C2H5NH2  react with CH3COCl and
CHCl3  in presence of KOH ? 4

f) How will you dis tinguish  between p rimary
secondary and tertiary amines. 4½

[  4  ]
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2. a) Write notes on: 3+3+3+3½

i) Brownian movement

ii) Peptisation

iii) Application of electrophoresis.

iv) Application of adsorption.

OR

b) State and explain Lambert Beer Law. 5½

c) Discuss :
i) Colloids and the stability of colloids 2+3
ii) Gold number. 2

3. a) Write the main postulates of VSEPR theory.
Basing upon this theory how can you explain
the structure of the following compounds.

i) NH3

ii) H2O

iii)  PF5 4 + 6

b) Define and  exp lain  ion ic bond  with  an
example 2½

OR

c) Discuss three factors influencing the formation
of ionic bond. 7½

d) Draw  the molecular o rb ital d iagram of O2
molecule. Calculate its bond order and predict
its magnetic character. 3+2

4. a) Explain with suitable examples : 3 × 3

i) Trans it ion  elements  exhib it variable
valencies.

ii) Transition elements are capable of forming
complex compounds.

iii) Cu2+ ions are blue in colour while Zn2+ ions
are colourless. Why ?

b) Prove that  the transition metal manganese
exhibit variable oxidation states. Explain  with
examples. 3½

OR

c) Prove with three different examples of first row
elements acting as catalysts. Give reactions.   4½

[  3  ][  2  ]
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g) Explain  the basicity order of :

(CH3)2 NH > CH3NH2 > (CH3)3N 4

6. a) Explain the  mechanism of SN1 reaction with an
example. 4

b) What is meant by  optical isomerism ? Discuss
optical isomerism in lactic acid. 1½+3

c) Write the  conditions required for geometrical
isomerism. 2

d) Assign R and S configuration to the following
compounds. 2

(i)          H                (ii)               NH2
        |                                      |
  I – C – Cl                    HO – C – H
        |                                       |
       Br                                   CH3

OR

[  5  ]

e) Discuss the basic principles of IR spectroscopy.
4½

f) What do you mean by conformation ? Discuss
different conformations of  n-butane and explain
their stability. 1½ + 4

g) Write a note on asymmetric synthesis. 2½

V-303-0.1 
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II-UG-Zool  (P/EL)-III
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 75
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. Describe  the structure and function of Endoplasmic
reticulum

OR

Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Lysosome

b) Fluid mosaic model of plasma membrane

c) Prophase - I of Meiosis

2. What is linkage ? Describe the  process of linkage
with examples.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :

a) Co-dominance

b) Dihybrid cross
c) Chromosomal mechanism of sex-determination.

V-304 [Turn Over

3. Give  a brief idea on tools and technique of genetic
Engineering.

OR
Write notes on any two of the following :
a) Concept of gene
b) Structure of t-RNA
c) Applicat ion  o f b iotechnology  in  Was te

Management.

4. Write an ess ay on modern s ynthetic  theory of
evolution.

OR
Write  notes on any two of the following :
a) Biochemical origin of life
b) Theory of natural selection
c) Role of isolation in evolution.

5. Give an account of structure, location and functions
of simple epithelial tissue

OR
Write  notes on any two of the following :
a) Fluid connective tissue
b) Straited muscle
c) Structure of nervous tissue.

V-304-0.1 
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II-UG-Math(P)-II (Arts/Sc.)
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

Symbols used have their usual meaning.

1. a) If , ,    be the roots of the cubic equation
x3+ px2 + qx + r = 0. then find the value of

(i)  2                   (ii) 
2 2  




OR

b) Solve by Cardan's method the cubic
3 235x 18x 1 0  

2. a) Prove that any positive integer  a >1 can be
factored in a unique way as  t1 2

t1 2a p , p .....p 
where p1 > p2 > .....pt are prime numbers and
where each i 0 

OR
b) Prove that  the relation congruence modulon

defines an equivalence relation on the set of
integers.

b) i) Test the convergence of the series na  where

4 2
na n 1 n   .

ii) Discuss  the convergence of the series nn 1

n!
n




9. a) Let  X = R or C. Then  whow that every close
disk in X is a closed set in X.

OR

b) Discuss  the  continuity  and  classify  the
discontinuous if any of the function

i) x log sin x ( x 0)f ( x ) 0 ( x 0)





ii)
m 1x sin ( x 0) , m zf ( x ) x

0 ( x 0)

   
 

10. a) State and prove Taylor's theorem .

OR

b) Find the local maximum and minimum of
f (x) = 8x5  –15x4+10x2

V-305-0.1 
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3. a) Prove that if G is a group , then

i)   The identity element of G is unique.

ii) for all a ,b G  , (a. b)–1 = b–1a–1

OR

b) If G is finite group  and H is a subgroup of G,

then show  that O(H) is divisor of O(G)

4. a) If H  is a subgroup  of G such that the product  of

two right coset of H in G is again a right coset of

H in G., then  prove that H is a normal in G.

OR

b) If   is a homomorphism of G onto G  , then
prove that
i)  ( e) e ,   the unit element of G

ii) 1 1( x ) ( x ) , for all x G    

5. a) Prove that the homomorphism of R into R' is

an isomorphism if any only if I( )= 0

OR

b) If U is an ideal of the ring R, then show that
R/U is a ring and is a homomorphic image of R.

6. a) Prove that  Q is not colmplete.

OR

b) Prove that an ordered field F has least upper
bound property if and only if it has greatest lower
bound property.

7. a) Prove  that the union of a family of countable
sets is countable.

OR
b) Prove that :

i) The set of algebraic numbers is countably
infin ite.

ii) The s et  o f transcendental numbers  is
uncountable.

8. a) Prove that :

i) Every Cauchy's sequence is bounded

ii) Every Convergent sequence is Cauchy.

OR

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-UG-Phy(P/EL)-III
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 75
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. a) Show that

A (B C) B ( C A) C (A B) 0        
       

6

b) State Gauss divergence theorem. 3
c) Prove that

A B ) B.( A) A.( B).(     
       

6

OR
d) Prove  that

Curl SA S curl A grad S A  
  

6

e) Show that  Curl r 0
 3

f) Show  that curl of gradient of a scalar function
is zero. 6

2. a) Obtain  the cardinal points of a thick lens and write
three properties of principal points. 12 + 3

OR
V-302 [Turn Over

b) What is an eyepiece and what is its advantage
over a sing le lens. Describe the working  of
Ramsden eyepiece with necessay theory.    5+10

3. a) Describe  with necessay  theory and diagram
Newton's ring experiment for determination of
wavelength. 15

OR
b) Describe  with necesary theory the  biprism

experiment to determine  the wavelength of a
monochromatic light. 15

4. a) Discuss Fraunhofer type of diffraction produced
by a narrow single slit and  illuminated by a
monochromatic light. 15

OR
b) What is a diffraction grating. Give the theory and

constuction of plane transmission grating  and
explain the formation of spectra by it. 2+13

5. a) W hat  is  doub le refract ion. Explain   the
phenomenon of double refraction in uniaxial
crystal. 15

OR
b) Briefly describe the construction, theory and

working in Nicol Prism. 15

V-302-0.2 
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II-UG-His t(El-A)-II
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 100
Time - 3 Hours

The questions are of equal value
Answer all questions

1. a) Narrate the effects of Renaissance in the field
of literature, architecture and painting.

OR

b) Give an account of Lutheranism in Germany.

2. a) Analyse the Socio-political causes of the French
Revolution of 1789.

OR

b) Examine  Napoleon's achievements  as First
Consul.

3. a) Dis cuss  the composit ion and works  of the
Congress of  Vienna.

OR

[  2  ]
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b) Assess the role of Bismark in the Unification
of  Germany

4. a) Describe the causes of the First World War.

OR

Trace the causes of the failure of League of Nations

5. a) Analyse  the factors for the rise of Nazism in
Germany.

OR

b) Examine the  causes of the outbreak of the
second world war.

V-301-0.1 



II-PG-Phy-IX
(Pract)

2017
Full Marks - 50
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Perform any one of the following experiments.    30

a) Study  the static and dynamic characteristics of
a triode.

b) Study the transistor characteristics in CE and
CB mode (Using NPN or PNP transistor)

c) Study triode as an  amplifier.

d) Study a Hartley Oscillator.

e) Study a rectifier using different filters.

f) Draw the characteristics of a Zener diode.

2. Viva-Voce. 12

3. Record 8

V-311-0.3



II-PG-Phy-X
(Pract)

2017
Full Marks - 50
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer all questions

1. Answer any five questions : 6 × 5

a) Write a program to check the number is Prime
No.or not.

b) Write a program to develop fibonacci series upto
'nth' terms.

c) Write a program to evaluate the series upto 'nth'

term  
1 1 1 1y ....
1! 2! 3! N!

    

d) Write a program to find the factorial of a number.

e) Write a programm to sum the series

1+3+5+7+9+11......

f) Write a program to convert binary number to
decimal number.

g) Write a program  to develop A.P. series. upto
'nth' term.

h) Write a program to develop G.P.  series upto 'nth'
term.

i) Write a program to find the roots of a quadratic
equation.

2. Viva-Voce. 12

3. Practical Record 8

V-312-0.3
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II-PG-Com-X (CAB)
(Pract)

2017
Full Marks - 50
Time - 6 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. a) How will you insert horizontal page break and
vertical page break while printing a worksheet
in EXCEL ? 8

b) What is a range ? How are cell ranges named ?
What are the advantages of assigning a name to
a cell or, a range of cells ? Can you rename a
range or delete a range ? 8.6

OR

c) How can you insert a graphic image in to a word
document . 5

d) Write  the steps involved to go to a  particular
page directly in a multipage document. 5
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e) How can you create a new template based on an
existing template. 6.6

2. a) How to copy a slide from one presentation to
another ? Write  all the steps. 5

b) How text and graphics objects are animated in
a slide ? Write all the  steps. 5

c) Write a program to calculate and display sum
of series 5, 10, 15, ....100 in Fox Pro. 6.6

OR

d) How to create a table using Database view ?
Write all its steps. 5

e) What is Form -Wizard ? How can you create
a form using  Form-Wizard  ? Write all it s
steps. 6.6

f) How can you insert Header and Footer ? Write
all the steps. 5

3. a) Explain  the featu res of the spelling  check
facility in word. How do you add new words to
a dictionary. 6.8

b) Briefly   exp lain how you will search for a
particular word in the document and replace it
with a new word. 5

c) How many  types o f b reaks  are there in
MS-Word ? How  is a page break different from
section break ? 5

OR

d) Explain different components of MS-Excel.
16.8

V-313-1 
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II-UG-Eng(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following. 7½ × 4

a) How was the Romantic Movement in English
poetry a revolt against t radit ion and social
authority ? Give a reasoned answer.

b) Define the concept "Romanticism" and discuss
its salient features.

c) 'William Blake was  an out and out rebel against
all the social, political and  literary conventions
of the 18th Century. Explain it with reference to
his poems.

d) "Sincerity and passion are  the chief keys of
Robert Burns' poem". Explain it with reference
to his poem, Explain  'My love is like a  Red,
Red Rose'.
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e) Summarise the ideas contained in the poem,
'Tintern Abbey'.

f) Discuss John Keats as 'a poet of Beauty' with
reference to his poem, Ode on the Grecian Urn"

g) What is  Gothic Novel ? Mention the ch ief
characteristics of the Gothic Novel.

h) What expectations does William Hazlitt make
to his opening statement : 'but I like to go by
myself ', and why does he do so ?

Group - B

2. Discuss the impact of the French Revolution on early
19th Century English Romantic poetry. 12½

3. Critically appreciate William Collins' poem,'Ode to
Evening' 12½

4. Write a note on Coleridge as a poet of Supernatures
discuss it with reference to his poem 'Kubla Khan'.

12½

5. What prominen t characteristics of P.B. Shelley as
a poet do  you find in 'Ode to the wes t wind ' ?
Discuss. 12½

6. 'Dream Children : A reverie'. Justify the relevance
of the  title. 12½

7. 'De Quincey excels  in  the analysis  of his own
emotional reactions, but unlike Hazlitt's his reactions
grow out of  a depth of reading'. Explain  it with
reference to his essay, 'On Knocking at the Gate in
Macbeth'. 12½

8. Discuss Marry Wollstonecraft Shelley as the first of
the  writers of science and the last of the novelists of
the  terror school. 12½

9. Discuss  Mary W. Shelley's 'Frankenstein' as  a story
of the ravages of a man-made monster equivalent to
the modern 'Robert'. 12½

V-243-0.5 
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II-UG-Pol .Sc. (CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following. 7½ × 4

a) Explain the natu re o f Indian  s tate during
1967-1991.

b) Explain the implementaton  o f Mandal
Commission report on Reservation for OBCs.

c) Explain the constitutional strategies to attack on
the evils of caste system in India.

d) Discuss the main features of Indian caste system.

e) Explain the s ecu lar featu res  o f Indian
Constitution.

f) Write down the Remedies  agains t
Communalism.

g) Analyse the possible steps for removing regional
imbalances.

V-246 [Turn Over

h) Give the historical background of the 1st and
2nd Coalition Government in India  in 1977 and
1989.

Group - B

2. Explain   the salient features of  Political party system
in India. 12½

3. Dis cus s  the various  determinan ts  of vo t ing
behaviour. 12½

4. Explain  diffeernt forms  of Regional Aspirations
present in India politics. 12½

5. Depict a picture and character of cate politics found
in India. 12½

6. Discuss the functions of National Commission for
women as an affirmat ive action  fo r welfare of
women. 12½

7. Discuss the Nehruvian Model of Development.       12½

8. Explain the  nature and  working o f Multi Party
Coalition. 12½

9. " Secu laris m is  the  bes t remedy  agains t
Communalism". Comment. 12½

V-246-1 
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II-UG-ODI-(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

"K' aòbûM

1. ù~ ùKøYiò PûeòUòe iõlò̄  C�e \ò@ : 7½ × 4

K) Êû]ú^Zû _ea�ðú IWÿò@û C_^ýûiùe R^RûZòe PòZâ Kò_eò
_âZò̀ kòZ ùjûAQò CùfäL Ke ö

L) Êû]ú^Zû _ea�ðú IWÿò@û C_^ýûi iûjòZýe bûhû I ùg÷kú
iõ_Kðùe iìP^û \ò@ ö

M) Êû]ú^Zû _ea�ðú IWÿò@û MÌ iûjòZýe icûR C_ù~ûMòZû
@ûKk^ Ke ö

N) Êû]^úZû _ea�ðú IWÿò@û ̂ ûUKùe ùfûK C_û\û̂  @^êi§û^
Ke ö

O) Êû]ú̂ Zû _ea�ðú IWÿò@û GKûuòKûe ùa÷gòÁý _â\gð̂  Ke ö

P) Êû]ú̂ Zû _ea�ðú IWÿò@û _Zâ _ZâòKû iõ_Kðùe GK _âa§ ùfLö

Q) IWÿò@û _âa§ iûjòZýe _âKûeùb\ \gûð@ ö

R) icûùfûPKe ]cð I @û\gð i´§ùe iìP^û \ò@ ö

V-249 [Turn Over

"L' aòbûM

2. Êû]ú^Zû _ea�ðú IWÿò@û C_^ýûiùe _âZò̀ kòZ icûR Rúa^e
ùa÷PòZâý _âKûg Ke ö 12½

3. Êû]ú^Zû _ea�ðú IWÿò@û C_^ýûiùe _âKûgòZ ùPZ^û _âaûj
ùg÷kúe _eòPd \ò@ ö 12½

4. Êû]ú^Z û _ea�ðú IW ÿò@û MÌe bûa I bûa^ûùe @ûiò[ôaû
_eòa�ð̂ e iìP^û \ò@ ö 12½

5. Êû]ú^Zû _ea�ðú IWÿò@û ^ûUKe aòhdaÉê I iõkû_e ÊûZªý
\gûð@ ö 12½

6. Êû]ú^Zû _ea�ðú IWÿò@û ^ûUKùe cò[þe Kò_eò i`k _âùdûM
ùjûAQò CùfäL Ke ö 12½

7. Êû]ú^Zû _ea�ðú IWÿò@û GKûuòKû iûjòZýe Kâùcû^ÜZò aòPûe
Ke ö 12½

8. Êû]ú^Z û _ea�ðú IW ÿò@û _âa§ i ûj òZ ýe ÊûZªý _â\g ð̂
Keö 12½

9. IWÿò@û iûjòZýKê Êû]ú^Zû _ea�ðú IWÿò@û _Zâ _ZâòKûe @a\û^
@ûKk^ Ke ö 12½

V-249-1 
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II-UG-Phi l (CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 7½ × 4

a) Write short notes on Dharma.

b) Define Artha.

c) Write short notes on Samyak Jyana.

d) Explain eight fold path of Buddhism.

e) Write short notes on Vikarma.

f) Explain satyagraha of Gandhi.

g) What  is Headonism ?

h) Define  Moksa.

Group - B

2. Give an account of Purusartha. 12½

3. Explain and examine Carvakas  materialism. 12½

4. What are the Triratna (Three Jewels) o f Jainis m ?
How thes e are ind is pensab le fo r liberat ion?
Discuss. 12½

5. Explain the  Four Nobel Truth of Buddhism. 12½

6. W hat  is  mean t  by  dependen t  o rig inat ion  o f
Buddhism ? Explain. 12½

7. Explain  the Naskama Karma of Bhagvad Gita.    12½

8. Means justify the ends. Explain it in the light of
Gandhian ethics. 12½

V-247-0.5 
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II-UG-His t (CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write short notes any four of the following :         7½×4

a) Plebein

b) Christanity in Roman Empire

c) Slave society in Rome

d) Status of serfs in Middle Age.

e) Characteristics of Feudalism

f) Role of St. Paul in spreading Christianity.

g) Sufism in central Islamic world.

h) Abu Bekr and Islam.

Group - B

2. Write a note on the evolution and growth of Roman
Republic. 12½

3. Analyse the contributions of Romans to the human
civilisation. 12½

4. Discuss the teachings of Jesus Christ and spread of
Christianity in Rome. 12½

5. Give an account of the crisis and decline of Roman
Empire. 12½

6. State the merits and demerits of Feudalism. 12½

7. Describe the life and  teachings o f Prophet
Mohammad. 12½

8. Narrate the causes and consequences of crusade wars
from 11th Century to 13th Century. 12½

9. Throw light on the urbanisation and trade during
middle age. 12½

V-245-0.5  V-245 [Turn Over
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II-UG-Soc(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 7½ × 4

a) Define social progress and discuss its features.

b) Write a short essay on social development.

c) Analyse  evolutionary theory in brief.

d) Discuss how ideological factor brings social
change.

e) Bringout the relationship between economic
factor and social change.

f) Write a short note on Human Development Index.

g) Discuss factors favouring economic growth.

h) Mention the characteristics of socialistic models
of development.

Group - B

2. Bring out the relationship between Social Change
Social Evolution and Social Progress. 12½

3. Write a short essay on Social Evolution. 12½

4. Critically examine the cyclical theory o f s ocial
change. 12½

5. Discuss how technology brings out social change.
12½

6. Analyse the indicators of Social Development.12½

7. Answer in brief, the meaning and theory of Economic
Growth. 12½

8. Analyse the capitalist models of development.
12½

V-248-0.3
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II-UG-Sans(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. DeOeesefueefKeles<eg kesÀ<eeefáeled  ®elegCee¥cegÊejb oer³ele  : 7½ × 4

ke À) DeHeJeeo: ö efìHedHeCeeR efueKele ~

Ke) DeeosMe: ö efìHHeCeeR efueKele ~

ie) Deeefojvl³esve menslee ö met$eb J³eeK³eele ~

Ie) GHeosMesjpevegveeefmekesÀ Fle ö met$eb J³eeK³eele ~

*) DeäeO³ee³eer ö efìHHeCeeR efueKele ~

®e) meeJe&OeelegkeÀ: ö  efìHedHeCeeR efueKele ~

í) ye=ef×Meow®e ö met$eb J³eeK³eele ~

pe) nuevl³eced ö met$eb  J³eeK³eele ~

Group - B

1. legu³eem³e Òe³elveb meJeCe&cedömet$e J³eeK³ee kegÀ©le ~ 12½

2. DeCegefoled meJeCe&m³e ®eeÒel³e³e:ömet$eJ³eeK³ee kegÀ©le~ 12½

3. ³esveefJeefOemleovlem³eömet$eJ³eeK³ee keÀe³³ee& ~ 12½

4. FvêJeýee,  JemevleefleuekeÀe ö ívomees meesoenjCeb ue#eCeb efueKele~      12½

5. cevoe¬eÀevlee, DevegägHed ö ívomees ue#eCesve men GoenjCeeW mebiece³ele~       12½

6. ieCeHeeþ Deeiece³ees: Heefj®e³eb oer³ele ~ 12½

7. Hetye&$eeefme×ced Fefle met$em³e J³eeK³ee keÀe³³ee& ~ 12½

V-250-0.5 
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II-UG-Hindi(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. efvecveefueefKele HeÐeebMeeW  ces mes efkeÀvneR oes keÀer meÒeme² J³eeK³ee keÀerefpeS :
8 × 2

ke À) ³eefo Jes ®eues Dee³es nQ  Flevee,
lees oes Heo GvekeÀes nw efkeÀlevee ?
keÌ³ee Yeejer Jen cegPekeÀes efpelevee ?

      Heerþ  GvneWves HesÀjer ~
      js ceve, Deepe Hejer#ee lesjer ~

Ke) pees IeveerYetle Heeræ[e Leer cemlekeÀ ceW mce=efle meer íeF&,
ogefo&ve ceW DeeBmet yevekeÀj Jen Deepe yejmeves DeeF& ~
jes-jes-keÀj efmemekeÀ-efmemekeÀ keÀj keÀnlee ceQ keÀ©Ce keÀneveer
legce megceve vees®eles megveles keÀjles peeleer Devepeeveer ~~

ie) ®eeì jns Petþer  HeÊeue Jes keÀYeer meæ[keÀ Hej Keæ[s ngS ~
Deewj  PeHeì uesves keÀes Gvemes kegÀÊes Yeer Deæ[s ngS ~

*) efvejeuee keÀer Henueer  j®evee keÌ³ee Leer ?

®e) efnvoer  ceW cegkeÌlekeÀ ívo  keÀe ÒeJeÊe&ve efkeÀmeves Henues efkeÀ³ee Lee ?

í) efvejeuee keÀe Hetje veece efueefKeS ~

pe) Heble keÀes efkeÀme ûevLe  kesÀ efueS ̀ %eeveHeerþ'  HegjmkeÀej efceuee Lee ?

Pe) `DeeOegefvekeÀ ceerje' efkeÀvns keÀne peelee nw ?

_e) ef®eobyeje  efkeÀmekeÀer j®evee jner ?

V-251-0.3 
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þnjes, Denes cesjs Ë=o³e ceW nw Dece=le, ceQ meeR®e otBiee
DeefYecev³eg  pewmes nes mekeÀesies legce
legcnejs og:Ke  ceQ DeHeves Ëo³e ceW KeeR®e uetBiee ~

Ie) efJemle=le veYe keÀe keÀesF& keÀesvee,
cesje ve keÀYeer DeHevee nesvee,

Heefj®e³e Flevee Fefleneme ³ener
Gceæ[er keÀue Leer efceì Deepe ®eueer ~~

2. efvecveefueefKele ÒeMveeW ceW mes efkeÀvneR ®eej kesÀ GÊej efueefKeS :    12½×4

ke À) `HeJeve-oteflekeÀe' keÀefJelee keÀe YeeJeeLe& mHeä keÀerefpeS ~

Ke) `ues ®eue cegPes YegueeJee oskeÀj' keÀefJe keÀneB Deewj keÌ³eeWe peeves keÀer
yeele keÀjles nQ- mHeä keÀerefpeS ~

ie) Heefþle keÀefJelee kesÀ DeeOeej Hej efYe#egkeÀ keÀer oerve oMee Hej ÒekeÀeMe
[eefueS ~

Ie) `ÒeLece jefMce' keÀefJelee keÀe meejcece& DeHeves Meyoesb ceW efueefKeS ~

*) `ceOegce³e osMe' keÀefJelee kesÀ DeeOeej Hej Òemeeo peer kesÀ osMeÒesce keÀes
mHeä keÀerefpeS ~

®e) ceneosJeer ves DeHeves peerJeve keÀes yeoueer kesÀ meeLe keÌ³eeW leguevee keÀer nw-
mHeä keÀerefpeS ~

í) `meefKe, Jemevle mes keÀneB ieS Jes ?' keÀefJelee kesÀ DeeOeej Hej
³eMeesOeje keÀer efJejn YeeJevee Hej ÒekeÀeMe [eefueS ~

3. efìHHeCeer efueefKeS  (efkeÀvneR SkeÀ) 1 × 6

ke À) DeeBmet keÀefJelee keÀe GÎsM³e ~

Ke) efvejeuee keÀer DeÜwleJeeoer ®eslevee

ie) leepe keÀefJelee keÀe GÎsM³e

4. Deefle mebef#eHle GÊej oerefpeS : (efkeÀvneR Deeþ) ~

ke À) HeJeve efÜeflekeÀe' Òemebie ceW keÀewve efkeÀmes DeHevee mebosMe  efYepeJeeleer
nw ?

Ke) Yeejle Yeejleer' efkeÀmekeÀer j®evee jner ?

ie) DeeBmet efkeÀme lejn keÀe keÀeJ³e nw?

Ie) `ceOegce³e osMe' keÀefJelee efkeÀmeves iee³ee Lee ~

V-251 [Turn Over
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II-UG-Anth(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write  short notes on any four of the following.
7½ × 4

a) Miocene hominoids

b) Characteristics of Ramapithecus.

c) Homo Habils

d) Phylogenetic relationship of Australopithecines

e) Homo erectus

f) Homo Sapiens

g) Fossil evidence of Neanderthals

h) Origin of Modern human.

Group - B

2. Define primate ? Discuss the origin and  radiation
of special reference to Ramapithecus period. .

9

3. Discuss the distribution and features of Miocene
hominoids. 9

4. Elaborate write on the distribution and characteristic
features of  Australopithecine. 9

5. Give an account of Homo erectus from Europe with
an example. 9

6. Briefly discuss the  fossil evidence of Archaic Homo
Sapiens. 9

7. Write notes on the distribution and feature of the
modern humans. 9

8. Write details  about hominisation process. 9

V-253-0.3
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II-UG-Geog(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Major  branches of Oceanography

b) Hypsometric curve

c) Continental shelf

d) T-S diagram

e) Neritic deposits

f) Barrier reef.

g) Neap tide

h) Bumboldt current.

Group - B

2. Define Oceanography and discuss its scope. 9

3. Give a brief account  of the bottom relief of the
Atlantic Ocean. 9

4. Describe the factors affecting salinity of the ocean
water. 9

5. Write the horizontal distribution of temperature of
oceans. 9

6. Discus s the s ubs idence theory regarding  the
formation of coral reets. 9

7. Explain the  formation of tides. 9

8. Elaborate the curren ts of Indian ocean during
Summer season. 9

V-254-0.5
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II-UG-Edn(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Dis cus s the importan t characterist ics  o f
teaching.

b) Explain what is learning.

c) What are the variables of teaching.

d) Give five principles of teaching.

e) Explain child centered approach in teaching.

f) W hat  is the s ign ificance o f the maxims
concerning teaching.

g) State the Herbatarian steps of designing lesson
plan.

h) What are the different types of teaching theories.

Group - B

2. Define teaching. Discuss the relationship between
teaching and learning. 9

3. Discuss the different phases of teaching task. 9

4. Discuss  Gagne's heirarchical theory of teaching. 9

5. Describe the different maxims of teaching. 9

6. Explain  the Analytic and synthetic methods of
teaching with examples. 9

7. Discuss the various steps involved in the problem
solving method of teaching. 9

8. Define Teaching task. State the various levels of
teaching task. 9

V-256-0.5
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II-UG-Ps y(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4
a) Briefly  d is cus s the mult ip le in telligences

identified by Gardner.

b) Dis cuss  differen t cu ltural issues  in test ing
intelligence.

c) Discuss the salient features of social cognitive
theory of personality.

d) What do you mean by personality topology ?

e) Evaluate Maslow's theory of motivation.

f) Point out the limitations of James-Lange theory
of emotion.

g) Write  notes on :
i) Social Cognition
ii) Subjective well being.

V-257 [Turn Over

Group - B

2. Briefly discuss  the nature-nurture controversy in
intelligence. 9

3. Critically examine Sternberg's triarchic theory of
intelligence. 9

4. Discuss the main features of Freud's psychoanalytic
theory of personality. 9

5. What is  a projective technique ? Disscuss the
advantages and disadvantages of two projective tests
which  asses personality. 9

6. Critically evaluate Arousal and Expectancy theories
of motivation. 9

7. Elaborate Cannon-Bard theory of emotion. 9

8. How attribution process is helpful in understanding
the causes of behaviour. 9

9. Define positive psychology. Discuss the scope and
goals of positive psychology. 9

V-257-0.5
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II-UG-Stat(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Attempt any four of the following. 6 × 4

a) Discuss classical definition of probability and
state its drawbacks.

b) State and  prove addition law of probability for
any three events A, B and C.

c) Define conditional probability and show that it
satisfies the axioms of probability.

d) Mr. A, Mr B and Mr C are  three candidates for
the position o f principal. Their chances of
gett ing the appointment are in the proportion
4:2:3 respectively. The  probability that Mr. A
if s elected  would introduce  co-education in

ii) Show that   m.g.f. o f s um of a number o f
independent random variables is equal to the
product of their respective moment generating
functions (m.g.f.)

6. Stating all the conditions clearly prove that poisson
distribution is a limiting case of binomial distribution
and hence find its mean.

7. i) Define negative binomial distribution and hence
find its mean and variance.

ii) Describe geometric distribution and explain why
it is said to lack of memory.

8. i) With usual notation, find p  for a binomial
variate x, if n =6 and 9 p (x = 4) = p (x = 2)

ii) If x1 and x2  are two independent poisson variates

with parameters  1 2and   respectively then

show that 1 2x x  is also a poisson variate hence

find mean of 1 2x x

V-255-0.3
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the college is 0.3. The probabilities of Mr. B
and Mr C doing the same are respectively 0.5
and 0.8.

i) What is the probability that there will be
co-education in the college.

ii) If there will be co-education in the college,
what is the probability that Mr. C is the
principal.

e) The joint probability distribution of two random
variables X and Y is given as

1 1P( X 0, Y 1) ,P ( X 1,Y 1)
3 3

         and

1P( X 0, Y 1)
3

   . Find  marginal distribution

of X and Y.

f) Define dist ribu tion  funct ion of a random
variable and state its important properties.

g) state and prove additioin law of mathematical
expectation.

h) If X is a bionomial variable with parameters
n and p then derive the probability mass function
of X.

Group - B

Answer any four of the following. 9 × 4

2. i) Define probability by axiomatic approach.

ii) With suitable examples differentiate between
mutually exclusive and independent events.

3. State and prove Baye's theorem.

4. If  1 2P ( A ) p P ( B) p   and 3P ( A B) p  then

express the  following in terms of p1, p2, and p3,
(p1, p2, p3) > 0

i)  p ( A B)

ii) p ( A B)

iii) p ( B /A )

5. i) Define moment  generating function(mgf) and
explain why it is called so.

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-UG-BBA(CC)-IV(CA)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following. 7½ × 4

a) Dis tinguish  between Cost  Account ing and
Management Accounting.

b) Explain the concept of Economic Ordering
Quantity.

c) Distinguish between Time keeping and Time
Booking.

d) Explain the concept of Idle time.

e) Dist ingu is h between allocation  and
apportionment of over head.

f) What  are the main features of job costing ?
Name four types of business where job costing
would be appropriate.

g) Explain  abnormal gain and abnormal loss and
state how they should be dealt within process
Cost Accounts.

Direct wages 1,15,000
Direct expenses 45,000
Share of Head office expenses 18,000
Contract price 4,25,000

Rs. 2,80,000 has been received by the date, being
70% of the work certified work not certified was
20% of work  certified. The materials at site were
valued  Rs . 22,000. The p lant  is s ubject to
depreciation by  Rs. 15,000.
     You are required to prepare a contract account
for the period. 12½

8. From the following  particulars calculate :
a) Total material cost variance
b) Material price variance
c) Material usage variance.

Materials Standard Actual
Units Price Units Price

(Rs.) (Rs.)

   A 1010 1.00 1080 1.25
   B 410 1.50 370 1.70
   C 350 2.00 390 1.90

V-258-0.3
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h) Distinguish between Fixed budget and Flexible budget.

Group - B

2. What  are the advantages of Cost Accounting.      12½

3. From  the following information prepare a cost sheet
for the month of January 2017.

                                                             `
Raw material consumed 91,000
Direct wages 29,000
Direct expenses 10,000
Works overhead 80% of Direct wages
Administrative overheads 10% of works cost
Selling and distribution
overheads Rs. 2 per unit sold

Units produced and sold during the year 50,000 units.
Find the selling price per unit charging 20% profit
on sales. 12½

4. Explain  the different  methods of pricing material
issues. 12½

5. "The perpetual inventory system is an integral part
of material control". Discuss the statement bringing
out clearly the salient features of the system. 12½

6. The profit as per Cost Accounts is Rs. 1,50,000. The
following details are ascertained on comparison of
cost and financial accounts.

Cost Financial
Account Accounts.

(Rs) (Rs)
a) Opening stock :

Materials 10,000 15,000
Finished goods 18,000 16,000

b) Closing stocks :
Materials 12,000 13,000
Finished goods 20,000 17,000

c) Interest charged but nto paid Rs.10,000
d) Preliminary expenses written of Rs.500
e) Goodwill written off Rs.1,500
f) Indirect expenses charges in financial accounts

Rs.80,000 but Rs.75,500 recorded in Cost Accounts.

Find  out  the financial pro fit  bypreparing  a
reconciliation statement.

7. As on a particular date, the account of contract undertaken
by Biswal & Co. presented the following expenditures.

Rs.
Materials purchased 1,30,000
Materials issued from store 25,000
Plant purchased 80,000

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-UG-Eco(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following. 7½ × 4

a) Provide a solution to the three sector closed
input-output model. Point out its assumptions.

b) Discuss Domar's 'Capital Expansion Model'.

c) State the conditions o f equilib riu rm in the
'Cobweb' model with different slopes of demand
and supply curves.

d) i) Define Hawkins-Simon Condition.
ii) Describe Input-Output transaction matrix.

e) Optimise u = xy½

subject to constraint  4x + y = 48

f) Solve the differential equation :

y x xdy
dx

1 0  a f
V-244 [Turn Over

7. i) A firm has the total cost (TC) function
TC = 7q2 + 5q + 120 and the demand function
P = 180 – 0.5q, find profit maximising output
and price. 6½

ii) Write on  'Neces s ary ' and  'Sufficien t '
conditions for an extreme value of a funct ion
u = f(x, y ). 2½

iii) R = 30Q – Q2  and C = 20 + 4Q where 'R' is total
revenue, 'C' is total cost and 'Q' is output. Find
equilibrium output of the firm. 3½

8. i) Us ing Lagrange Multiplier find the value of
z = xy subject to x + 2y = 2. 4

ii) Write a note on Bordered Hessian determinant.   3

iii) Show that yt = t + c is a solution of yt+1 – yt = 1.
Also find a particular solution if y0 = 2 when
t = 0. 5½

V-244-1 
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g) y = x4 – 4x3 + 16x, show the points of inflexion
and change in the curvature of the curve.

h) i) Find dy
dx

of the function x y y x2 2 0  

ii) Fin d d y
d x

o f the fun ctio n y x y
x





2

2

Group - B

2. Given :

A and the
L

N
MMM

O

Q
PPP

01 0 3 01
0 0 2 0 2
0 0 03

. . .
. .

.

final demands are F1,  F2 and F3. Find the output
levels cosistent with the input-output model. What
will be the output levels if F1 = 20, F2 = 0 and
F3 =100 ? 12½

3. i) Solve the differential equation :

x y y x dy
dx

   a f a f 0. 7

ii) Write all the derivatives of the function 5½

y = x3 – 5x2 + 7  and then find f '(1) and f "(2).

4. i) Examine the curve y = x3 – 3x2 – 9x + 6 for
convexity andd the point of inflexion. 6

ii) Examine the funct ion y = 2x2  – x3  fo r it s
maximum and minimum. 6½

5. i) Find the total differential of  z x
x y




5

ii) Find the First and Second-Order differentials of
the function u = xy. 4

iii) Find dy
dx

of x xy y2 6 18 02 2    . 3½

6. i) Given  y = x5 + 5x3 + 5, Find the extreme values
of y, if any, where x is assumed to be a real
variable.   6

ii) Given  a demand  funct ion P
q





36

36
12

where 'P' is the price and q is the quantity, find
the maximum revenue R = pq. 6½

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-UG-Com(H)-II (BRF)
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. "All Contracts are Agreements but all Agreements
are not Contracts". Discuss  the statement explaining
the essential elements of a valid contract. 16

OR

a) 'A' made a proposal to 'B' post. B died before
the letter reached him. B's son accepted the
proposal. Is A bound by the acceptance ? 4

b) A an infant obtais a loan from B by falsely
representing his age. B seks to recover the loan
from A. Discuss. 4

c) A young widow was forced to adopt a boy under
the threat of preventing the body of her husband,
who died, from being removed for cremation.
Is the adoption valid ? 4

V-306 [Turn Over



d) A owes B Rs 1,000, but the debt is barred by
limitation. A gives a letters to B areeing to pay
him Rs 500 on account  of the debt. Is it a valid
agreement ? 4

2. a) What is Bailment ? Discuss the rights and duties
of bailor. 4 + 12

OR

b) State the ways in which a contract may be said
to be discharged. 16

3. a) Discuss the rights of an unpaid seller. 16

OR

b) Define 'Condition' and 'Warranty'. Point out the
differences  between the two. Under what
circums tances can a b reach of condition be
treated as a breach of warranty. 4+6+6

4. a) Define a cheque. Discuss its features. 8

b) Dis t inguis h between  cheque and Bill o f
exchange. 8

OR

c) Distinguish between a 'holder' and a 'holder in
due cource'. Explain the privileges granted to a
'holder in due course' under the Negotaible
Instrument Act. 8 + 8

5. a) State the important uses of Consumer Protection
Act, 1986 for its consumer. 16

OR

b) What is Memorandum of Association ? Discuss
its contents. 16

V-306-80 
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II-UG-BBA(H)-II (BM)
(Back)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. a) The sum of three consecutive terms in AP is 54
and the product of two extremes is 275. Find
the terms. 8

b) The sum of 3 numbers in GP is 35 and their
Product is 1000. Find the numbers. 8

OR

c) A machine depreciates @ 10% p.a. on reducing
balance. The original cost of the machine is
`10,000. The ultimate scrap value at the end of
its effective life is  ̀ 3,750. Find the effective life
of the machine. 8 × 2

d) The simple interest on a sum of money in one
year is  ̀50 and the compound interest in 2 years
is `102. Find the principal and the interest.

V-307 [Turn Over

b) Find the differntial coefficient of the following
w.  r.   t  x

i) y x
ex




3 4
2

8

ii) Find 
dy
x  o f the implicit  funct ion ,

x2 – y2 +3x = 4y. 8

5. Evaluate  the integrals

a) ( )2 3 3x dxz 8

b) 3 55 x dx 8

OR

c) Evaluate x
x

dx, 3 4
6 7


z 8

d) Evaluate x x dxe, (log ) .4 2z 8

V-307-0.5 
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2. a) So lve the fo llowing equat ions by Cramers
rule. 16

2x – 3y + 5z = 11

3x + 2y – 4z = –5

x + y – 2z = – 3

OR

b) Express :

         

1 3 5
6 8 3
4 6 5



L

N
MMM

O

Q
PPP

as a sum of symmetric and  skew symmetric
matrices.

3. a) If f x x
x

( ) 
1

Pr ( )
( )

( )ove that f x
f x

f x



1

2
8

b) Draw the graph of

f x

x x
x x

x x

( )

,

,

,



 


 

   

R
S
||

T
||

0 1
4

3
1 4

4 4 5
8

OR

c) Evaluate Lt
x
xx


3

2 9
3

8

d) Discuss continue of f(x) at x = 0

where f x
x
x

x

x
, ( )

| |
,

,






R
S|
T|

0

0 0
. 8

4. a) Find dy
dx

w r t x. .

i) y a x
x


( )2

2 8

ii) y x x
x

x
x

    8 6 12 9 103 2
3

4
5 8

OR

V-307 [Turn Over
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II-PG-Pol .S c-VIII

2017
Full Marks - 40
Time - 3  Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer all questions

1. a) What is Civil Society ? Examine the classical
view of Civil Society. 12

OR

b) Discus s in brief the origin  of Feminism and
examine the liberal view of Feminism.

2. a) What  do you mean  by mult icultu ralism ?
Examine the human development and human
Rights in the situation of multiculturalism. 12

OR

b) Dis cuss  the Lucian  Pye v iew of Po litical
Development.

V-201 [Turn Over

3. Write  notes on any two of the following : 8 × 2

a) Role of Civil Society in developing countries

b) Radical Feminism

c) Nature of multiculturalism

d) What is Political Development.

V-201-0.5 
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II-UG-Phy(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following.

a) Calculate the resultant by graphical method of
two collinear harmonic oscillations having the
same frequency but differing in phase. 6

b) i) Dist inguis h  between  long itudinal and
transverse waves. 2

ii) Es tablis h general wave equation  for a
travelling wave. 4

c) Derive an expression for velocity  of transverse
vibrations of stretched string. 6

d) i) Write  a short notes on normal  modes of
stretched strings. 4

V-259 [Turn Over



ii) Discuss the properties of wave front. 2

e) Explain the difference between interference by
divis ion  of wave front  and by d iv ision of
amplitude giving suitable examples. 6

f) i) Explain how  interference fringes are formed
by a th in  wedge-s haped film, when
examined by normally reflected light. 4

ii) Find the expression for fringe width 2

g) i) Write Fresnel-Kirchhoff 's integral formula
in diffraction. 2

ii) Discuss its equivalence to Huygens Fresnel
equation. 4

h) i) Dis tingu is h  between  holography and
photography. 2

ii) How is hologram produced. 4

Group - B

2. Find  the expression  for the resultant motion of a
particle subjected to two perpendicular  harmonic
oscillators  of the s ame period bu t  o f different
amplitudes and phases. Find  the paths for different
important cases. 6 + 3

3. Define  and derive expressions for phase velocity
and group velocity. Derive a relation between the
two velocities. 6 + 3

4. Derive Newton's formula for velocity of sound. How
did Laplace correct  the formula. 6 + 3

5. Describe the principle, construction and working  of
Michelson interferometer. Compare  it with Fabry-
Perot interferometer. 7 + 2

6. Dis cuss   the pattern obtained  in Fraunhofer
diffraction  for a circular aperture. How is  the
resolving power of optical instrument affected by
such diffraction. 7 + 2

7 Show that  the rad ii of half period  zones  of a
zone plate are proportional to the s quare root of
natu ral numbers. Derive an express ion for its
focal length. 7 + 2

8. Discuss  the formation of Newton's  rings with
necessary  theory and diagram. How does it help to
measure wavelength of light ? 6 + 3

V-259-0.8 
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II-UG-Chem(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following.
a) Distinguish between : 2 × 3

i) Isothermal and adiabatic process.
ii) Reversible and irreversible process
iii) Open and closed system.

b) State and explain  Hegg's  law of constant heat
summation. 6

c) Describe  how the absolute Entropy of a gas is
calculated at T0K. 6

d) Derive  Van't Hoff 's equation showing the effect
of temperature on equilibrium constant. 6

e) i) Write  three different statements of  second
law of thermodynamics. 3

ii) What  is thermodynamic scale of temperature. 3

c) Calculate the  entropy change involved in the
isothermal reversible expansion of 5 moles of
an ideal gas from a vo lume of 10 liters  to a
volume of 100 litres at 100K. 3

7 Derive thermodynamically the relation  between
depression in freezing point of a  solution and the
molecular mass of the non volatile solute. 9

8. a) What are the laws of osmotic pressure ? Derive
an  expres sion  fo r calcu lating the osmot ic
pressure  of a solution containing non volatile
solute. 3 + 4

b) What do you mean by isotonic  solution. 2

9. a) Dis cuss  the applicat ion  o f Le-Chatelier's
p rinciple to  the following  reactions in
equ ilibrium. 4

(i)   2 2 2N (g ) 3H ( g) 2 NH ( g), H 22.08 KCal   

ii) 2 22HI ( g) H ( g) I ( g ), H . X KCal  

b) Explain  the concept of  fugacity. 3

c) The vapour pressure of a solution is always
lower than that of the pure solvent. Explain 2

V-260-0.8 
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f) i) Prove that the entropy of a system and
surrounding increases in an irreversible
process but  remains constant in a reversible
process. 4

ii) State third law of thermodynamics. 2

g) What are equilibrium constants Kp and Kc ?
Derive  the relation between Kp and Kc. 3+3

h) Define  Osmosis and osmotic  pressure. What is
co lligat ive property  ? Prove  that  os mot ic
pressure a colligative propertory . 2+2+2

Group - B

2. a) Define  and explain  intensive and extensive
properties with examples of each. 4

b) For a gas Cp = 8.58 . Two moles  of the gas are
expanded  adiabat ically  from an  in itial
temperature of 200C to a final temperature  of
– 45.40C. Calculate  the work  done.  3

c) What is meant by  enthalpy of combustion. 2

3 a) The heat  of combust ion  o f ethyl alcohol
is–330 KCal. If the heat of formation of CO2(g)
and  H2O(l) be –94.3 KCal and – 68.5 KCal
respectively . Calculate  the heat of  formation
of ethyl alcohol. 4

b) State and  exp lain   the  firs t  law of
thermodynamics. 5

4. a) Derive an expression for  entropy change for an  ideal
gas when the  temperature changes from 1 2T and T
the volume changes from V1 to V2. 5

b) Derive  the thermodynamic relation

i) p
G S
T

     

ii) p
G V
T

    
4

5. Define  Gibb's  free energy (G) and work function
(A). Derive Gibb's Helmholtz equation in terms of
internal energy and work function. 3 + 6

6. a) What  is residual entropy ? Explain  with suitable
examples. 3

b) How does  free energy change exp lain
spontaneity of a reaction. 3

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-UG-Bot(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write short notes any four of the following :     6 × 4

a) Marchantia  thallus

b) Sporophyte of  Riccia

c) Geographical  time scale.

d) Apogamy and Apospory

e) Telome theory

f) Male  gametophyte of  cycas

g) Needle of Pinus.

h) Stem of  Lepidodendon.

Group - B

2. Give an account of reproduction in  Selaginella.

3. Discuss the morphological nature of sporocarp in
Marsilea.

4. Give an  account  of the life cycle of Equisetum
showing alternation of generations.

5. Describe the life history of cycas with economic
importance.

6. Discuss the morphology and anatomy of pinus with
ecological importance.

7. Discuss the morphology, anatomy and  affinities of
Lepidodendron.

8. Give an account o f morphology, anatomy and
affinities of cycadeoidea.
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II-UG-Zool(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.
Give suitable diagrams wherever necessary.

Group - A

1. Write short notes any four of the following :     6 × 4

a) Water soluble Vitamins.

b) Gastro-intestinal hormones.

c) Buffering action of blood.

d) Haemoglobin.

e) Regulation of acid-base balance.

f) Blood pressure and its regulation.

g) Electrocardiogram.

h) Internal structure of human  heart.

Group - B

2. Describe the physiology of digestion and absorption
of protein. 9

3. Give an account of Carbon dioxide transport in the
blood. 9

4. Explain  the mechanis m of Urine format ion in
man. 9

5. Describe  the components  o f b lood and their
functions. 9

6. Define  cardiac cycle. Discuss the various events of
cardiac cycle in man. 9

7. Describe  the histology of lung and  explain the
mechanism of pulmonary ventilation. 9

8. Give an account of Coagulation of blood and add a
note an Coagulating factors. 9

V-262-0.8 
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II-UG-C.CS.(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 4 × 6

a) Define stack. Differentiate it from Queue.

b) Discuss  Tower of Hanoi with algorithm and
suitable  example.

c) Discuss different Binary Trees with suitable
examples.

d) Evaluate the expression in PREFIX :
(3*(16 + 2)–12/6)

e) Discus s Round  Robin   A lgorithm with
Algorithm and suitable example.

8. a) Represent the polynomial in the linked list :
2 53 x yz 3xy 9  3

b) Write  the Limitations of Static Linear Queue.
How it can be overcome ? Write the Algorithms
for insertion in Circular Queue. 6
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f) Evaluate the expres s ion  in POSTFIX :
(3*(16 + 2)–12/6)

g) Discuss Garbage Collection and compaction.

h) Define  Data Structure. Categorize it. Write down
its operations.

Group - B

2. a) Write down PUSH ( ) and POP ( ) algorithm.    3

b) Convert the INFIX to PREFIX :

(A+B*E* (M*N^P+T) – G + H) 6

3. a) Differentiate Linked List from Array. 3

b) Convert the INFIX to POSTFIX :

(A+B*E* (M*N^P+T) – G + H) 6

4. a) Differentiate Double Circular Linked List from
Single Circular Linked List. 3

b) Write algorithms for insertion and deletion of
binary search tree. 6

5. a) Different iate double linked  lis t from sing le
linked list. 3

b) Write algorithms for Insertion and Deletion of
Queue. 6

6. a) Construct the t ree where POSTORDER :

HIDJEBFGCA & INORDER : HDIBJEAFCG. 3

b) Write short notes on : 6

i) De-allocation

ii) Application of  Queues

iii) Application of  Stacks.

7. a) Cons t ruct  the tree where PREORDER :

ABDEFCGHJLK & INORDER : DBFEAGCLJHK.

3

b) Write down the different algorithms for deletion
of double linked list. 6

[  3  ][  2  ]
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II-UG-Com(CC)-IV (CL)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Write  a note on Registrar of companies.

b) What are the provisions of the Companies Act,
relating to Government company.

c) Write  a note on 'buy back' of shares.

d) Distinguish between transfer and transmission
of shares.

e) Discus s the prov is ions  o f law relating  to
qualification shares of a company director.

f) Under what circumstances a person can not be
appointed as the Director of a company.

V-266 [Turn Over

g) Mention the statistical books maintained by a
company.

h) W hat  are the funct ions o f a Depository
participant .

Group - B

2. Discuss the characteristics of a company. 12½

3. Discus s the characteris tics and funct ions of a
promoter. 12½

4. What are the provisions of law relating to issue of
bonus shares. 12½

5. What is Annual General Meeting ? State the legal
provisions calling of such meeting. 12½

6. What is Memorandum of Association ? How is it
different from Articles of Association ? 12½

7. State the provisions of law relating to appointment
and remuneration of Company Auditor. 12½

8. What is depository ? Examine  the important features
of Depositories Act, 1996. 12½
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II-UG-Com(CC)-IV (CL)

2017
Full Marks - 80
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Write  a note on Registrar of companies.

b) What are the provisions of the Companies Act,
relating to Government company.

c) Write  a note on 'buy back' of shares.

d) Distinguish between transfer and transmission
of shares.

e) Discus s the prov is ions  o f law relating  to
qualification shares of a company director.

f) Under what circumstances a person can not be
appointed as the Director of a company.

V-266 [Turn Over

g) Mention the statistical books maintained by a
company.

h) W hat  are the funct ions o f a Depository
participant .

Group - B

2. Discuss the characteristics of a company. 12½

3. Discus s the characteris tics and funct ions of a
promoter. 12½

4. What are the provisions of law relating to issue of
bonus shares. 12½

5. What is Annual General Meeting ? State the legal
provisions calling of such meeting. 12½

6. What is Memorandum of Association ? How is it
different from Articles of Association ? 12½

7. State the provisions of law relating to appointment
and remuneration of Company Auditor. 12½

8. What is depository ? Examine  the important features
of Depositories Act, 1996. 12½
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II-UG-Math(CC)-IV
(Arts/Sc)

2017
Full Marks - 60

Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks

Answer five questions including Q.No. 1
which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Answer any four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Solve : (2x – 4y + 5) dy + (x – 2y + 3) dx = 0

b) Solve : 
2dy

x y y log x
dx

 
  

 

c) Solve  : y = 3px + 4p3.

d) Solve the following initial value problem :
2x y '' 3 xy ' 4 y 0 ; y(1) 1, y '(1) 5    

e) Find  the particular integral of
3 x( D 1) y e cosx sin3x  
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f) Find  the general solution of the following :
2

2 1 x
(1 x ) y" 2xy' 2y

x


   

g) If m is a positive integer, then prove that
m

m mJ ( x ) ( 1) J ( x )  

h) Find  the Laplace transform of  2 tt e sint .

Group - B

2. Solve  the initial value problem

2 dy
x 2 xy x 1 0, y(1) 0

dx
     9

3. Solve  by method of variation of parameter

2 x( D 2 D 5) y e tan 2 x   9

4. Solve : 2 2( x D xD 2) y x log x   9

5. Find the power solution of the differentialequation
2 2x y" xy ' ( x 1) y 0    9

6. Solve  : 2

a
y px

p
  9

7. Solve :  4 2 2(D 2D 1)y x cos x   9

8. Use Laplace transform  to solve

y" –2y' –3y = 0 , y(0) = 1, y'(0) = 7 9
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II-UG-Geol(CC)-IV

2017
Full Marks - 60
Time - 3 Hours

The figures in the right-hand margin indicate marks
Answer five questions including Q.No. 1

which is compulsory.

Group - A

1. Write note on four of the following : 6 × 4

a) Double Refraction

b) Optic Axis

c) Pleochroism

d) Isotropism and Anisotropism

e) Interference colour.

f) Uniaxial Interference figure

g) Isomorphism and Polymorphism

h) Atomic substitution.

Group - B

2. Describe  construction and principle of Nicol Prism.
Add a note on its uses. 9

3. Describe geochemical classification of elements 9

4. Give an  account  o f cos mic abund ance o f
elements. 9

5. Des cribe st ructu re and compos it ion o f the
atmosphere. 9

6. Write an essay on geochemical cycle.. 9

7. Give an account of different types of meteorites. Add
a note on their composition. 9

8. What  is extinction ? Write a note on extinction
angle. 9
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